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Broadway Drain Improvements - Engineer’s Report

Dear Mayor and Council:
In accordance with Council Resolution #26/2015 of 2 February 2015 and City
administration’s subsequent instructions, we have completed our examinations into the
improvement of the Broadway Drain and the abandonment of the Healy Drain. The
following report addresses the outcome of our examinations, our findings, and our
recommendations for improvements to the subject drains.
1.0 Introduction
In response to requests received from Transport Canada, the road authority for the
Gordie Howe International Bridge (GHIB), City Council resolved to authorize
Landmark Engineers Inc. to prepare a report on the Broadway and Healy Drains under
Sections 76, 78 and 84 of the Drainage Act. This was necessary to accommodate the
drainage needs of the Canadian Plaza component of the GHIB project, which was
formerly known as the Detroit River International Crossing (DRIC).
2.0 Background Information
2.1 Watershed Description
Prior to the acquisition of lands by Transport Canada to accommodate the GHIB, the
Broadway Drain watershed consisted mostly of a mix of low-density residential lands
and open space, and a small area of industrial lands. The Healy Drain watershed
consisted of predominantly industrial lands. We estimate the combined area of the two
watersheds to have been approximately 112 ha.
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The area of the subject watersheds exhibits very little topographic relief. The surface soils are
generally fair draining, and predominantly consist of sand and gravel over deep deposits of
impervious clayey silts. As indicated in Drawing No. 1 of 11, the Broadway Drain watershed is
bounded by the Essex Terminal Railway (ETR) to the east, the Black Oak Nature Reserve to the
south, the Detroit River to the west, and the Healy Drain watershed boundary to the north. The
preconstruction drainage boundary between the Broadway and Healy Drains was assumed to
occur mid-block between Healy Street and Broadway Boulevard. The Healy Drain watershed
was bounded by the ETR to the east, Ojibway Parkway to the north, the Detroit River to the
west, and the Broadway Drain watershed to the south.
2.2 Drain History
The City has long regarded both the Broadway Drain and the Healy Drain as municipal drains
established under the Drainage Act. Aerial mapping maintained by the Essex Region
Conservation Authority also identifies these drainage features as municipal drains.
Nevertheless, a search of the City’s archives did not produce any historic reports or bylaws to
confirm the status of either drain. There were also no records found to indicate how much (if
any) maintenance had occurred along the subject drains since they were originally established,
nor the previously defined limits of the respective watersheds.
Stantec Consulting was retained by Transport Canada in 2014 to prepare site servicing designs
for the Perimeter Access Road (PAR) around the Canadian plaza of the GHIB. It was
recognized early in the design process that construction of the plaza and the PAR would
significantly impact the Broadway Drain and the Healy Drain - both physically (in terms of their
channel alignments), and also in terms of their drainage areas, watershed boundaries, runoff
volumes, and peak flow rates.
Given the above, it was concluded that a new Engineer’s Report would be necessary to properly
address and accommodate the aforementioned drainage issues, and to ensure that appropriate
outlet for all of the public and private lands within the affected watersheds was maintained both initially following construction of the plaza and PAR, and into the future.
Therefore, in order to protect the drainage rights of the drainage community at-large, the City
required that Transport Canada petition for the repair and improvement of the Broadway Drain
and the Healy Drain under the provisions of the Drainage Act. The petitions submitted by
Transport Canada, as well as a copy of the Council resolution appointing Landmark Engineers
are attached here as Appendix A.
2.3 Construction Under the Bridge To Strengthen Trade Act
At the outset of this undertaking, it was intended that the preparation of the Engineer’s Report
would precede any repair, improvement or alteration of the existing drains - as is the usual case
with undertakings under Section 78 of the Drainage Act. Following our initial assessment of the
drains and while in the process of designing the drain improvements, however, Transport
Canada determined that in order to maintain their construction schedule, they needed to
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commence improvement of the Broadway Drain before the Engineer’s Report could be
completed and adopted by the City.
The early establishment of a reliable drainage outlet for the Perimeter Access Road (PAR) and
bridge plaza lands was deemed to be essential for maintaining the overall schedule for
construction of the GHIB. An important consideration was the fact that the Bridge To
Strengthen Trade Act (a Federal law enacted to facilitate the construction of the new bridge
spanning the Detroit River between Windsor and Detroit, formerly known as the DRIC),
exempts the Minister of Transportation (and his or her agents - including the Windsor Detroit
Bridge Authority (WDBA)), from the usual approval processes associated with other Acts such
as the Fisheries Act and the Species at Risk Act.
Following consultations between the WDBA, City administration, and the City’s Legal
Department, the City of Windsor agreed to allow WDBA to proceed with improvement of the
Broadway Drain and the alteration of the Healy Drain in advance of completion of the Drainage
Act process, conditional on the following:



that the WDBA acknowledge and accept the risk of completing works in advance of
concluding the Drainage Act process; and,
that the works be undertaken in a manner that does not cause any undue risk to the
affected drainage community.

A principal factor in the City’s decision to consent to this approach was the fact that the WDBA
had committed at the outset to bearing the full cost associated with preparation of the Engineer’s
Report and the completion of any capital improvements to the subject drain(s). No other
stakeholders in the drainage community were expected to bear any of the initial cost of
improvements, or the cost for the preparation of this report.
2.4 Impact of Construction Schedule on Scope of Engineer’s Report
Once the decision was made to proceed with works in advance of concluding the Drainage Act
process, and adoption of the Engineer’s Report, the objective of this undertaking transitioned
from preparing a report to allow for improvement of the drains, to preparing a report that would
reestablish and redefine the Broadway Drain as a municipal drain. As a result, completion and
filing of this report was postponed until all works within the drain were completed. This
approach was deemed to be most appropriate by both the City and Landmark.
3.0 On-site Meeting
The on-site meeting required under Section 9 of the Drainage Act was held on 12 May 2015 at
the City of Windsor Public Works Building at 1266 McDougall Street. A copy of the Notice of
On-Site Meeting that was issued by the City Clerk is attached herein as Appendix B.
Ms. Anna Godo, P.Eng., the City Drainage Superintendent, opened the meeting by introducing
the attendees and highlighting the purpose of the meeting. With the aid of a PowerPoint
presentation, Daniel M. Krutsch, P.Eng., of Landmark Engineers highlighted the history and
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status of the Broadway and Healy Drains, and noted how they would be impacted by the
pending bridge and bridge plaza construction. A summary of the Drainage Act process was also
presented, and some of the known drainage needs within the affected watersheds were
highlighted.
It was pointed out that the Broadway Drain would likely be enlarged and realigned as part of the
proposed works and that its most upstream portion might be enclosed and abandoned. The
likelihood that a significant portion of the Healy Drain would also be abandoned and that some
of the lands within its watershed would be diverted to that of the Broadway Drain was also
presented. The opportunities that affected property owners would have for appeal through the
Drainage Act process were highlighted. At the end of the formal presentation, the meeting was
opened up for questions and discussion.
Sandee Hrynyk of Brighton Beach Power Ltd. inquired about the timing of construction and
inquired if access to their site would be maintained during construction. Mr. Krutsch responded
that construction was expected to begin by the end of August 2015 and that access would be
maintained to all adjacent properties throughout construction.
Jeremy Warnock of Dainty Foods Inc. asked if their property would be connected to the new
Broadway Drain and indicated that their site had some drainage issues at that time. Mr. Krutsch
expressed that the drainage works would significantly improve the drainage outlet for all
properties along Broadway Street, which would allow Dainty to undertake future site drainage
improvements.
Mazin Mansour and Marco Ricci of Nemak Canada indicated that they had some issues related
to their on-site stormwater management ponds. It was noted that valves from the ponds had to
be opened and shut manually in order to release and/or hold back flows. Due to the construction
of the bridge plaza, it was intended that the ponds be relocated to the southwest corner of the
site. Mr. Alain Michaud of Stantec (i.e., the designer of the PAR drainage) indicated that the
new ponds would most likely be connected by culverts under the bridge plaza to the Broadway
Drain. The specifics regarding how the ponds on the Nemak Canada site would connect to the
improved drains had not been finalized at the time of the meeting.
A record of the on-site meeting is provided in Appendix B.
4.0 Field Surveys, Investigations and Related Studies
The preparation of preliminary studies and environmental assessments associated with early
planning of the DRIC project included numerous topographic surveys and mapping exercises by
others. An electronic copy of the available topographic mapping was obtained from Stantec at
the outset of this exercise. Based on the quantity and quality of the information contained
therein, we concluded that additional topographic surveys were not necessary for the purposes
of carrying out drainage analyses and the design of drainage improvements on the land-based
portion of the subject site. An inspection of the subject drains and tributary watersheds was
undertaken by Landmark on 13 March 2015 for the purpose of ground-proofing the survey data
and confirming the condition of the existing drains.
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A depth sounding survey was also carried out on 15 May 2015 to establish the nearshore
bathymetry of the Detroit River along the frontage of the drain outlet corridor. This information
was used to evaluate and design the drain outlet.
Preliminary planning reports and studies for DRIC also included substantial natural heritage
assessments aimed at establishing the degree to which significant terrestrial and aquatic habitats
could be impacted by the proposed bridge project. The report prepared by Morrison Hershfield
(hereafter MoHe) entitled: Fish and Fish Habitat Existing Conditions Impact Assessment
Report for the Broadway Drain and Healy Drain (dated 1 February 2011) assessed the impacts
of the proposed plaza construction and operation on existing fish and fish habitat in the subject
drains. The study identified project-specific impacts and recommended a scope of construction
mitigation measures with respect to the anticipated realignment of the Broadway Drain and the
infilling of the upstream segment of the Healy Drain. A table that summarizes the mitigating
measures recommended by MoHe is attached as Appendix C. Further discussion on the topic of
fish and fish habitat is also provided in Sections 5 and 6 of this report.
A detailed hydrologic analysis of the entire Broadway Drain tributary area was performed by
Stantec for the purpose of sizing the components of the internal drainage system for the new
bridge plaza, PAR and surrounding lands. This analysis also estimated the 1:100 year flood
flow resulting from full development of the plaza and bridge, which was deemed to be the most
appropriate design standard for the sizing of the new drain. Based on Stantec’s analysis (and
additional calculations performed by Landmark), the 1:100 year peak flow for the new
Broadway Drain was calculated to be 12.5 m3/s.
5.0 Design Considerations
5.1 Purpose & Scope
The purpose and scope of the project were substantially established during the preliminary
planning stages of DRIC - during preparation of its Environmental Assessment (EA), in
particular. It was during this stage that the needs and objectives for improvement of the
Broadway Drain and abandonment of the Healy Drain were established.
In summary, the following drainage needs and objectives were identified:






Provide sufficient outlet and capacity to serve the drainage needs of the proposed GHIB
and associated site development works;
Redirect runoff generated on the property occupied by Nemak of Canada, from the
Healy Drain to the Broadway Drain;
Improve and partially realign the Broadway Drain from its current upstream limit (near
the intersection of Broadway Street and the ETR) to a sufficient outlet at the Detroit
River, in order to:
o provide adequate drainage to existing tributary lands,
o accommodate the added runoff generated by the new bridge plaza and perimeter
access road; and,
Abandon the Healy Drain, if appropriate.
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5.2 Design Criteria & Constraints
In addition to establishing overall drainage needs and objectives, the EA for DRIC (and the
numerous studies and reports that were prepared in support of the EA) established the
expectations of various review and approval agencies – particularly those agencies responsible
for natural habitat. The recommendations from these studies formed the basis for many of the
habitat enhancement measures that were integrated into the final design of the drain
improvements. However, some of the recommendations provided in these reports (and the
review protocols established by the Bridge To Strengthen Trade Act) significantly complicated
the design, review and approval process - particularly in connection with fulfilling the intention
of the Fisheries Act.
Aside from the usual hydrologic and hydraulic design criteria associated with drainage projects,
the integration of appropriate fish habitat enhancement and mitigation measures posed the most
significant technical challenge to satisfactorily completing the drain improvement designs. Two
particular commitments/expectations that were established during the EA became very
problematic over the course of the design process. These are described in detail below.
a) Natural Channel Design
Planning documents for the DRIC project expressed that where the Broadway Drain required
relocation, the realigned channel would be designed to maintain natural geomorphic processes,
based on natural channel design principles by fluvial geomorphologists with input from
hydrologists, fish biologists and landscape architects. Upon review of the actual site conditions,
however, we concluded that the planning documents did not take into consideration the inherent
hydrographic characteristics of the Detroit River.
The impracticality and inappropriateness of attempting to design a new channel on the subject
site using fluvial geomorphological channel design principles became very evident during the
initial stages of final design. We noted that the hydrographic characteristics of the Detroit River
would dominate water levels within the improved Broadway Drain - which would preclude the
development of sustainable pool/riffle complexes and the balancing of erosive and sediment
transport processes, as had been originally envisioned in the EA.
After considerable effort to explain this phenomenon, the decision was eventually made to
design the new Broadway Drain as a canal or backwater coastal feature - in lieu of the originally
proposed design approach. Nevertheless, significant fish habitat enhancement features were
integrated into the new drain design, as presented in Section 6 of this report.
b) Flow Rates for Design
Prior planning documents expressed that the stormwater management design would achieve two
objectives, namely:


provide quantity storage to control peak flows from the Plaza to pre-development rates;
and,
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address potential reductions in baseflow.

While stormwater management ponds providing some quantity control have been integrated into
the design of the GHIB plaza and the PAR, the idea of controlling peak flows to
predevelopment rates was discarded early in the design process. Due to the proximity of the site
to the Detroit River, and its limitless capacity to receive discharges from the subject drainage
area, we determined that there are no warrants for achieving the level of quantity control that
was proposed in the original EA document.
We further concluded that due to the highly impervious nature of the lands within the proposed
watershed and the anticipated dominating influence of the Detroit River hydrograph on water
levels and flows within the new drain, no significant impact on either baseflows or the erosion
regime within the Broadway Drain could realistically be achieved via quantity control, without
compromising the essential and most fundamental drainage needs of the project.
5.3 Outlet Design Constraints
Design of the drain outlet to the Detroit River from the Broadway Drain also posed some
unusual challenges. Section 15 of the Drainage Act requires that all drainage works be extended
to a sufficient outlet. A sufficient outlet is one that not only has sufficient capacity, but is also
stable and sustainable for the long-term.
Where the Broadway Drain outlets to the Detroit River, the characteristic of the shoreline is
unique from a coastal perspective. It consists of a natural, unprotected, actively eroding
shoreline fronted by a narrow, dynamic, littoral transport zone. The predominant littoral
transport direction is from south to north (i.e., in the upstream direction), due to prevailing
winds and the resulting wave climate. Our initial examinations of the shoreline revealed that the
immediate foreshore in the area of the proposed outlet consists of a narrow sand/gravel beach.
During site examinations conducted in Spring 2015, a narrow barrier beach existed across the
mouth of the existing drain. From this, we concluded that the drain improvements would need
to include measures to protect the outlet against future fouling and infilling of the mouth of the
drain by littoral sediments.
The outlet design for the Broadway Drain was further complicated by the site’s proximity to a
separate project proposal, involving a substantial infill into the nearshore area along the Detroit
River shoreline to the immediate north of the proposed outlet location. This project, proposed
by Brighton Beach Aggregate (BBA), was under review by Fisheries and Oceans Canada when
the subject drainage undertaking was commenced. The proposed infill was recognized as
having the potential to significantly alter nearshore sediment transport and sediment deposition
near the drain outlet. As discussed further in Section 6, Transport Canada and the WDBA
required that design of the Broadway Drain improvements and outlet accommodate the potential
effects of the proposed infill.
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5.4 Property Constraints
Prior to improvement, most of the original Broadway Drain was located on lands owned by the
City of Windsor. The exception was the westerly 190m of the drain, which was located within a
30.5m-wide corridor owned by Transport Canada. During the design development process,
Transport Canada presented a layout constraint that required any channel improvements to
remain entirely on lands either governed by the Bridge To Strengthen Trade Act or under the
City of Windsor’s jurisdiction
We determined early on that the establishment of a standard open-channel design along the new
Broadway Drain would inevitably encroach into the abutting lands to the immediate south,
owned by the Windsor Port Authority (hereafter WPA). Such an encroachment would have
significantly complicated and lengthened the approval process for the drainage improvements.
Therefore, an alternative channel section had to be developed for an approximately 89-metre
long reach of the new Broadway Drain.
5.5 Habitat Enhancements
Planning studies completed during the EA for DRIC committed Transport Canada to
implementing significant measures aimed at enhancing fish habitat and other wildlife habitat as
part of the bridge site development. Opportunities for implementing habitat enhancements as
part of the Broadway Drain improvements were therefore identified as a priority, and
incorporated into the final design.
In addition to incorporating habitat enhancements, measures were taken to ensure that the
improvements did not improve the drainage of south abutting properties, which would have
adversely impacted existing wetland habitat environments.
6.0 Findings and Recommendations
6.1 Pre-Improvement Conditions & Proposed Drainage Strategy
Prior to construction of the subject drainage improvements, the Broadway Drain existed as an
open roadside ditch, extending along the south side of Broadway Avenue from the west limit of
the ETR right-of-way (approximately) westerly as far as Sandwich Street. The drain then
continued northwesterly, and then again westerly through the above-mentioned Transport
Canada corridor to its outlet at the Detroit River (see Drawing No. 1).
During many of our site attendances, a small barrier beach feature was observed across the
outlet of the Broadway Drain, which isolated the base flow of the drain from the Detroit River.
On less frequent occasions (immediately after rainfall events, in particular), we found the drain
to be free-flowing and connected to the river, and therefore accessible to fish. We assessed the
pre-improved condition of the drain to be inadequate in terms of both depth and cross-section to
provide acceptable outlet and flow capacity to service the proposed GHIB bridge plaza and
PAR.
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In addition to the above, we found the pre-construction condition of the Healy Drain to be
limited in terms of both depth and cross-section. The stormwater management ponds that were
originally located on the Nemak property experienced frequent flooding according to Nemak
personnel.
Given the above, we concluded that the maintenance of two separate drains through the study
area would be impractical and unnecessary, having due regard for the following:



the substantial reconfiguration of land ownership in the area, combined with the scope of
the proposed bridge and plaza development; and,
the lands that contained the original Nemak stormwater management ponds were
acquired by Transport Canada, which necessitated the construction of new ponds and the
establishment of a new outlet.

In consultation with the City of Windsor and Stantec, we confirmed that the most appropriate
strategy would be to outlet the new ponds to an improved Broadway Drain. We consulted with
both Stantec and D.C. McCloskey Engineering Ltd. (Nemak’s engineering consultant),
regarding options and details for the new pond designs and the outlet design criteria.
As previously noted, Stantec Consulting had been retained by Transport Canada/WDBA to
prepare a design for the PAR. Their work included the preparation of a computer model to
simulate the runoff that would be generated from the entire tributary area - including the plaza
and adjacent lands, which included: West Windsor Power, Hydro One, Nemak, Dainty Foods,
ETR, as well as potential future development areas designated as E1, E2 and W1 in the SWM
Report. Refer to Drawing No. 1 for an overall catchment plan which depicts the proposed plaza
and its adjacent lands. Simulations were conducted to predict peak runoff from the site over a
range of storm events - including the 5, 10, and 100-year return periods. The 1:100 year return
period was selected as the design event for sizing of the Broadway Drain.
6.2 Habitat Considerations
In consultation with the City’s naturalist, it was determined that all reasonable efforts should be
made to ensure that the drainage improvements do not alter the hydrologic characteristics of the
south abutting lands. These lands currently exist as natural open area that has environmental
significance. Due the characteristics of the surface soils and lack of significant drainage outlet,
the area promotes the establishment of hydrophilic plants. A focus of the design was to avoid
any intentional or unintentional improvement of drainage of the south abutting lands.
In addition, it was pointed out by the City that snakes may be hibernating in the crayfish
burrows located within the existing Broadway Drain. It was recommended that consideration be
given to creating features within the new drain corridor that may attract crayfish - as well as
constructing hibernacula habitat features. Habitat enhancement features should also include
basking habitat to discourage snakes from basking on the PAR pavements.
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6.3 Utility Considerations
The infrastructure improvements associated with the PAR construction included the relocation
of a 500mm gas distribution main to along the south side of the PAR, immediately adjacent to
the proposed Broadway Drain corridor. This necessitated that the adopted channel cross-section
be designed in a manner that would ensure a stable north channel bank, and prevent long-term
erosion, oversteepening and recession of the north channel bank.
6.4 Property Considerations
In June 2015, after a preliminary design for the Broadway Drain improvements had been
prepared, the WDBA received a directive from the Minister of Transport that restricted any of
the proposed works from physically impacting Windsor Port Authority (WPA) lands. The
preliminary design would have resulted in a slight encroachment of the south channel slope onto
WPA lands.
This directive necessitated the redesign of an 89m segment of the Broadway Drain from a
trapezoidal earth channel to a retained, rectangular steel-lined channel section. This served to
reduce the top width of the channel and achieve the newly-prescribed design constraint. Further
details are presented in Section 6.7 of this report.
6.5 Outlet Considerations
As previously noted, late in the design development process, Transport Canada/WDBA imposed
a requirement that the Broadway Drain outlet be designed to properly accommodate and
coordinate with the proposed infill along the north abutting shoreline. Accordingly, we
undertook a comprehensive evaluation of the various design constraints and alternative outlet
configurations. A design brief that presents our evaluations and findings regarding this issue is
provided in Appendix D.
In summary, we found that a substantial rock jetty would be required to prevent longshore
sediment from prematurely fouling the mouth of the new Broadway Drain. This jetty would be
aligned with the south bank of the drain, and it should be extended a sufficient distance offshore
to prevent formation of a back eddy at the drain mouth.
6.6 Design Alignment & Parameters
Establishment of the final design alignment for the Broadway Drain was dominated by the
requirements to locate the drain entirely on lands owned by the WDBA or the City, and to
accommodate the proposed alignment of the Perimeter Access Road. In addition to
accommodating the physical limits of the roadway pavement, the horizontal alignment needed
to account for the installation of new major utilities located within the road right-of-way.
Establishment of the vertical alignment for the Broadway Drain was based largely on the
requirement to provide proper outlet for the new sewers from the GHIB plaza that will discharge
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to the new Broadway Drain. Sewer profiles were developed by Stantec Consulting for the entire
PAR. Preliminary assumptions were made to establish the drainage parameters for the pending
plaza drainage that will be detailed by others at a later date. The required drain profile was
established by fixing the drain elevation at its upstream limit slightly lower than the lowest
sewer invert, and then extending the drain to the Detroit River at a minimum longitudinal slope
of 0.1%.
Application of the aforementioned design approach results in the large majority of the new
channel invert being below the low water datum of the Detroit River. Our review of historic
hydrographic data for the Detroit River revealed that the new channel will be predominantly
inundated by backwater from the Detroit River. Even during dry weather periods, when there is
no measurable flow occurring in the Broadway Drain, substantial water depths will occur.
Having due consideration for the hydrographic conditions that will persist in the new channel,
and the resulting impact on dominant discharge velocities, the decision was made to design the
channel more as an outlet canal. Based on hydrologic and hydraulic modeling completed over
the course of this assignment, we concluded that a design capacity of 12.5 m3/s would be
suitable for the sizing of the drain components.
In summary, we determined that it would be most appropriate to develop the channel
improvements based on the following principles:







Utilize an open, earth-lined trapezoidal channel section wherever practicable;
Select channel side-slopes that are appropriate for the local soil conditions, in order to
mitigate the potential for bank instability;
Select a channel bottom width that provides sufficient channel capacity, based on the
depth and shape of the channel;
Where land ownership constrains the available width of the channel corridor, utilize an
open, steel-lined rectangular section;
Where necessary, utilize rock slope protection to mitigate the potential for bank
recession; and,
Where space permits, alter the section, alignment and edge treatment of the channel
banks, in order to achieve fish habitat enhancement at varying water depths.
6.7 Recommended Drain Improvements

Based on the information obtained during the site meeting, our examination and analysis of the
survey data, and the hydrologic and hydraulic analyses conducted by Stantec and our office, we
recommend the following improvements to the Broadway Drain:



the enclosure of 780 metres of the Drain from Ojibway Parkway westerly to the existing
intersection at Sandwich Street;
the realignment, widening and deepening of 670 metres of the Drain downstream of the
enclosed segment to the Detroit River to provide sufficient outlet;
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the construction of 89 metres of steel sheet pile lined channel adjacent to the Windsor
Port Authority lands to enable to the Drain to fit within the designated property limits
and outside of the Perimeter Access Road (PAR);
the construction of two new culverts to provide access from the PAR to the adjacent
properties owned by the City of Windsor and the Windsor Port Authority on the south
side of the Drain;
the construction of a rock jetty at the outlet to the Detroit River; and,
landscaping and restoration of the channel.

As noted in Section 2.3, the recommended improvements were initiated and substantially
completed in 2017, prior to completion of the Engineer’s Report, in order to allow development
of the PAR and the remainder of the early works associated with construction of the GHIB.
Further improvements were undertaken in 2018 to repair some minor bank instability that
developed shortly after completion of the initial improvements.
The following summarizes the improvements that have been implemented and that define the
new Broadway Drain.
a) Approximately 780 metres of the upstream reach of the original Broadway Drain, from
Ojibway Parkway to the existing Sandwich Street was abandoned and replaced with a
concrete box culvert that was designed by Stantec as part of the Perimeter Access Road
project. This segment of the former drain was replaced with a municipal sewer, and will
no longer form part of the Broadway Drain.
b) Three segments of trapezoidal earth-lined channel (totalling 555m in length) with a
bottom width of 1.5m and side slopes of 3(hor.):1(vert.) were excavated downstream of
the above-noted concrete box culvert. The new drain segments are approximately 3.5m
deep at the invert, and have typical top widths ranging from 16 to 23m. Due to the
proximity of the new channel to other critical infrastructure (e.g., gas main, new
roadway, etc.) and private property, rock slope protection has been installed along the
entire north bank of the new earth-lined channels, in order to mitigate the potential for
channel bank erosion and long-term recession.
c) The most westerly 190m of the Drain, from Sta. 0+000 to Sta. 0+190 was routed through
a 30.5m wide corridor owned by Transport Canada. The typical top width of the drain
through this reach ranges from 19m to 20m, allowing for a 6m-wide maintenance
corridor along the north side of the drain. The additional 5.0m to 5.5m width through
this segment was utilized to alter the alignment of the south bank of the channel to create
a series of promontories and intermittent benched areas. The elevation of the benched
portion of the south channel slope was intentionally varied in order to allow suitable
degrees of submergence at varying Detroit River water levels. The purpose of the
benched areas is to create additional habitat diversity along the drain – particularly
spawning habitat for Northern Pike
d) In order to avoid impacting lands owned by the WPA, an alternative channel section
consisting of an open, steel-lined rectangular section was constructed from Sta. 0+201 to
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Sta. 0+290. The steel channel segment is approximately 3.5m deep and 6m wide, with a
1m thick rock-lined channel bottom. The rock-lined channel bottom is required to
ensure a stable channel base, to stabilize the sheet piling, and to enhance fish habitat
function through this reach.
e) Two bridges/culverts were needed to maintain access to lands that are located south of
the new Broadway Drain – one to service the WPA lands and another to service lands
owned by the City of Windsor. Due to the separation distance between the required
crossing locations, it was not feasible to install a single, shared crossing.
Culvert 1: STA. 0+202 – Windsor Port Authority Access:
The WPA crossing was constructed wide enough to accommodate industrial-type
traffic (i.e., large trucks, etc.). The culvert consists of a 3.0m-wide by 2.5m-high
by 16m-long cast-in-place concrete box culvert with composite headwalls
consisting of steel sheet piling and precast concrete blocks.
Culvert 2: STA. 0+516 – City of Windsor Access:
The City of Windsor crossing was constructed with sufficient width to
accommodate standard vehicles and maintenance equipment. The culvert
consists of a 3.0m-wide by 2.5m-high by 10m-long cast-in-place concrete box
culvert with composite headwalls consisting of steel sheet piling and precast
concrete blocks.
f) The invert of the new drain emerged into the Detroit River at an elevation below the
nearshore river bottom. In order to provide proper outlet, the excavated channel was
extended beyond the original water’s edge to Sta. 0-015. To mitigate the potential for
the drain outlet to become fouled with shoreline sediments, a rock jetty was constructed
along the projection of the south channel bank.
g) Once the new drain was excavated, all newly constructed channel banks and areas
disturbed by the construction process were re-vegetated with desired ground cover seed
mixes and erosion blankets at the locations depicted in the Drawings. It is intended that
the north bank of the new channel be maintained substantially free of woody vegetation
in order to maintain hydraulic capacity and to facilitate access for proper maintenance of
the drain. The south bank has been planted with desirable native tree and shrub species,
in order to promote establishment of desirable native plant communities. The benched
areas were planted with aquatic species and grasses to promote the establishment of
diverse water’s edge within the backwater areas. It is intended that the south bank
within the benched areas will not be maintained except to remove potential flow
obstructions that may fall into the drain from time to time. Obstructions only need to be
removed if they encroach into the main conveyance portion of the drain. The
conveyance portion of the drain is defined by a trapezoid that has a 1.5m bottom width
and 3(hor.):1(vert.) side slopes.
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h) In addition to the restoration and landscaping elements, a significant number of features
have been installed along and within the drain to enhance fish habitat. These features
include:






Variable-sized sand, gravel, and stone substrates;
Igneous rock boulders in the channel bottom at intermittent locations along the
entire length of the new drain;
Snake hibernacula at the promontories that separate the bench areas between
Sta. 0+000 to 0+190;
Rock vanes and rock shelters at intermittent locations along the drain;
Root balls and armour rock clusters within the benched slope areas (Sta. 0+000
to Sta. 0+190). The horizontal bed of the benched areas have been graded in a
manner that will promote the establishment of grass hummocks during periods of
low water levels on the Detroit River.

7.0 Allowances
We note that all of the drainage works are located on lands owned by either Transport Canada /
WDBA or the City of Windsor. We therefore determined that no allowances or compensation
were warranted based on the foregoing, and the following:





no privately-owned lands are directly affected by the drainage works;
all cost for construction of the drainage works (including preparation of this report) will
be borne by TC/WDBA;
the City has approved by way of CR388/2007 that all costs of drain maintenance, repairs
and improvements, except those associated with Special Benefit, be borne by the City
through the general tax levy; and,
the drainage system is being taken to a sufficient outlet.

8.0 Cost Estimate
Ordinarily, a report under Section 78 of the Drainage Act includes a cost estimate to complete
the recommended drain improvements. However, since the improvements to the Broadway
Drain have already been completed, as noted in Section 2.4, we have summarized the actual
construction cost of the drain improvement works. The actual construction costs have been
summed with the actual known engineering costs to date of submission of the report, estimated
engineering costs that will be incurred after submission of the report, estimated costs to
complete engineering, the estimated cost of incidental expenses, and taxes.
The total estimate of the cost of the work, including incidental expenses, is $3,835,840.17, made
up as follows:
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CONSTRUCTION
8.1 Earth-lined Channel Works
This component of the project consisted of the works described in Item b) of Section 6.7,
including 555m of earth-lined channel.
Item Description

Cost

a) Clear and grub existing vegetation

$

125,911.80

b) Excavate drain to lines and grades

$

496,650.00

c) Place, grade and compact suitable soils to fill drain

$

10,061.31

d) Supply and place rock protection at outfalls

$

1,600.00

e) Construct rock lined slope at north side of drain outlet

$

12,705.69

f) Supply and pace rock sheeting along north slope

$

79,074.92

g) Supply and install ditch inlet catchbasin

$

4,500.00

h) Supply and install catchbasin lead

$

6,330.00

$

736,833.72

Earth-lined Channel Works Subtotal =

8.2 Steel Channel Works
This component of the project consisted of the works described in Item d) of Section 6.7,
including 89m of SSP-lined channel, including the channel transition segments and the
secondary protection wall and the pedestrian protection as depicted in the Drawings.
Item Description

Cost

a) Supply and install secondary protection

$

22,194.00

b) Supply and install braced channel

$

1,071,383.00

c) Supply and place 1m think granular bed

$

63,142.56

d) Supply and install new steel sheet pile walls at transition

$

98,585.80

f) Supply and install chain link fence along pile cap

$

30,174.82

$

1,285,480.18

Steel Channel Works Subtotal =
8.3 Culvert Works

This component of the project consisted of the works described in Item e) of Section 6.7, which
comprises the two culverts required to provide access to the City of Windsor and Windsor Port
Authority properties on the south side of the drain.
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Culvert A
Item Description

Cost

a) Supply and install precast concrete box culverts

$

176,474.03

b) Supply and install asphaltic waterproofing membrane

$

2,988.00

c) Supply and install 0.2m thick granular bed

$

1,580.47

d) Supply and install headwalls at culvert ends including SSP

$

126,944.96

e) Supply and place precast concrete block walls

$

6,432.00

f) Suppy and place granular 'A' on top of culverts

$

2,123.94

g) Supply and install 100mm dia. drain tile with filter sock

$

989.62

h) Supply and install chain link fence on block walls

$

7,572.74

$

325,105.76

Culvert A Subtotal =
Culvert B
Item Description

Cost

a) Supply and install precast concrete box culverts

$

110,882.59

b) Supply and install asphaltic waterproofing membrane

$

1,992.00

c) Supply and install 0.2m thick granular bed

$

1,053.65

d) Supply and install headwalls at culvert ends including steel

$

168,855.56

e) Supply and place precast concrete block walls

$

15,168.00

f) Suppy and place granular 'A' on top of culverts

$

1,415.96

g) Supply and install 100mm dia. drain tile with filter sock

$

659.74

h) Supply and install chain link fence on block walls

$

7,572.74

$

307,600.24

Culvert Works Subtotal = $

632,706.00

Culvert B Subtotal =

8.4 Jetty Works
Item Description

Cost

a) Construct rock Jetty at the south side of drain outlet

$

194,090.96

b) Supply, install and moor DSS Marine Buoy at jetty

$

2,199.50

$

196,290.46

Jetty Works Subtotal =
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8.5 Landscape and Restoration Works
Item Description

Cost

a) Supply, place and final grade topsoil

$

67,278.75

b) Supply and place seed and mulch

$

38,547.27

c) Supply and place erosion control blankets along south slope

$

15,712.51

d) Supply and plant Trees

$

50,805.42

e) Supply and plant Shrubs

$

14,414.60

f) Supply and plant perennials and ornamental grasses

$

16,071.64

g) Supply and plant aquatic plants

$

5,498.00

h) Supply and place hardwood mulch

$

6,087.37

$

214,415.56

Landscape and Restoration Subtotal =
8.6 Habitat Features
Item Description

Cost

a) Salvage and stockpile root balls

$

3,780.00

b) Supply and place armour rock vanes

$

53,925.32

c) Construct 3 snake hibernacula

$

16,215.00

d) Place salvaged root balls

$

2,760.00

e) Supply and place armour rock clusters

$

16,665.60

f) Supply and place field stone clusters along channel

$

13,240.80

$

106,586.72

Habitat Features Subtotal =
8.7 Miscellaneous Works
Item Description

Cost

a) Implement and maintain sediment and erosion control

$

68,900.00

b) Install clay cut-off trench

$

174,085.40

c) Fish salvaging

$

7,500.00

d) Temporary culvert to access south side of the drain

$

26,050.00

Miscellaneous Works Subtotal =

$
276,535.40
_________________

SUB-TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST……….. $
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3,448,848.04

NET HST (1.76%) ON CONSTRUCTION……….. $
60,699.73
_________________
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST ………$

3,509,547.77

ENGINEERING AND INCIDENTALS
a) Surveys, Report, Estimate, Drawings and Specifications,
Construction Related Services, Meetings and Correspondence,
attend Council Meeting, attend Court of Revision
$

288,312.38

b) Duplication Cost of Report and Drawings

$

2,500.00

c) Net H.S.T. on Incidental Items

$

5,480.02

d) Estimated Cost of Finance and Eligible Municipal
Administration

$

20,000.00

e) Contingency Allowance for Engineering and Incidentals

$

10,000.00

_________________
TOTAL ENGINEERING
AND INCIDENTALS…………………………….. $
326,292.40
_________________
TOTAL ESTIMATE

$

3,835,840.17

9.0 Assessment Schedules
9.1 Construction Schedule of Assessment
From 2007 through 2015, costs associated with undertakings completed under the Drainage Act
within the City of Windsor have been undertaken in accordance with CR388/2007, which states:
That the City of Windsor undertakes drain maintenance and costing in the following method:
I. City of Windsor CONTINUE to use the general tax levy or the sewer surcharge levy,
depending on location for drain maintenance costs in accordance with the City of Windsor
Act, 1968: a) with the exception of private access structures, which are to be assessed to the
benefiting property owners as per completed engineer’s report and assessment schedule as a
“special benefit” in accordance with s. 24 of the Drainage Act; b) Municipal Drains,
excluding access structures will BE MAINTAINED at the general tax rate or sewer
surcharge, depending on location, provided the landowners allow soil from the drains to be
spread on their lands, as provided for in the Engineer’s Report.
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CR388/2007 was later amended by Council Resolution CR64/2015, which extended the
exception of private access structures to include exemption of “special benefit” works that
benefit individual properties.
Having due regard for the provisions of the Drainage Act, 1990, and with due consideration
given to CR388/2007 and CR64/2015, we have established a rationale for assessing the
construction costs and associated incidental expenses including preparation of this report. Our
assessment rationale is summarized below:
The Drainage Act, 1990 gives authority to assess lands, roads and public utilities for benefit,
outlet and injury liability, special benefit and special assessments. We have determined that
four types of assessments are applicable to this project, namely: benefit; outlet liability; special
benefit; and, special assessment.
Section 22 of the Act provides for assessment of project costs towards lands, roads, buildings,
utilities or other structures that derive an advantage or improvement from the construction,
improvement, repair or maintenance of a drainage system. For this project, the works result in
the draining of water more efficiently, the substantial reduction of flood potential of lands
within the watershed area, a reduction in the potential for bank erosion, increased capacity of the
drain resulting in elimination of the need for stormwater quantity control, and improved
appearance of the drain, and the provision of access to lands south of the drain.
Section 23 of the Act provides for assessment of project costs towards any properties that use the
drainage works as an outlet. For this project, all properties that contribute runoff to the drain are
assessed outlet liability in proportion to the volume and rate that they contribute storm runoff to
the drain.
Sections 24 and 26 of the Act provide for the assessment of project costs that relate to any
features in the construction, repair, improvement or maintenance of the drainage system that
have no effect on the functioning of the drainage system. For this project, an example of such
works is the inclusion of the rectangular steel-lined drain segment to avoid physical impacts to
lands owned by the Windsor Port Authority. These works were included to allow the project to
proceed under the provisions of the BSTA, and to avoid construction delays. According the cost
difference between the steel-lined channel and the earth lined channel are assessible to the
Bridge Authority.
Special Benefit
The first step in preparing the assessment schedule is to identify special benefits and
assessments and deduct these costs from the total project costs. For this project, we have
identified two special benefits, namely: the inclusion of the steel-lined channel segment and the
increased width of the access bridge that services the Windsor Port Authority property.
We have decided that inclusion of this steel-lined channel was solely needed to avoid delays in
the bridge construction schedule. The feature does not improve the function of the drain beyond
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what would have been achieved by extension of the earth-lined channel through this reach. For
this reason, the incremental costs of the higher cost channel design and a proportional amount of
engineering costs are assessable to the Bridge Authority. We have calculated this amount,
including construction and a proportion of engineering and incidental costs, to be
$1,298,404.39.
We have also decided that provision of the wider bridge to service the Windsor Port Authority
property provides a special benefit to the property. Accordingly, we have calculated the added
cost, including construction and a proportion of engineering and incidental costs, to be
$75,799.41, and have assessed this amount to the Windsor Port Authority property.
The total amount of special benefit assessment on this project amounts to $1,374,203.80. The
balance of the project costs are properly assessed as benefit and outlet liability.
Benefit
It is important to note that the primary reason for the drain improvement project was to provide
drainage capacity for the new bridge plaza and the perimeter access roadway. A secondary
benefit that was derived from the drain improvements was the reduction of flood potential
associated with the lands owned by Ontario Hydro, Nemak of Canada Ltd., and Dainty Foods,
due to the improved drain capacity. Finally, due to the relatively limitless capacity of the
Detroit River to receive stormwater discharges, the drain was improved to provide 1:100 year
flood flow capacity. This eliminated the need to provide SWM quantity control at any of the
tributary properties. For this reason, it is our judgement that 60% of the balance of project costs
are properly assessed as benefit to the tributary properties and respective road authorities –
specifically the Bridge Authority and municipal road authority, and the aforementioned
properties.
Outlet Liability
We recommend that the remaining project costs be assessed as outlet liability towards the lands
that contribute flows to the drain. These lands include all of the lands that lie within the
drainage boundary of the Broadway Drain as depicted in the attached drawings.
CR388/2007 and CR64/2015
In accordance with Council Resolution CR388/2007 as amended by CR64/2015, we have
assessed the benefit and outlet liability associated with this project against the rateable
properties and roads within the watershed, as set out in the Schedule of Assessment below.
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SCHEDULE OF ASSESSMENT
BROADWAY DRAIN
SPECIAL BENEFIT ASSESSMENTS
Roll No

Owner

Value of
Special
Benefit ($)

Her Majesty the
Queen in Right of
Canada (Transport
Canada)

1,298,404.39

Description

080-840-00106

080-850-00335

Concession 1, Part lot 54, Plan 688,
Blocks C,D,E,F & H, Part Blocks G, I,J,
Part Closed Alleys, Lots 1 to 35 & 114 to
163 & 174 to 194 to 206, Plan 775, Part of
Scott Ave. & Part of Page St., Plan 688,
Part of Healy & Wright St. & Reed Ave.
Closed
Concession 1, Part Lots 52 to 54,
RP12R16280, Parts 4 & 5

Windsor Port
Authority

TOTAL SPECIAL ASSESSMENT

Description

BENEFIT & OUTLET LIABILITY ASSESSMENT
(per CR388/2007 and CR64/2015)
Area
Area
Value of
Value of
Affected Affected
Benefit
Outlet
(ha)
(acres)
($)
($)

75,799.41
1,374,203.80

Total
Assessment
($)

Total on Roads
Total on Lands

18.4
86.1

45.4
212.7

177,237.82
1,299,744.00

118,158.55
866,486.00

295,396.36
2,166,240.00

Sub-Totals

104.5

258.1

1,476,144.37

984,096.25

2,461,636.37

TOTAL BENEFIT & OUTLET LIABILITY ASSESSMENT

3,835,840.17

The foregoing represents the special benefit assessments applicable to specific properties and
the block assessments for the portions of benefit and outlet liability allocated to the lands and
roads within the watershed.
As noted in Section 2.3, WDBA had committed at the outset to bearing the full cost associated
with preparation of the Engineer’s Report and the completion of any capital improvements to
the subject drain(s). We understand that all of the initial costs of the project will be borne by
WDBA until such time that the drain maintenance is assumed by the City. Thereafter, we
recommend that future costs associated with maintenance of the drainage works be assessed
pursuant to the provisions of Council Resolution CR388/2007 as amended by CR64/2015.
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10.0 Maintenance Issues
10.1 Maintenance Corridors
Within the 30m right-of-way from Station 0+000 to 0+210 the south bank shall be left to
vegetate naturally and should not require maintenance. The north bank shall be maintained to
ensure woody vegetation is removed from the main conveyance portion of the drain as defined
in Section 6.7, Item g).
A 6m wide maintenance corridor has been reserved on the north side of the drain from Station
0+000 to Station 0+200. This maintenance corridor should be used to access the Drain for any
maintenance that may be required within this drain segment. The remaining segments of the
drain (Station 0+200 to 0+670) can be accessed for drain maintenance purposes from within the
Broadway Street / PAR right-of-way for any location along the north side of the drain, or from
the City’s property on the south side of the drain.
10.2 Steel-lined Channel
The steel wall segment of the drain from Station 0+0210 to 0+0290 may require maintenance to
remove any large debris that may impede flow though this segment. The steel walls themselves
are estimated to have a minimum 100-year life expectancy and should not require much in terms
of maintenance.
As noted in Sections 5.4 and 6.4, the steel-lined channel segment was needed to reduce the total
channel width, in order to avoid encroaching into Windsor Port Authority lands. An
encroachment into WPA lands would have significantly complicated the review and approval
process, and would have potentially delayed the overall construction schedule.
We note that the preliminary design envisioned an open earth-lined channel for the entire
improved drain. An open channel section that matches the upstream channel would have
provided sufficient conveyance capacity for the intended drainage function. At such time that
the steel sheet piling or associated steel framing reaches the end of its service life, consideration
should be given to replacing the steel-lined channel with an earth-lined channel. Some
adjustment of the horizontal channel alignment through this reach would be needed to avoid
impacts to the adjacent infrastructure.
10.3 Terrestrial and Aquatic Plantings
As presented in Section 6.7, the project comprised significant works aimed at enhancing the
habitat function of the drainage works. For example, the new drain was intensely planted with
desirable terrestrial and aquatic plant species as exhibited in the Drawings. The intent of the
design was to introduce sufficient plant materials to foster quick revegetation of the disturbed
areas and establishment of a diverse and healthy flora community – one that is beneficial to the
local terrestrial and aquatic fauna.
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Since the plantings were completed in 2017, the drain has been subjected to several natural
phenomena that has impeded the establishment of some of the plant materials – especially the
aquatic plantings on the benched portions of the channel. Water levels in the Great Lakes have
risen substantially since completion on the plantings in 2016. Furthermore, local wildlife such
as ducks, geese and deer have been observed feeding within the drain. Consequently, many of
the planted materials have either not taken hold, or have not survived. The poorest survival of
plant materials has been experienced within the bench areas.
It is significant to note that the original drain improvement and landscaping design anticipated
that grasses and other vegetation would continue to establish on the benched areas over time,
when water levels were suitable (e.g. during periods of below average water levels). There
should be sufficient plant material and seed stock in the existing ecosystem to induce natural
propagation of a healthy plant community. Nevertheless, it should be anticipated that the
inherent variability of water levels in the Great Lakes will continue to influence how the
vegetation in the drainage corridor matures and evolves.
As long as Great Lake (and Detroit River) water levels remain at extreme high levels,
establishment of grass hummocks will pose a challenge. Once levels retreat, these areas should
be over-seeded with a suitable fescue seed mix to promote establishment of the grass hummock
habitat.
10.4 Incidental Erosion
The north bank of the new channel has been treated with rock sheeting along its entire length to
mitigate the potential for erosion and long-term bank recession. As noted, this measure was
warranted given the proximity of the channel bank to a high-pressure gas main that runs parallel
to the drain, and to a lesser extent to the proximity of the drain to the Perimeter Access Road.
In general, the south bank of the new channel has not been provided with any significant erosion
protection, except for installation of short segments of stone berm at a few locations to address
some local bank instability that developed after substantial completion of the works.
It is anticipated that some erosion of the south channel bank may occur over time. Minor
erosion is not unusual along earth-lined channels. From Sta. 0+010 to 0+180, the south bank of
the drain has been designed in anticipation that some minor erosion may occur. This decision
was made in the interest of allowing sections of the south bank of the channel to function in a
more natural state. In time, we anticipate that the south channel bank will colonize with native
tree species, through the process of natural progression. Any minor erosion that occurs in
conjunction with tree growth is considered acceptable.
10.5 Sedimentation of Habitat Features
Since completion of the channel improvements, some sedimentation of the rock vanes and other
habitat features has been observed. The observed sedimentation is attributed to the combination
of two factors, namely:
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a) The high lake levels that have persisted since the improvements were substantially
completed has served to reduce the average flow velocities due to greater backwater
effects. This has allowed sediments to deposit at a higher rate than will occur when lake
levels are low and the channel functions in a free discharge condition.
b) During their final review of the design drawings, DFO requested that the rock sheeting
along the north drain bank be top-dress above the water level at the time of construction.
The request was accommodated in order to obtain DFO’s consensus with the design.
We understand that the request was made in anticipation that top-dressing the rock
would facilitate and accelerate establishment of vegetation of the lower slope.
Unfortunately, immediately after the rock was top-dressed and the area was seeded, lake levels
began to rise, which eventually completely submerged the rock. As noted, the high-water levels
have persisted since 2017. We suspect that the unvegetated soil provided a substantial source of
sediment to the drain, which has intensified and accelerated the sedimentation that is being
observed.
We anticipate that when lake levels return to normal or below normal levels, average stream
flow velocities during significant rainfall events will increase enough to scour the light
sediments from the habitat features. No measures are recommended in the interim.
10.6 Future Channel Cleaning
Any sediment generated by future maintenance operations should be disposed of off-site.
Due to the highly industrialized land-use that predominates the current watershed of the
Broadway Drain, there is a high potential for any sediments that enter the Broadway Drain to be
chemically impacted. Run-off from the bridge plaza and PAR is likely to contain elevated
chemical concentrations, regardless of the effectiveness of the SWM ponds that are incorporated
into the works. Therefore, should the drain ever require a bottom cleaning, excavated materials
should be tested to confirm the most appropriate sediment disposal strategy.
11.0 Approvals
As noted, the review and approval process were governed by the requirements of the Bridge To
Strengthen Trade Act. In addition, a permit was obtained from the Essex Region Conservation
Authority.
12.0 Fish Plan
As we introduced in Section 5.2, the process of our obtaining meaningful input at the design
development stage with regard to the Fisheries Act was challenged due to the impact of the
Bridge To Strengthen Trade Act, and the review protocols prescribed therein. At the outset of
the Drainage Act process, DFO expressed their preference that the commitments made in the
approved EA be followed. Our opinion that the approach prescribed in the EA would have
resulted in an inappropriate and unsustainable design was also stated in Section 5.2. DFO
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declined providing any direct recommendations until the final stages of the design. A
preliminary design for the Broadway Drain improvements was executed and a package that
summarized the scope and basis of the design was submitted to DFO for their review and
comment. DFO expressed their preferences for design alteration during a meeting on March 11,
2016. The main aspects of DFO’s recommendations were summarized in an email issued by
Ms. Stacey McGuire on March 14, 2016. The following summarizes the design alterations that
were requested, as well and our position with regards to DFO’s recommendations:
a) Redesign of benched area along south side to incorporate one continuous bench rather than
six individual benches.
The design basis for the original number and form of the benched areas was presented,
which included: reducing flow velocities through the benched sections; creating a variety
of water depths through the full range of Detroit River water levels; and, allow tree
planting to occur in closer proximity to the main channel, and at more frequent intervals.
A compromised solution was agreed to that entailed reducing the number of bench areas
from six to three and providing sloped beds in lieu of the originally proposed uniform but
varying bed elevations.
b) Placement of woody material (tree stumps and logs) in benched areas and the low flow
channel/bank edges.
Placement of tree stumps and logs within the bench areas was implemented as originally
proposed, however placing stumps and logs within the channel were deemed to be a
potential impediment to future maintenance and the hydraulic performance of the drain.
Placement of this material was limited to the bed of the bench areas between Sta. 0+000 to
Sta. 0+190 on the south side of the channel only.
c) Placement of coarse substrate on the bed of the channel (gravel, cobble and boulder
clusters).
We expressed that wholesale placement of gravel and cobble throughout the channel
would likely result in the material being flushed out of the channel and into the Detroit
River during periods of low lake levels and high flows, and that it would complicate
maintenance should the drain ever require a future bottom cleaning. As a compromise, it
was agreed that intermittent rock clusters would be placed sporadically along the entire
reach of the drain and identified in the as-built drawings as requiring preservation during
future maintenance.
d) Planting of instream native emergent and submergent vegetation within the low flow
channel.
We advised against this on the basis that during periods of low lake levels, instream
vegetation would not likely survive due to high flow energy. We recommended that instream plantings be limited to the benched areas and that aquatic vegetation throughout the
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remainder of the channel be allowed to establish naturally, in response to the inherent
annual and seasonal fluctuations in Great Lake and Detroit River water levels.
e) Planting of native vegetation along both banks. Incorporate trees and live stakes or topsoil
and native vegetation into the rock sheeting on the north bank.
We pointed out that the design anticipated revegetating all of the new channel banks with
native seed mixes. We expressed concern with introducing trees on the north channel
bank on the basis that this measure would provide little shade over the drain and would
potentially impede future drain maintenance. It was ultimately agreed that planting a few
trees along the north side of the channel would not unreasonably impact future
maintenance. We also agreed to accommodating DFO’s request that the rock sheeting be
top-dressed with soil and seeded to promote quicker colonization with native vegetation as
noted in Section 10.5.
The foregoing recommendations were incorporated into the Fish Plan that was authored by
Morrison Hershfield Limited with assistance of Landmark Engineers Inc for WDBA. Section 8
of the Bridge To Strengthen Trade Act required that a plan for the protection of fish be filed with
the Canadian Minister of Infrastructure and Communities before any works were carried out that
would otherwise cause an authorization under the Fisheries Act. A copy of the main body of the
Fish Plan (less its appendices) is provided in Appendix C.
13.0 Abandonment of Healy Drain
The works proposed herein supplant the need and function of the original Healy Drain as noted
below:



the large majority of the lands that were once tributary to the Healy Drain (all except
lands identified as Mun. Roll No. 850-32750) are being diverted to the new Broadway
Drain through new local trunk sewers that cross the proposed bridge plaza; and,
the remnant portion of the original Healy Drain that lies downstream of the bridge plaza
works is located entirely on the above-noted property, and only needs to provide
drainage to that property.

Therefore, in accordance with the provisions of Section 19 of the Drainage Act, 1990, we
recommend that the former Healy Drain be abandoned in its entirety. The physical remnants of
the original Healy Drain that are not directly impacted by the works proposed herein can remain
as a private drain servicing Mun. Roll No. 850-32750 until such time that the owner wishes to
replace the drain with alternative land drainage infrastructure.
14.0 Attachments
The following documents form part of this report and are appended hereto.
A. Petitions Submitted by Bridge Authority and Council Resolution
B. On-site meeting notice and minutes
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C. Fish and Fish Habitat Existing Conditions and Impact Assessment Report and Fish
Plan
D. Schedule A of Draft Transmittal to DFO to request input on Proposed Drain Design
(Summary of Commitments made during EA and Intended Actions)
E. Design Brief Addressing Drain Outlet
F. Specifications
G. City of Windsor General Conditions
H. Drawings
All of which is herewith submitted for consideration with copies for the affected Owners, the
relevant Ministries and any other agencies or departments with environmental or other interest.
Respectfully submitted,
Landmark Engineers Inc.

Daniel M. Krutsch, P.Eng.
Encl.
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APPENDIX A

Petitions and Council Resolution

APPENDIX B

On-site Meeting Notice and Minutes

Record of On-Site Meeting
Broadway Drain and Healy Drain
City of Windsor
Date:
Time:
Location:

12 March 2015
2:00 p.m.
City of Windsor – 1266 McDougall

Attendance:

Dan Krutsch – Landmark Engineers Inc.
Liz Michaud – Landmark Engineers Inc.
Sandee Hrynyk – Brighton Beach Power Ltd.
Jeremy Warnock – Dainty Foods Inc.
Ed Clough – Essex Terminal Railway Co.
Mark Seeger – Essex Terminal Railway Co.
Peter Berry – Windsor Port Authority
Lou Helmer – West Windsor Power
Bill Bennett – WDBA
Michael Mastronardi – Stantec Consulting
Alain Michaud – Stantec Consulting
Peter Vreman – Stantec Consulting
Mark McCloskey – D.C. McCloskey Engineersing
Mazin Mansour – Nemak Canada
Marco Ricci – Nemak Canada
Grant Switzer – Enwin Utilities
Jonathan Werner – Parsons
Stacey Shyshak – City of Windsor
Anna Godo – City of Windsor
Pascal Mongeau – WDBA/Transport Canada
Francis Kennette – 1544929 Ontario Ltd. Brighton Beach Agg.

The following is a general summary of the items discussed at the above-noted meeting.
Item
1.0

Review Agenda and Highlight Purpose of Meeting
The meeting agenda was presented and the purpose of the meeting was reviewed.
The meeting intent was to provide information to all property owners and
stakeholders in an open forum and obtain feedback on any drainage issues they
may have. It was noted that the meeting was being held at the McDougall Street
location for convenience, but that the Engineer would be happy to reconvene onsite if any owners preferred.

2.0

Present Brief History of the Subject Drains
A brief history of the subject drains and the need for improvement was presented.
The Broadway and Healy Drains are municipal drains that were established under
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the provisions of the Drainage Act, therefore any modification or improvement of
the Drains must be made in accordance with the Act. Transport Canada and the
City of Windsor require improvement to the subject drains for the proper drainage
of the proposed bridge plaza and perimeter roadway. A new report is needed for
both the Broadway and Healy Drains. Transport Canada has entered into an
agreement with the City of Windsor, whereby the City will undertake the required
improvements as the “initiating municipality”, and Transport Canada will
reimburse the City for the full cost of the drainage works, including preparation of
the Engineer’s Reports.
3.0

Highlight the Drainage Act Process
A summary of the process that will be followed in preparing the new reports, and
what the process entails once the new Engineer’s Report have been filed with the
City, was presented. The opportunities that the property owners have for appeal
were highlighted. It is anticipated that the designs will be complete and the
reports will be filed within the next few months.
Once the reports are filed, a notice of the meeting to consider the reports before
City of Windsor Council will be sent to all of the property owners affected by the
drainage works, as well as a copy of the report which will detail the costs and
assessments to the various properties.

4.0

Review any specific drainage needs
Aerial images of the site with colour overlays to emphasize various properties
were presented to highlight the extents of the tributary lands that will be
potentially affected by the drainage works area. The known drainage needs
associated with the proposed drain improvements were noted. It was pointed out
that the Broadway Drain will likely be enlarged and realigned and that the
upstream portion may be enclosed. It was also stated that a significant portion of
the Healy Drain will be abandoned and that some of the lands that currently outlet
to the Healy Drain will be diverted to the Broadway Drain.

5.0

Questions
Sandee Hrynyk (Brighton Beach Power Ltd.) inquired about the timing of
construction and asked if access to their site would be maintained during
construction. Dan Krutsch responded that that access would be maintained to all
adjacent properties throughout construction. Construction is targeted to being by
the end of August, but at this time, no definitive timeline could be confirmed.
Jeremy Warnock (Dainty Foods Inc.) asked if their property will be connected to
the new Broadway Drain and indicated that their site has some drainage issues at
this time. Dan Krutsch that the drainage works will significantly improve the
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drainage outlet for all properties along Broadway Street, which will allow Dainty
to undertake site drainage improvements.
Mazin Mansour and Marco Ricci (Nemak Canada) indicated that they have some
issues related to their current ponds. At this time they have to manually open and
shut the valves from the pond to release/holdback flow. Due to the construction
of the bridge plaza, their ponds will be moved to the south west corner of the site.
Alain Michaud (Stantec) indicated that the new ponds will most likely be
connected by culverts under the bridge plaza to the Broadway drain. The specifics
of how the ponds on the Nemak Canada site will connect to the improved drains
have not yet been finalized.
The meeting was adjourned at 2:30 p.m.
This meeting summary was prepared by Mr. Daniel M. Krutsch, P.Eng.
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1.0 Introduction
The Detroit River International Crossing (DRIC) Study is a bi-national transportation
improvement study that has been undertaken by the governments of Canada, United
States (U.S.), Ontario, and Michigan, who have formed the Canada-U.S.-OntarioMichigan Border Transportation Partnership (the Partnership).
The study resulted from the Planning/Need and Feasibility (P/NF) Study completed in
2004, which identified the need to address the safe and efficient movement of people
and goods in the long-term between Southwestern Ontario and Southeastern Michigan
(Environmental Assessment Report W.O. 04-33-002, 2008).
After completion of the P/NF Study in 2004, the Partnership initiated a formal
Environmental Assessment (EA) process for a new Detroit River International Crossing.
After evaluating the practical alternatives for an access road, Canadian inspection
plaza, and an international bridge crossing, the Technically and Environmentally
Preferred Alternative (TEPA) was selected. The TEPA includes The Windsor-Essex
Parkway, Plaza B1 and Crossing X-10B (see Figure 1).
Subsequent to the selection of the TEPA, refinements were developed based on further
technical analysis and stakeholder consultation, with the objectives of further enhancing
the benefits or mitigating the effects of the TEPA.
The new plaza, Plaza B1 will be designed to serve the future (2035) travel demands at
the border crossing. Initial construction of the plaza may not include the fully developed
plaza, as the plaza may be developed in stages. The initial construction of the plaza will
be such that future expansion will be possible by way of constructing additional
inspection booths or tolls.
Plaza B1 includes:
• Total plaza area of 137 acres (55 hectares);
• Total of 29 inbound inspection lanes;
• Total of 103 secondary inspection parking spaces for commercial vehicles;
• Nine toll collection lanes; and
• Stormwater management features to control quality and quantity of runoff water.
The final conceptual design of the plaza includes a local access road along the edge of
the plaza that will provide continuity for traffic between Sandwich Street and Broadway
Street. Local access will also be provided at the north end of the plaza from a realigned
Sandwich Street to the Brighton Beach Power Station and Keith Transformer Station.
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1.1 Study Area and Watercourse Crossings Locations
The Inspection Plaza B1 is located adjacent to the Detroit River (Figure 1). The plaza is
also within the Brighton Beach Industrial Area, bounded by the Detroit River, Chappus
Street, Ojibway Parkway and Broadway Street.
Figure 1. Plaza B1 Location (based on April 2010 draft design)

Detroit River
Ojibway Parkway

Broadway Street

1.2 Purpose of Report
The purpose of this document is to assess the impacts on fish and fish habitat
associated with the construction and operation of the proposed TEPA, which includes
Plaza B1. Included in this analysis is a description of the existing fish and fish habitat
conditions and sensitivity at both Broadway Drain and Healy Drain. This information
along with updated ground-truthing fieldwork in 2010 was then used to further refine the
assessment of the residual effects of the proposed works on the two drains affected by
the proposed plaza construction, following implementation of the various mitigation
measures and potential compensation opportunities. The net effects form the basis for
the comprehensive assessment of the risk of the project on fish and fish habitat, which
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is ultimately used to assess the likelihood that authorization under the Fisheries Act will
be required.

2.0 Collection of Background Information
Background information for Broadway Drain and Healy Drain has been assembled from
a number of sources that are discussed in the following paragraphs. Field
investigations for fisheries were conducted by LGL and others from 2006 to 2009 as
part of the overall Detroit River International Crossing Environmental Assessment
Project.
The Natural Heritage Impact Assessment Recommended Plan report, December 2008
indicates that detailed fisheries investigations were conducted on all
watercourses/waterbodies located within the study Area of Investigation (AOI) to
determine the presence/absence of fish habitat and the characteristics of the fish
community present.
LGL investigated all waterbodies within the study area to determine the presence or
absence of fish and fish habitat and the characteristics of the fish communities present.
A total of 21 species of fish were found to inhabit streams located in the study area,
excluding the Detroit River. The majority of local watercourses were identified as being
dominated by warmwater sport and bait fish communities, although some coolwater
species are also found.
The Natural Heritage Impact Assessment Recommended Plan report states that LGL
conducted field investigations on: May 3-5, 2006; September 18-21, 2006; and,
October 5, 2006. The habitat survey at the time was carried out following the MTO
Environmental Manual - Fisheries (MTO 1994), the Draft Environmental Reference for
Highway Design (MTO 2002) and the MTO/MNR Fisheries Protocol (1993).
As part of LGL’s 2006 field investigations, five locations were sampled on Healy Drain
(Fish Sampling Stations 4, 5, 6, 8, and 12) and three locations were sampled on
Broadway Drain (Fish Sampling Stations 7, 9 and 11) as outline in Table 1 below. LGL
surveyed fish communities by visual observation or by fish collections using a backpack
electrofishing unit, dips net or minnow trap and physical features were surveyed in
sufficient detail to enable mapping and identification of key habitat types.
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Table 1. Summary 2006 Sampling Locations on Broadway and Healy Drains.
Fish
Sampling
Stations

GPS
Coordinates

Drain

Fish
Habitat

4

0327675 4682830 Healy Drain

Not Fish Habitat

5

0327675 4682830 Healy Drain

Seasonal Fish
Habitat

6

0327582 4682648 Healy Drain

Seasonal Fish
Habitat

7

0327060 4682524 Broadway Drain

Seasonal Fish
Habitat

8

0327564 4682464 Healy Drain

Not Fish Habitat

9

0327433 4682299 Broadway Drain

Not Fish Habitat

11

0328028 4682098 Broadway Drain

Not Fish Habitat

12

0328099 4682253 Healy Drain

Not Fish Habitat
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Figure 2. Summary of Fish Habitat Identified by LGL
LEGEND

Proposed Right-of
Way

120 meters from
the Proposed
Right-of-Way

Drainage Features

Drainage Feature
– Marginal Fish
Habitat

Drainage Feature
–No Fish Habitat

Fish Habitat

Seasonal Fish
Habitat

No Fish Habitat

3.0 Field Investigations (2010)
Morrison Hershfield (MH) staff conducted field investigation surveys on April 5, 2010.
At this time, further fisheries field investigations were carried out on both Broadway and
Healy Drains within the footprint area of the Inspection Plaza from Sandwich Street
downstream to the Detroit River. Site photos taken during field surveys are presented in
Appendix A; field collection records for Broadway Drain and Healy Drain are provided in
Appendix B.
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The collection of fish habitat information during the field surveys encompassed the
following parameters:
•

flow condition, clarity and general gradient;

•

channel morphology (e.g., riffles, pools);

•

cover opportunities (e.g., woody debris, undercut banks, boulders, aquatic
vegetation);

•

substrate type;

•

valley condition (e.g. bank height, character and stability/evidence of erosion;

•

riparian vegetation;

•

physical barriers to fish movement;

•

potential specialized and important habitat areas including potential spawning
habitat;

•

good evidence of groundwater discharge; and

•

disturbances,
opportunities.

habitat

limitations

and

potential

habitat

enhancement

3.1 Results of Field Investigations
The following provides a description of existing fish and fish habitat conditions as
identified by the 2010 field survey at both Broadway Drain and Healy Drain,
summarized in Table 2.
Several photos of the site were taken and are included in Appendix A. Photos #4 - #8
depict Broadway Drain; Photo #4 shows the culverts at Sandwich Street where the
culvert headwall slopes and the bottom is lined with riprap. Further downstream, the
stream is lined with detritus. Photo #5 shows severe bank erosion along the creek from
heavy pedestrian use. Photo #6 is an area where the bottom substrate is sand. Photo
#7 is the outlet of Broadway Drain to the Detroit River where it is a sandy gravel beach
area.
3.1.1 Broadway Drain
Broadway Drain is located directly to the south of the proposed plaza. This watercourse
is listed as a type F municipal drain, indicating that it is intermittent, and the
temperature regime and potential fish species are unknown. The 2010 field
investigations found that there were flows within this channel. Beyond the tire barrier
flows seem to increase suggesting a potential groundwater contribution. It was
6

determined that this watercourse likely supports a seasonal fish community when flows
in the Detroit River are high enough to allow fish to migrate upstream over the gravel
beach barrier as this system discharges directly to the Detroit River.
Only the reach downstream of Sandwich Street was determined to be fish habitat as
the hot water entering the channel from a pipe at Sandwich Street likely presents a
thermal barrier to fish movement. This channelized watercourse flows through a
detritus lined channel. Riparian vegetation consists of trees, shrubs and phragmites.
There are numerous areas of active bank erosion along the banks. This fish habitat is
considered marginal; however, if enhancement opportunities are available this habitat
has the potential to increase in productive capacity.
3.1.2 Healy Drain
This watercourse is listed as a type F municipal drain, indicating that it is intermittent,
and the temperature regime and potential fish species are unknown. Field
investigations conducted in 2010 determined that this watercourse is likely intermittent
as there was no flow, and only standing pools of water. The overall gradient of the
watercourse appears to be low (0.3 - 0.5 %), there is no riffle-pool sequencing in this
channel as it has been highly altered through ditching efforts. The channel substrates
are comprised of clay and muck. The slow water velocities and the dense pockets of
phragmites throughout the channel allow for fine sediment in this channel to settle out
of suspension. It is unlikely that that this watercourse supports a fish community even
when flows in the Detroit River are high enough. The buried culvert under Sandwich
Street is also a barrier to fish movement.
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Table 2. Summary of Existing Fish and Fish Habitat Conditions.

Waterbody

Broadway
Drain

Healy Drain

Flow
(Permanent,
Intermittent
or
Ephemeral)

Intermittent

Intermittent

Thermal
Regime
(Warm/Cool
/Cold)

Warm

Warm

Sensitivity
Substrate
Type

Vegetation
(Riparian &
In-Stream)

Gravel, silt,
clay, muck

Significant
black oak
woodlands
known as
Black Oak
Woods, is
located
between
Broadway
Street and
Cherry
Blossom
Ave., just
west of
Ojibway
Park

Clay, muck

Phragmites/
cattails

Supports
a
Fishery

Fish
Species
Present

(Low,
Moderate,
High)

Rationale for
Sensitivity Ranking/
Comments

Species dependency
on habitat is seasonal
and low.

Seasonal

None

None

N/A

Low

N/A

This is a warm water
municipal drain that has
the potential to support a
warmwater seasonal
fishery.

LGL has considered this
to be marginal fish
habitat with a seasonal
warm water fishery even
though there is no direct
connection to the Detroit
River. During the April
2010 field investigations
no flows were observed
and no fish species were
observed in this channel.
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4.0 Aquatic Effects Assessment
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) developed the Pathways of Effect (PoE) as a
framework for assessing the potential impacts of a project on fish and fish habitat. In
the Guide to the Risk Management Framework for DFO Habitat Management Staff
Practitioners Version 1.0 (Fisheries and Oceans Canada 2006), hereafter referred to as
the RMF Guide, PoE are used to describe projects in terms of the activities that are
involved (e.g., vegetation clearing, flow management) and the mechanisms by which
stressors ultimately lead to effects on the aquatic environment. The aquatic effects
assessment described in the following sections was guided by this PoE framework.
The PoE are pathways that are also linked to mitigation, in that the effect pathway can
be ‘broken’ by applying mitigation measures to avoid or minimize the effect. This PoE
approach is useful to determine possible cause-and-effect relationships between inwater or near water activities and the aquatic environment. At the beginning stages of
project design, all activities that have the potential to affect fish habitat in a negative
way are identified.
4.1 Proposed Works and Potential Impacts
Standard activities associated with construction projects of this type and scale can
often be linked to fish and fish habitat impacts. These more general activities and
associated impacts include the following:
•

Land-based activities such as vegetation clearing, grading, and excavation.
These activities, although not directly affecting fish and fish habitat, can produce
stressors such as the addition or removal of instream organic structure, reduced
bank stability and sediment deposition from erosion of exposed soils when
adequate mitigation is not sufficiently employed.

•

Placement of material or structures in water, excavation/dredging, and water
extraction. Aside from direct displacement of fish and fish habitat, these activities
can directly affect fish habitat by resulting in debris deposition, bank or bed
alteration, removal of aquatic macrophtyte, substrate and instream cover,
alteration to fish passage and sedimentation of the water column when
conducted in the absence of appropriate mitigation. Similarly, the direct
alteration of a channel during realignment projects can cause changes in
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geometry, result in losses of morphology and in-stream habitat and produce fish
passage issues where gradient changes or channel widening occur.
•

Obstruction of fish passage as a result of poor construction techniques,
particularly where encroachment into a channel to install a structure or
realignment of channel sections is required. Potential seasonal or permanent
barriers can also develop over time as a result of poorly installed structures, or
possibly as a result of erosion and sedimentation triggered through
destabilization of the channels following vegetation removal. The effects to water
quality from storm runoff are addressed through implementation of stormwater
management (SWM) measures. However, the outlet from these facilities can
also produce potential impacts to receiving watercourses (i.e. Detroit River).
Specifically, improperly designed or sited outfalls can create erosion impacts as
discharge flows are conveyed toward the receiving watercourse, or at the point
of discharge in the watercourse.

•

Short-term impacts to fish and fish habitat from temporary dewatering.
Construction often requires work to temporally be completed under dry
conditions. The temporary dewatering can, in some situations, reduce baseflow
contributions to groundwater fed systems. This temporary reduction in
groundwater can potentially affect localized water temperatures and / or fish
passage in smaller systems.

In addition the above construction-related impacts, temporary impacts may also occur
as a result of maintenance or replacement activities during a project’s operational
phase. Under this category, common potential impacts include those associated with
the permanent removal or reduction of riparian vegetation. This effect can result in
reduced input of organic material and nutrients (allocthanous input), increased solar
inputs that influence water temperatures and localized destabilization of banks.
Depending on the severity of the latter effects, potential changes in channel form and
morphology (e.g., widening, loss/reduction of pools) may occur.
With reference to border services plaza and bridge crossing components of the DRIC
project, each of the above potential impacts will either be avoided (e.g. no in-water
works at all associated with the Detroit River) or mitigated (e.g. stormwater runoff from
the border services plaza or bridge crossing will be treated prior to discharge).
Mitigation measures are presented in Section 4.2 below.
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4.1.1 Project-Specific Impacts
The construction of the Inspection Plaza will likely require the realignment of 545 m of
Broadway drain with a total of 1,090m2 of fish habitat affected and the enclosure of
approximately 243 m of Healy Drain, which is not considered fish habitat.
Heavy impacts associated with agricultural and urban development affect all of these
watercourses. These impacts include both physical (e.g. channelization, piping,
barriers), and chemical (e.g. metals, organic compounds, nutrients) effects. Surface
water runoff from existing transportation infrastructure in the study area currently flows
directly into receiving watercourses.
This project is anticipated to result in increased areas of impermeable surfaces that
could result in changes to drainage quantities. In addition, changes in the quality of
stormwater runoff could result in cumulative effects to surface water quality at the
subwatershed scale and indirectly affect fish community characteristics and capacity.
An increase in the area of impermeable surfaces also has the potential to increase the
temperature of stormwater discharged into local watercourses, which could also impact
fish community characteristics and capacity.
4.2 Mitigation Measures
Potential effects of highways and other roadways on fish and fish habitat are well
documented. In general these potential effects fall into two broad categories of site
preparation and construction phase (generally short to moderate duration) and the
longer-term effects of the structures and channel alterations that remain, post
construction. Each of these categories has elements that place fish and fish habitat at
risk.
Permanent loss or impacts to fish habitat will require a Fisheries Act Authorization from
Fisheries and Oceans Canada. Specific effects include: the realignment, enclosure or
physical harm to watercourses in the study area. Direct fish mortality could result from
dewatering activities (including alterations to base flow), or from the release of
sediment or deleterious substances from spills. Potential effects on water quality and
quantity, may also affect fish and fish habitat.
To address the potential impact to fish and fish habitat, the following construction
mitigation measures with respect to the works and channel realignment of Broadway
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Drain will be incorporated in the construction contract through the Detail Design
drawings and stipulations contained in Special Provisions and Operational Constraints
of the Contract.
4.2.1 Changes or alterations to water quality and quantity
•

Best construction practices will be employed to reduce the potential for spills and
materials/equipment from entering water.

•

Maintenance, fuelling and storage will occur at least 30 m from
watercourses/drains.

•

Debris will be prevented from entering watercourses/drains to the greatest extent
possible, and a spill response plan will be developed.

•

A stormwater management plan will be developed and implemented to treat runoff during operations.

•

Stormwater runoff associated with the Plaza construction will be treated in
stormwater management wet ponds designed in accordance to the MOE
document “Stormwater Management Planning and Design Manual” for
Enhanced Protection Level.

•

In addition, the stormwater management ponds will provide quantity storage to
control peak flows from the Plaza to pre-development rates.

4.2.2 Alterations to baseflow
•

The increases in impervious surfaces and areas of soil compaction will be
minimized to facilitate as much infiltration of surface water as possible.

•

Management of stormwater through the development and implementation of a
stormwater management plan will address potential reductions in baseflow.

•

Methods that encourage infiltration will be investigated.

•

Flows in watercourses will be monitored during dewatering activities and
measures should be implemented in the event that baseflow is significantly
affected.

4.2.3 Barriers to fish passage
•

Water flow will be maintained during construction.

•

Culverts, designed using fish-friendly methods, and channels, designed using
natural channel design principles, will not form barriers to fish passage during
operations.
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4.2.4 Loss of fish habitat
•

The extent of fish habitat affected will be minimized by decreasing the overall
footprint where possible.

•

Realigned channels will be designed using natural design principles to enhance
new habitat over existing habitat.

•

Riparian vegetation will be maintained where possible.

4.2.5 Erosion and Sediment Control
An erosion and sediment control (ESC) plan will be developed and implemented to
prevent migration of sediment-laden runoff or other deleterious substances from the
construction zone to the watercourses. This plan will include inspection and
maintenance of the measures until final cover is established. The ESC plan will include
but not be limited to the following:
•

Perimeter silt fence will be installed between the work areas and all reaches of
those watercourses where works are required, including ditch and drainage
works that drain to watercourses that support fish habitat.

•

Silt fencing will be properly installed and regularly inspected and maintained. It
will be left in place and maintained until all surfaces contributing drainage to
these watercourses are fully stabilized.

•

All exposed and newly constructed surfaces will be stabilized using appropriate
means in accordance with the characteristics of the soil material.

•

These surfaces will be fully stabilized and re-vegetated as quickly as possible
following completion of the works. Contingency procedures, materials and
notification procedures will be readily available for use in the event of a silt
release, and for general application in regular maintenance and repair.

4.2.6 Fish Protection
•

All in-water and near-water activities will be conducted within the applicable inwater construction timing windows, as identified by the MNR, to protect the
various life stages of fish.

•

The construction timing periods will be applied to all fish-bearing watercourses,
as well as watercourses that drain directly to fish-bearing watercourses, based
on the thermal classification of the fish community present.

•

All hoses drawing water from streams supporting fish use during temporary flow
management procedures will be screened to prevent potential entrainment of
fish.
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•

Any fish stranded within the temporary in-water work zones will be removed and
relocated using appropriate techniques by a qualified fisheries biologist.

•

Re-location sites for fish stranded within the temporary work zones where
continuous flow is not present during the construction period will be identified.
Generally, such a site should always be on a permanent reach of the
watercourse, or where there is no continuous flow in the vicinity; it may be on a
permanent reach of the receiving/parent watercourse.

4.2.7 Design of Channel Realignments
Where channel relocations cannot be avoided, the realigned watercourse reaches will
be designed using natural channel design principles, by qualified technical experts
(e.g., fluvial geomorphologist with input from hydrologists, fish biologists and landscape
architects as appropriate). The design will involve careful consideration of the ability of
the realigned stream reaches to properly convey flow and sediment (ensuring stream
gradient, flow velocity/discharge are such that natural geomorphic processes will be
maintained along the realigned reach). Natural channel design principles include, but
are not limited to the following aspects:
•

The new channel sections will be designed to re-instate and wherever feasible
enhance the habitat features and functions that occur along the existing channel
section and their inter-relationships. Features include morphological elements,
particularly pool:riffle complexes, substrates, particularly mixed and coarse
materials, and instream and overhanging cover.

•

The bankfull and low flow channel sections will be designed to match the
existing channel sections (assuming similar slope conditions), or otherwise
designed to maintain or enhance existing fluvial geomorphic processes that
support fish habitat elements.

•

Maintenance or enhancement of fish movement under all relevant conditions
(e.g., low flow and higher flows) will be integrated in the design and construction
of the new channel section and transitions. Avoidance of potential barriers to
movement will consider channel slope and velocity and potential for barriers to
develop in the future in relation to channel stability (e.g., either too high/potential
for degredation or too low/potential for aggredation).

•

The details of the channel installation will be done under the direction of a fluvial
geomorphologist. ‘Field fitting’ of the detailed installation of the channel sections
and specific habitat components is a critical component of their installation, to
ensure the stream channel and habitat maintain or enhance existing conditions
and transition easily with the up and downstream reaches.
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•

Specialty Contractors with demonstrated experience in undertaking channel
relocations will be used to construct channel realignment.

•

Any flow transfers required as part of the channel realignment works will be
conducted during the appropriate instream work window. The flow transfer
process will be carefully planned and organized to ensure the flow transfer is
completed as quickly and efficiently as possible. The flow transfer will not be
completed during rain or runoff events, and weather forecasts will be monitored
to schedule the transfer outside of forecasted storms.

4.2.8 Construction Access, Site Controls and Operational Constraints
During construction, mitigation encompasses: 1) implementation of all relevant
standard and nonstandard/ site-specific protection measures and management
practices embodied in MTO’s Operational Constraints and Construction Specifications,
and in the Contract documents, 2) conformance with commitments made during the
environmental assessment process, which should also be embodied in the Contract
documents, and 3) conformance with all relevant permitting and approval conditions.
•

The construction access and work areas will be confined to the extent required
for the construction activities, and these areas then delimited in the field using
appropriately installed protective fencing.

•

Removal of riparian vegetation, particularly woody vegetation, will be kept to the
minimum necessary for the project works. Woody vegetation that will likely need
to be removed will be replaced with appropriate native species. This will be
implemented through a comprehensive landscape design contract.

•

Any temporarily stockpiled material, construction or related materials will be
properly contained (e.g., within silt fencing) in areas separated a minimum of 30
m from any waterbody.

•

All construction materials and debris will be removed and appropriately disposed
of following construction.

•

Every effort will be made to retain as much of the natural vegetation as
reasonably possible to help ensure bank stability, control erosion, and expedite
the re-colonization of vegetative cover.

•

All vegetation clearing required for access will be conducted using proper
clearing techniques and appropriate construction timing windows as may be
defined by other legislation (e.g., Migratory Birds Convention Act).
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•

All debris and potential contaminants generated from construction of the
structure will be properly sited and contained to prevent debris from entering the
watercourse, and all debris will be properly disposed of off-site.

•

All activity will be controlled so as to prevent entry of any petroleum products,
debris or other potential contaminants/deleterious substances, in addition to
sediment as outlined above, to any waterbody. No storage, maintenance or
refueling of equipment will be conducted near any waterbody. A Spills
Prevention and Response Plan will be developed by the Contractor and kept on
site at all times.

4.2.9 Enhancement Measures Following Construction
•

All of the areas disturbed during construction will be restored, stabilized and revegetated as soon as the works are completed to prevent migration of fine
material to the watercourses during runoff events, as well as minimizing the
opportunity for colonization of the area by non-native, invasive species.

•

Only native plants, compatible with site conditions will be used. Detailed
landscaping plans will be prepared during subsequent design phases.

•

Specific attention will be directed at naturalized re-construction, stabilization,
inspection and re-vegetation (where light is present) of all disturbed channel and
bank transition zones, valley slopes and floodplains, to ensure there is no
potential for erosion and to re-naturalize these areas.

•

Temporary/biodegradable erosion control fabric or other passive means of
providing temporary erosion control will be installed on the re-constructed bank
zones, as well as on the disturbed embankment areas draining to the
watercourses as required, to provide temporary protection until vegetative cover
is fully re-established. All disturbed areas should be reseeded with appropriate
native seed mixtures wherever feasible.

4.2.10 Site Inspection and Monitoring
•

An environmental inspector experienced in working around watercourses will be
responsible for inspecting the erosion and sediment control measures and
identifying deficiencies.

•

The inspector will also assess all of the other general mitigation measures to
ensure they are implemented as intended.

•

The inspector will ensure all environmental mitigation and design measures are
properly installed/constructed and maintained, and appropriate contingency and
response plans are in place and implemented if required.
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•

For any works requiring channel realignment, appropriate specialists (fluvial
geomorphologists, fisheries biologists) will be used. They will also be
responsible for obtaining specialist advice (e.g., hydrology/hydraulics, fisheries)
as required during the construction of the new channel.

•

Post-construction monitoring is typically prescribed in the federal Fisheries Act
Authorization and the terms and conditions of this authorization will be met.

•

Post-construction monitoring, if prescribed, will determine the effectiveness of
environmental protection and compensation measures identify problem areas
and recommend corrective measures.

4.3 Residual Effects
As noted above, Pathways of Effect (PoE) can be used to describe the proposed
activities that are involved (land-based or water-based) and that may potentially impact
fish and fish habitat. Each pathway presents an area where mitigation measures can be
applied to reduce or eliminate a potential effect/stressor to the aquatic environment.
When mitigation measures cannot be applied, or cannot fully address an effect, then
the remaining negative effects are considered residual impacts.
Relevant PoE used for this assessment, including potential impacts and mitigation
measures applicable to Broadway Drain, are identified and summarized in Table 3. This
table also details the negative residual effects after the application of the identified
mitigation, along with the rationale/determination of the overall scale of negative effect
on fish/fish habitat.
Table 3. Aquatic Effects Assessment Summary.
Pathways of
Effect
Vegetation
Clearing
(L1)

Stressor
(Potential Impact)

Mitigation Measures

Negative Residual
Effects

Clearing by use of
industrial equipment
resulting in
alteration/loss of
riparian vegetation
(mostly herbaceous, <
30% woody species
for Tributary) to allow
for in-filling of the
creeks.

Design and install native
woody riparian vegetation
groundcover seed mixes to
pre-construction conditions or
better for the channel
realignment at Broadway
Drain.

Temporary and short-term
loss/reduction in food
supply, shade/cover until
revegetation of the new
channel is fully functional.

Potential bank

Newly created channels will

No residual effects with
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Pathways of
Effect

Stressor
(Potential Impact)

Mitigation Measures

instability and exposed be stabilized with
soils.
groundcover seed mix,
erosion control blanket,
vegetation plantings and rock
treatment to
prevent/minimize erosion.

Negative Residual
Effects
implementation of
mitigation measures.

Stabilize and revegetate all
disturbed flood plain areas.
Design and implement
temporary erosion and
sediment control measures
(e.g. silt fence, etc.) to
minimize erosion of exposed
soils during construction until
site is stabilized.
Grading (L2)

Potential bank
instability and exposed
soils from grading of
highway fill
embankment, flood
plain and channel
realignments.

The newly created channel of
Broadway Drain, including
banks, will be stabilized with
groundcover seed mix,
erosion control blanket,
vegetation plantings and rock
treatment to
prevent/minimize erosion.

No change/residual
effects in erosion and
sedimentation and
downstream water quality
with implementation of
mitigation measures.

Design and implement
erosion and sediment
controls to prevent erosion of
exposed soils and migration
of sediment to watercourse.
Rehabilitation of exposed
soils/surfaces (stabilize and
re-vegetate).
Store, handle and dispose of
all excess fill materials in a
manner that prevents their
entry to the watercourses.
Changes to slopes
and drainage (flood

Rehabilitate exposed soil
surfaces that drain to the

No change/residual
effects with
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Pathways of
Effect

Stressor
(Potential Impact)

Mitigation Measures

Negative Residual
Effects

plain, high slopes, new watercourses, including the
implementation of
channel).
channel bed and banks of the mitigation measures.
watercourse.

Addition or removal of
instream organic
structure in Broadway
Drain by placement of
fill material in existing
Drain.

Excavation
(L3)

Removal and
exposure of topsoil
and subsoils during
construction of culvert
extension at Tributary
‘D” and channel
realignments.

Design drainage system and
stable slope grades within
floodplain and realigned
channel of Broadway drain to
mimic overland drainage
patterns and runoff
contribution to the
watercourse.
Design and install instream
cover habitat elements
(overhanging vegetation,
boulders, etc.) in channel
realignment of Broadway
Drain to replace those
removed from proposed
works and enhance the
newly created channel.
Design and implement
erosion and sediment
controls to contain/isolate the
construction zone, manage
site drainage/runoff and
ensure all areas draining to
Broadway Drain are
stabilized following
construction.

Some residual effect may
persist over the short term
until instream cover and
other habitat elements
become fully functional.

No residual effects with
implementation of
mitigation measures.

Manage excess material by
temporarily storing, handling
and disposing of all materials
generated (e.g., organics,
soils, wood debris, concrete,
etc.) during site preparation,
construction and clean-up to
prevent their entry into
Broadway Drain.
Temporary stockpiles of
material are to be stockpiled
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Pathways of
Effect

Stressor
(Potential Impact)

Mitigation Measures

Negative Residual
Effects

a minimum of 30 m from the
watercourse and temporarily
stabilized and/or contained.
Uncontrolled release
of dewatering effluent
from excavation of
culvert extension or
channel realignment.

Use of Industrial
Equipment (B2)

Mobile or stationary
equipment may
release or leak fuel,
oil, grease or other
contaminant to the
watercourse.

Increase erosion
potential

Manage dewatering
No residual effects with
operations from excavation to implementation of
prevent erosion and/or
mitigation measures.
release of sediment laden
contaminated water to
Broadway Drain.
Design and use temporary
settling basins, filter bags
and energy discharge
diffusers as required.
Prohibit/limit access to
watercourse/watercourse
banks.
Management of spills (spill
response plan).
Management of equipment operate, maintain and store
(e.g., refuel, lubricate) all
equipment and materials in a
manner that prevents entry of
any deleterious substances
to the watercourse.
Prohibit/limit access to
watercourse/watercourse
banks.

No residual effects with
implementation of
mitigation measures.

No residual effects with
implementation of
mitigation
measures.

Design and implement
erosion and sediment
controls to contain/isolate the
construction zone, manage
site drainage/runoff and
ensure all areas draining to
Broadway Drain are
stabilized following
construction.
Stabilize and revegetate all
disturbed flood plain areas
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Pathways of
Effect

Stressor
(Potential Impact)

Directly/indirectly
adversely affect
fish/eggs.

Mitigation Measures

Negative Residual
Effects

that drain to Broadway Drain,
including stabilization of
newly constructed channel
realignment.
Transfer any fish isolated in
No residual effects with
the work area of Broadway
implementation of
mitigation measures.
Drain using appropriate
capture, handling and
release techniques to prevent
harm/stress to fish. Release
in suitable habitat
downstream of work area.
Implement timing restrictions,
as identified by MNR, on inwater work to protect
sensitive life stages of fish.

5.0 Categorization of Project Risk and HADD Determination
Remaining residual effects after the application of mitigation measures were assessed
in terms of the resulting Scale of Negative Effect (extent, duration, and intensity) in the
context of the fish habitat being affected (i.e., the Sensitivity of Fish and Fish
Habitat). The DFO risk assessment matrix, which incorporates the above two factors
(i.e., Scale of Negative Effect and Sensitivity of Fish/Fish Habitat), was used to
characterize the level of risk that the project, at each watercourse, poses to the
productive capacity of fish habitat. The results were used to help determine whether the
works will result in the Harmful Alteration, Disruption or Destruction (HADD) of fish
habitat, as defined under the Fisheries Act.
Using the risk matrix, based on the Scale of Negative Effects (Low, Medium, High)
(Table 4a) and Sensitivity of Fish and Fish Habitat (Low, Moderate, High) (Table 4b), it
is concluded there is “Moderate Risk” of a HADD of fish/fish habitat resulting from the
proposed Broadway Drain realignment (Figure 3). This determination assumes sources
of uncertainty with predicting the scale of negative effect (e.g., timeframe for the
channel realignments to become fully functional as habitat), the sensitivity of fish
habitat, and also assumes that the design and construction mitigation measures as
specified will be implemented for the project.
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Table 4. Risk Assessment (Scale of Negative Effect and Sensitivity of Fish and
Fish Habitat).
a) Scale of Negative Effect
Attribute
Description
Extent
Refers to direct “footprint”
of the development
proposal, as well as
areas indirectly affected.

Major Points
Medium – The
realignment of 545 m of
channel realignment on
Broadway Drain will have
a localized impact, or at
most impact the channel
reach due to the
intermittent nature (i.e.
storm flow events) and
the amount of existing
development in the area.

Duration

The amount of time that a Medium – The channel
residual effect will persist. realignment will take
potentially one to two
years to fully stabilize.

Intensity

The expected amount of
change for the baseline
condition. i.e. changes in
temperature, salinity,
flow, etc. The timing of
works may have a major
influence on intensity.

Low –No appreciable
changes in temperature,
flow or salinity are
expected, as this is an
intermittent system.
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b) Sensitivity of Fish and Fish Habitat
Attribute
Description
Species Sensitivity
Sensitivity of
species to change
in environmental
conditions, such as
suspended
sediments, water,
temperature or
salinity.

Major Points
Low - Potential spring migration
of northern pike.

Species’
Dependence on
Habitat.

Use of habitat by
fish species. Some
species may be
able to spawn in a
wide range of
habitats, while
others may have
very specific
habitat
requirements.

Low – Area is classified as a water
intermittent drain.
given the seasonal beach barrier
and the barriers upstream there is
limited use of the channel (i.e. may
be used seasonally for pike
spawning)

Rarity

The relative
strength of a fish
population or
prevalence of a
particular type of
habitat.

Low - There are no species in this
tributary that are listed under
SARA or ESA.
No rare species identified or
expected.

Habitat Resiliency

Ability of an aquatic Low – The channel is intermittent
ecosystem to
and has been previously altered.
recover from
changes in
environment
conditions.
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Figure 3. Risk Assessment Matrix

6.0 Potential Enhancement and Compensation Opportunities
In situations where the application of the mitigation measures cannot sufficiently
address the residual effects of the crossing on fish and fish habitat, habitat
compensation measures may be required to counterbalance or offset the residual
effects. As stated above the realignment of Broadway Dain will likely require
authorization under the Fisheries Act.
The designs will be based on natural channel design principles and proven approaches
as experienced by the design specialists. The selected designs will require approval
from the regulatory agencies before implementation. Appropriate channel form and
design elements will be based upon the results of detailed geomorphological
assessments. Further, the natural channel design will be guided by the following
principles:
•

Balance of erosive and resisting forces to provide a channel in a state of
dynamic equilibrium;
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•
•

Provision of enhanced aquatic and terrestrial habitats;
Enhancement of retention and detention functions for flow and sediment; and

•

Improvement in downstream water quality.

Broadway Drain located within the property limits associated with the project (plaza)
contains at least seasonal fish habitat and therefore there is a potential opportunity to
undertake enhancement measures such as providing habitat for spawning pike and
other species. However, a small gravel berm at its outlet prevents fish passage from
the river. By removing this berm and enhancing the channel through deepening,
widening and vegetation removals, this area should contain enough water to support
Northern Pike (and other species) through the spawning season. The planting of native
marsh vegetation will enhance the habitat potential for fish spawning. Deepening and
widening the channel will potentially provide longer periods of inundation and removal
of the berm will allow for fish to move back and forth between the drain/watercourse
and the Detroit River. The total length of channel in which the enhancements will occur
is 545 m (Figure 4). With a 2 m wide channel, approximately 1,090 m2 of habitat will be
enhanced for pike spawning habitat and other warm water species.
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Figure 4. Proposed Enhancement measure to Broadway Drain
LEGEND

Proposed Right-of
Way

120 meters from
the Proposed
Right-of-Way

Drainage Features

Proposed Channel
Realignment of
Broadway Drain

7.0 Monitoring and Commitments for the Undertaking
It is recognized that, as a condition of the Fisheries Act Authorizations for works or
undertakings on watercourses affected by the project, a monitoring program will be
implemented. This monitoring program will begin with the commencement of
construction and will continue for a specified period of time post-construction (time
length subject to conditions of the site-specific authorizations). The monitoring program
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will be in place to ensure that mitigation and compensation measures are effective and
working as designed. If any such mitigation and/or compensation measures are found
to be deficient or not effective, corrective actions should be taken or additional
measures put in place to correct deficiencies. The specific attributes of the monitoring
program will be derived during the authorization process. Any alterations to the
approved mitigation and/or compensation plans during construction will be forwarded to
the agencies, including DFO, for review and approval prior to implementation.

8.0 Summary
This report presents a comprehensive assessment of the effects of the recommended
design of the Plaza on fish and fish habitat. The existing conditions information
integrates of all the available information. The database of information compiled during
the previous planning phases is built on and integrated with the additional information
collected during the 2010 field investigation.
This report also documents the process that was conducted to identify and address the
potential effects of the recommended design on fish and fish habitat. The anticipated
net or residual effects following implementation of these mitigation measures were then
identified, forming the basis for the preliminary assessment of the risk of the proposed
works to fish and fish habitat at each watercourse crossing, and the associated
anticipated need for Fisheries Act authorization.
Enhancement opportunities, which can be integrated into the mitigation design or form
the basis for a compensation strategy, where required, are also identified.
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APPENDIX A

Photo 1: Healy drain looking upstream from Detroit River

Photo 2: Healy drain looking downstream towards Detroit River

Photo 3: Area of Healy drain outlet, not connected to the Detroit River

Photo 4: Culvert outlet of Broadway Drain looking upstream towards Sandwich Street

Photo 5: Mid portion of Broadway Drain between Sandwich Street and Detroit River

Photo 6: Broadway Drain looking upstream from the Detroit River

Photo 7: Outlet of Broadway Drain to the Detroit River
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PREAMBLE
The purpose of this document is to fulfill a regulatory requirement of the Gordie Howe International Bridge (GHIB) Project under
the Bridge to Strengthen Trade Act (BSTA). The BSTA came into force on June 1, 2012 and was developed specifically for a bridge
spanning the Detroit River from Windsor, Ontario to Detroit, Michigan. It provides definitions pertaining to the types and location
of GHIB in water and near water Project works and components that are subject to the provisions of the BSTA.
Section 8 of the BSTA requires that a plan for the protection of fish is filed with the Canadian Minister of Infrastructure and
Communities before any works are carried out that would otherwise cause an authorization under the Fisheries Act. As per the
requirements of the BSTA, this Fisheries Plan contains all mitigation measures to protect fish and fish habitat during Early Works
for the Broadway Drain, Healy Drain, Detroit River and drainage channel which conveys flow along the west side of Water Street
towards Chappus Street for Early Works. The protection measures in this Plan must be implemented by all parties on the
Canadian Port of Entry, including third parties.
The Early Works on Broadway Drain, Healy Drain, Detroit River and the drainage channel are within the area defined in Section
1 of the BSTA and therefore falls under the jurisdiction of the Act. These watercourses and associated works are considered part
of the Project and are subject to the requirements of the BSTA.

Gordie Howe International Bridge
Early Works
Fisheries Plan
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The Gordie Howe International Bridge Project (GHIB), formerly known as the Detroit River International Crossing, is the
result of a bi-national transportation study that has been undertaken by a partnership of government agencies, comprising
the following provincial, state, and national transportation authorities from both Canada and the United States:
Transport Canada / Infrastructure Canada;
The Federal Highway Administration, United States (US) Department of Transportation;
The Ontario Ministry of Transportation; and
The Michigan Department of Transportation.
The objective of the new international crossing is to provide for the safe, secure and efficient movement of people and goods
between southwest Ontario and southeast Michigan, while minimizing environmental and community impacts.
The international crossing represents an end-to-end border transportation system that connects the freeway systems in
Canada and the United States with a new international border crossing that is served by border inspection facilities on both
sides of the Detroit River. The Ontario access road, the Rt. Hon. Herb Gray Parkway has been largely completed, the next
portion of the Canadian infrastructure for the crossing is the development of the Canadian Port of Entry (POE). The Early
Works include three key components:
1.

Construction of a perimeter access road;

2.

Relocation of utilities; and

3.

Placement of fill, grading and drainage on the site.

The Canadian portion of the overall end-to-end transportation system is located in the City of Windsor, the Town of Lasalle
and the Town of Tecumseh, in the County of Essex in southwest Ontario (Refer to Figure 1). The United States portion of the
transportation system is located in the City of Detroit, in Wayne County, Michigan.
The Early Works portion of the GHIB project will be completed under an individual contract solely to prepare and develop
the site to be free of any encumbrances for the construction of the bridge and plaza. It should be noted that all works relating
to Broadway Drain will be completed during Early Works. While some works are planned within the Detroit River at the outlet
of Broadway Drain during Early Work, additional works may be required in the future for the construction of the international
bridge. Once the Early Works are complete, the next phase of the GHIB crossing project will be contracted through a PublicPrivate Partnership (P3) procurement / project delivery model. The P3 contractor will be selected to design, build, finance,
operate and maintain the new bridge crossing and port of entries and the Michigan interchange. The bi-national partnership
worked together to identify, refine and evaluate a broad range of alternatives and selected suitable site locations through
comparable environmental study processes. Locations for the new bridge crossing, associated port of entries, as well as the
Ontario access road and Michigan Interchange in both countries were selected in this manner.
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Figure 1: End-to-end Transportation System and Gordie Howe International Bridge

1.2

FISHERIES PLAN SCOPE AND PURPOSE

The scope of the Fisheries Plan is to outline mitigation measures and regulatory requirements to ensure appropriate
protection of fish and fish habitat protection within the three (3) watercourses and one drainage channel to fulfill the
requirements of Section 8 of the Bridge to Strengthen Trade Act S.C. (2012). The Plan also incorporates comments resulting
from consultation with Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) and approvals through the Drainage Act, R.S.O. (1990). The
Fisheries Plan will be made available to the Early Works Contractor and any third parties working on the Project site once it
has been filled with the Minister.
This Fisheries Plan has been prepared specifically for the proposed work on the Broadway Drain, as well as proposed works
in the vicinity of three (3) additional watercourses that have been identified within the Project Limits, including: the Detroit
River, Healy Drain, and the drainage channel (refer to Figure 2 for watercourse locations). The Healy Drain Fisheries Plan was
prepared separately in order to obtain DFO acknowledgment and to allow the Healy Drain proposed works to proceed in
advance of the Broadway Drain work. While this Fisheries Plan does not speak in detail to the proposed works along Healy
Drain, this information can be found within the Fisheries Plan for Healy Drain which is provided in Appendix B. This Fisheries
Plan will be submitted as an amendment, replacing the stand-alone Fisheries Plan for Healy Drain. This Fisheries Plan, which
includes all watercourse features, will be filed with the Minister of Infrastructure and Communities, pursuant to the
requirements of the BSTA.
The purpose of the Fisheries Plan is two-fold:
1.

To identify potential impacts to fish and fish habitat as a result of proposed works in and around Broadway Drain,
Healy Drain, the Detroit River, or other surface water features within the Project limits including the identified
drainage channel.

2.

To provide mitigation measures to prevent harm to fish and fish habitat and ensure that works carried out by the
Early Works Contractor adhere to requirements outlined in the BSTA.
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Broadly speaking, this Fisheries Plan outlines the requirements related to construction methodology, mitigation and
protection of fish and fish habitat that must be fulfilled during Works on Broadway Drain, Healy Drain and the Detroit River,
including:
Responsibilities of the Early Works Contractor and any third parties;
Implementation of mitigation measures such as, but not limited to: fisheries protection, control of water from
dewatering operations, erosion and sediment control, spill response; and
Reporting requirements and communication expectations.

Figure 2: Existing watercourses within the Early Works project limits.

1.3

FISHERIES PLAN GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The following goals and objectives have been established for this Fisheries Plan:
Impacts to fish and fish habitat associated with the Project will be minimized to the greatest extent possible /
feasible. Where environmental impacts cannot be avoided, mitigation and / or offsetting strategies will be
employed.
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To provide detailed mitigation measures specifically relating to proposed work and construction methodology for
the Broadway Drain, Healy Drain and Detroit River, and also any proposed work that may impact the drainage
channel.
To provide a list of general mitigations and best management practices that should be applied to all surface water
features within the Project limits unless stated otherwise.
To fulfill requirements for the development of a specific Fisheries Plan established under the BSTA and in addition,
ensure that other relevant legislation is adhered to.

2.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

2.1

BROADWAY DRAIN EXISTING CONDITIONS

Broadway Drain is located directly to the south of the proposed plaza. This watercourse is listed as a type F municipal drain,
indicating that it is intermittent. A number of fish that prefer both cool and warm water thermal regimes are known to exist
in the drain as well as in adjacent watercourses (Detroit River). A listing of fish species known to be within the Broadway
Drain and adjacent areas can be found in Table 1. The Broadway Drain flows west along the south side of Broadway Street
and continues west past Sandwich Street where it eventually drains into the Detroit River. A gravel beach area exists at the
outlet of the drain to the Detroit River, and although there was a direct connection observed between Broadway Drain and
the Detroit River during 2015-2016 investigations, this gravel beach area may present a barrier to fish movement into
Broadway Drain during low flow periods. The gravel area found at the outlet of the drain is dynamic in nature and may change
based on several factors such as, but not limited to, flow or changing water levels. The field investigations carried out by
Morrison Hershfield in 2010 found that there were flows throughout the Broadway Drain channel and this was also confirmed
during 2015-2016 construction inspections. It was determined that this watercourse supports a seasonal fish community
when flows in the Detroit River are high enough to allow fish to migrate upstream over the gravel beach area at the outlet.
The 2010 investigations of Broadway Drain determined that only the reach downstream of Sandwich Street was considered
fish habitat, however, during high flow periods it is possible that fish could access portions of the drain upstream of Sandwich
Street. The watercourse is channelized throughout, the substrate consists of primarily detritus, and the riparian vegetation
consists of trees, shrubs and phragmites. There are numerous areas of active bank erosion. The existing fish habitat is
considered marginal; however, habitat enhancement opportunities may increase the drains productive capacity.
In addition to the information gathered during the 2010 investigations, 2015/2016 investigations noted a direct connection
to the Detroit River during the winter months. Water depths in the Broadway Drain are considered sufficient to support a
fish community throughout the year. DFO has also indicated the potential for pike spawning within the existing Broadway
Drain.

2.2

DRAINAGE CHANNEL

A drainage channel conveys flow north along the west side of the former Water Street towards Chappus Street. The channel
then extends west along the south side of Chappus Street where it eventually drains into the Detroit River at the end of
Chappus Street. A large portion of the channel at the confluence with the Detroit River has been infilled with large stone and
compacted to create an access crossing to the northwest corner of the Kennett property. Despite this infilling, the channel
still connects to the Detroit River during high flows and unidentified baitfish species were observed throughout the Chappus
Street portion of the drainage channel during 2015/2016 environmental inspections for the Project. Based on these
observations and information from DFO, the drainage channel is capable of supporting seasonal warm and cool water fish
communities. The majority of the substrate throughout the channel consists of muck, silt, and detritus. The riparian
vegetation consists of primarily phragmites and grasses.
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2.3

DETROIT RIVER

The Detroit River is a large riverine system that connects Lake St. Clair to the western basin of Lake Erie. As a whole, this
system supports a diverse fish community including some aquatic Provincial and Federal SAR (see Section 3.1). The nearshore
area located adjacent to the Broadway Drain outlet supports a nearshore fish community comprised of both cool and warm
water fish species. Substrates in this near shore area consist of sand, gravel, cobble and clay. Water levels in the Detroit River
are known to fluctuate in response to changing water levels within the Great Lakes. For estimated water depths within the
proposed work area, see design drawings located in Appendix A. For records of fish species collected in the Detroit River in
the immediate vicinity of the Early Works site, refer to Table 1.
Table 1: Fish Species Records for the Detroit River in vicinity of Early Works Site.

LOCATION

SOURCE

FISH SPECIES

Broadway Drain

AMICO
Infrastructures Inc. –
Fish Removal During
Construction

2016
Brook Stickleback, Banded Killifish, Creek Chub, White
Sucker, Fathead Minnow, Yellow Perch, Rock Bass

Detroit River, areas adjacent to
the mouth of Broadway Drain.

Department of
Fisheries and Oceans
(DFO) – Background
Data

2012
Bluegill, Brook Silverside, Common Carp, Emerald
Shiner, Freshwater Drum, Gizzard Shad, Largemouth
Bass, Longnose Gar, Northern Pike, Pumpkinseed,
Quillback, Rainbow Smelt, Rock Bass, Shorthead
Redhorse, Smallmouth Bass, Spotfin Shiner, Spottail
Shiner, Yellow Perch
2013
Channel Darter (Threatened SAR), Emerald Shiner,
Golden Redhorse, Logperch, Mimic Shiner, Rainbow
Smelt, Round Goby, Shorthead Redhorse, Smallmouth
Bass, Spottail Shiner, Troutperch, Yellow Perch

Various Drains adjacent to the
Broadway Drain which are
tributaries of the Detroit River.

Department of
Fisheries and Oceans
(DFO) – Background
Data

2007
Central Mudminnow, Goldfish, Golden Shiner,
Horneyhead Chub, Striped Shiner, Fathead Minnow,
Bluntnose Minnow, White Sucker, Black Bullhead, Black
Crappie, Green Sunfish
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Table 2: Summary of Existing Fish and Fish Habitat Conditions

WATERBODY

BROADWAY
DRAIN

DRAINAGE
CHANNEL

FLOW
(PERMANENT,
INTERMITTEN
T OR
EPHEMERAL)

THERMAL
REGIME
(WARM /
COOL /
COLD)

SUBSTRATE
TYPE

Intermittent

Warm

Gravel,
silt, clay ,
muck

Intermittent

Warm

Muck, silt,
detritus

VEGETATION
(RIPARIAN &
IN-STREAM)

Significant
black oak
woodlands
known as
Black Oak
Woods, is
located
between
Broadway
Street and
Cherry
Blossom
Avenue.

Phragmites,
grasses

SUPPORTS
A FISHERY

FISH
SPECIES
PRESENT

SENSITIVITY
(LOW,
MODERATE,
HIGH)

Seasonal

Northern
pike
(DFO
data),
bait
/forage
fish
species
as
identifie
d in
Table 1

Low

Bait
/forage
fish
species

Low

Seasonal

RATIONALE FOR
SENSITIVITY RANKING

Species dependency
on habitat is seasonal
and low.

This is a warm water
municipal drain that
has the potential to
support a warm and
cool water seasonal
fishery.

Species dependency
on habitat is seasonal
and low.
This is a warm water
drainage feature that
has the potential to
support a warmwater
seasonal fishery.

DETROIT RIVER

Permanent

3.

AQUATIC SPECIES AT RISK

3.1

DETROIT RIVER

Refer to 2.0 Existing Conditions and Table 1.

A federally and provincially listed Aquatic Species at Risk (SAR), Channel Darter (Threatened), has been identified in the
Detroit River and has been captured in the approximate 300 m reach between Healy Drain and Broadway Drain. All mitigation
measures outlined in Section 5 of this document must be adhered to at all times throughout proposed work in or near
Broadway Drain or any other drain/waterbody. The release of any deleterious substances including sediment and sediment
laden water must be prevented. The deposition of fine sediments to a watercourse can be detrimental to aquatic organisms
as a result of reducing streambed substrate composition. In addition to decreasing egg-to-fry survival rates in fish and
impacting macroinvertebrate production, increased suspended sediment loads can clog the gills of fish and their ability to
feed or migrate effectively.
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3.2

BROADWAY DRAIN AND DRAINAGE CHANNEL

No Aquatic SAR have been identified for the Broadway Drain or the drainage channel. The Channel Darter prefers the sandy
nearshores of lakes Erie and St. Clair, and streams with sand and gravel bottoms. Based on the information gathered from
the existing conditions reports, it is highly unlikley that any Aquatic SAR present in the Detroit River would occupy either of
these watercourses due to unsuitable habitat conditions.

4.

BROADWAY DRAIN REALIGNMENT AND DRAINAGE CHANNEL INFILLING

4.1

SCOPE AND PURPOSE

In general, substantial channel enhancements and realignment of the Broadway Drain are proposed in order to accommodate
the increased runoff that will result from the development of the bridge plaza, perimeter access road (PAR), and the diversion
of the run-off from lands that formerly outlet to Healy Drain to the Broadway Drain.
It is important to point out that diversion of storm run-off to the Broadway Drain is required due to the significant alterations to
local site grading that is associated with the bridge plaza development. It should also be noted that a large majority of the existing
Healy Drain will be occupied by the new bridge plaza, and will therefore be abandoned as further discussed in the Fisheries Plan
for Healy Drain in Appendix B.
The portion of the drainage channel that conveys flows north-south along former Water Street will be infilled from the southern
limit of the channel to Chappus Street (see Figure 2). This portion will be infilled to accommodate the utility gas line that follows
the PAR.

4.2

PROPOSED WORKS OVERVIEW

Details pertaining to both the horizontal and vertical realignment of the Broadway Drain can be found in the Contract
Drawings for Broadway and Healy Drain Improvements found in Appendix A. Two new culverts are required to maintain
access to lands that are located south of the new Broadway Drain, one to service the Windsor Port Authority (WPA) lands
and another to service lands owned by the City of Windsor. Due to the separation distance between the required crossing
locations, it was not feasible to install a single, shared crossing.
The WPA crossing will need to be wide enough to accommodate industrial type traffic (i.e. large trucks). A culvert length of
16 m was found to be sufficient for this crossing. The City of Windsor crossing needed to have sufficient width to
accommodate normal size vehicles and maintenance equipment. A culvert length of 10 m is proposed for this location. In
order to provide sufficient conveyance capacity, the proposed culverts will have a minimum span and height of 3 m and 2.5
m, respectively and will be embedded a minimum of 10%. The proposed location, configuration, and further design details
for the proposed crossings are illustrated in the drawings found in Appendix A.
The realigned Broadway Drain channel will outlet in close proximity to its current location, though slightly south. The invert
of the new drain will tie into the Detroit River at an elevation below its current state to allow unobstructed flow.
Consequently, in order to provide proper outlet conditions, it will be necessary to extend the channel beyond water’s edge
which requires a rock jetty to extend into the Detroit River. Details for the outlet of Broadway Drain at the Detroit River can
be found in the design drawings in Appendix A.
As noted above, as part of the new Broadway Drain Realignment, a rock jetty will be constructed at the mouth of the new
drain and extend into the Detroit River. The intention of the jetty is to protect the new Broadway Drain outlet to ensure that
a back-eddy does not form in this area of the Detroit River. It is important to note that the Broadway Drain South Jetty will
be constructed in coordination with in-water works planned on the neighbouring property which his located immediately upriver of the Broadway Drain realignment. The Kennett Property is currently undertaking the permanent shoreline infilling of
the Detroit River in phases, and as a result of this work, the total extent that the Broadway Drain South Jetty projects into
the Detroit River is not yet known as it will be determined by the extent of the shoreline infilling occurring on the Kennett
Property. For the purposes of assessment of impacts within this Fish Plan, the total extent of the Jetty shown in the design
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drawings (Appendix A) will be assumed within this document, however, this distance may be reduced based on the approved
in-fill at the Kennett Property. The document titled “Broadway Drain South Jetty Construction Methodology” (August 2016)
was prepared by AMICO and details the proposed works, environmental protections and mitigations as well as the
construction methodology for the Jetty works. This information has been summarized and can be found in Appendix G.
The drainage channel running north-south parallel to old water Street will be backfilled and graded (see Figure 2). Prior to
backfilling, the downstream reach will be isolated from the upstream infilling using coffer dams or similar; the isolation will
protect aquatic life that may be present and also prevent impacts further downstream towards the Detroit River.

4.2.1 Offsetting Measures and Restoration Plan
Upon completion of the realignment and channel enhancements, it is proposed that the new channel be intensely landscaped
in accordance with commitments that were made during prior planning studies. A summary of the proposed landscaping
strategy is provided below:

•
•
•

All newly constructed surfaces and areas disturbed by the construction process will be promptly re-vegetated with
native ground cover seed mixes and erosion blankets, where appropriate.
The north bank of the new channel will be kept free of woody vegetation in order to facilitate proper maintenance
of the drain.
The south bank of the new channel will be planted with desirable native shrub and tree species in order to augment
native species habitat as per the Restoration Design Plans found in Drawings 9 – 11.

In addition to the restoration and landscaping elements, offsetting measures will be installed along the drain with the specific
purpose of enhancing fish habitat which has been impacted or lost in other areas of the project. These offsetting measures
include:

•
•
•
•
•

Variable size gravel, and stone substrates to enhance the benthic environment and fish habitat;
Rock vane clusters at intermittent locations along the entire channel length between Sta. 0+000 and Sta. 0+190;
Root balls and rock vane clusters within the benched slope areas of the south channel slope between Sta. 0+000 and
Sta. 0+190;
Grass hummocks within the bottom of the benched slope areas to enhance spawning habitat for pike and other
native warm water fish species; and,
Additional fish habitat features such as rock vanes, cobble and rock clusters will be placed throughout the section
between Sta. 0+295 and Sta. 0+670.

Specific details related to landscaping, restoration and habitat features, including: placement, species, quantities, and
additional notes related to installation, establishment and maintenance are included in the Restoration Plan found in the
Contract Drawings in Appendix A.

4.2.2 Existing Drain Abandonment
Abandoned portions of the Broadway Drain will be infilled using clean fill sourced from on-site excavation and approved by
the engineer, as per the design information. The portion of the existing drain that is south of the proposed drain realignment
limits will be left in place. Infill from the south limit of the proposed realignment shall be graded to meet the existing drain
at a slope no greater than 3H:1V. For further details, including the location of the abandoned portions of Broadway Drain,
refer to the Existing Conditions and Removals sheet found in the Contract Drawings in Appendix A.

4.3

CONSTRUCTION METHODOLOGY

Detailed construction staging and methodology can be found in the Contract Drawings in Appendix A. All activities associated
with the realignment of Broadway Drain, including but not limited to erosion and sediment control measures will be in
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accordance with the Fish Plan filed with the Minster to fulfill the requirements of Section 10 of the BSTA (the Environmental
Management Plan and Consultation Process).
The tentative work activity schedule can be seen in Table 3, located in Section 5.1. It is important to note that the PAR and
utilities need to be constructed as soon as possible and therefore before the new channel can be constructed. As a result bypass pumping for this segment of the existing drain will commence in early May and extend until the new realignment is
complete and flows can be switched to the new channel. Building and then tying the existing channel into the new channel
was considered, however based on a limited work area and the importance of other construction elements (PAR and utilities
installation) this will not be practical or feasible. The sheet piling to be used in the newly realigned channel is considered a
special order item and therefore has a long lead time. These materials were ordered when the design was finalized and
therefore the delivery of the sheets has been set back to early July.
All of the dates that have been provided in the following tentative work activity schedule are best estimates which are
contingent on various items including third party construction works (e.g. Union Gas) and interrelated construction elements.
It is possible that the dates provided may vary as the project progresses. Despite any unforeseen changes to the schedule,
work within the Detroit River will adhere to the warm / cool water fisheries timing window (no in-water work between March
15 and June 30) implemented by DFO. Notification will also be sent to DFO 7 working days prior to the commencement of
any work within the Detroit River.
Table 3: Tentative Work Activity Schedule

Work Activity

Tentative Schedule

Broadway Drain
Isolate and remove fish from the drain
Infilling east section of Broadway Drain and switching to the
storm drain piping
Activities specific to the new realigned channel
Install a dam/plug upstream and downstream of the PAR
and Utilities corridor
Commence bypass pumping for this segment
Stump removal
Stripping
Infill old channel between dams
Excavate the new realigned channel in the dry and install in
stream features (rock veins etc.)
Install the riparian plantings as per the design drawings
Sheet pile installation in new realignment

April 20 -21, 2016
May 2 -11, 2016

May 9, 2016
May 9, 2016
May 9 -10, 2016
May 11-12, 2016
May 16 – 20, 2016
May 23 –June 10, 2016
June 13 - 17, 2016
July 15, 2016

Jetty and Rock Slope
Notify DFO 7 working days prior to commencing work in the
Detroit River
Installation of minnow traps
Install Jetty and rock slope as per Appendix G

August 25, 2016
September 4, 2016
September 6-13, 2016

Drainage Channel
Isolate the work area
Infill the channel

May 30, 2016
May 30 – June 10, 2016

Healy Drain
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Infill the isolated upstream portion within the Plaza
footprint

November 2015 (east of Sandwich St.)
March 2016 (west of Sandwich St.)

5.

CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

5.1

POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO FISH AND FISH HABITAT

Potential impacts and losses of fish and fish habitat resulting from construction within the Broadway Drain, Detroit River
and/or the drainage channel will occur as a result of the proposed construction works, however, these negative effects will
be short-term and temporary in nature assuming all mitigations and offsetting measures are implemented effectively. During
the 2010 field investigations it was noted that Broadway Drain is considered a warm / cool water municipal drain that has
the potential to support a warm and cool water seasonal fishery which was confirmed through communications with DFO as
well as field observations in 2015/16. Any potential impacts which may result from construction are considered temporary
and can be mitigated. The final design for the realignment of Broadway Drain includes several key features that will be
implemented to offset fish habitat impacted and/or lost within the Broadway Drain and/or other watercourses/surface water
features within the Early Works site.
Potential land-based and water-based impacts may occur throughout the existing Broadway Drain, Detroit River and drainage
channel during construction. If work is completed during a low flow periods, direct impacts to fish and fish habitat could be
minimized, however, potential impacts that may result from the proposed work include:
•
•

Alteration of riparian vegetation by equipment access which may affect bank stability and expose soils;
Increased erosion potential leading to the release of sediment and or change in sediment concentrations;

•

Temporary and permanent change in habitat structure and cover, food supply, and nutrient concentrations as a
result of the placement of materials; and

•

Introduction of contaminants including deleterious substances (e.g., fuel, oil, etc.) into the watercourse through the
use of industrial equipment and construction debris which may lead to changes in water chemistry and/or cause
direct mortality to aquatic organisms.

Disturbances as a result of the Broadway Drain realignment and the infilling of a portion of the drainage channel will result
in serious harm to fish as seasonal fish habitat will be lost, however, losses from the infilling areas will be offset within the
lower reach of the Broadway Drain. So long as the proposed mitigation requirements are adhered to during construction, no
long-term residual effects are anticipated. Existing baseline conditions in the Broadway Drain, as well as the Detroit River,
including temperature, flow, and suspended sediment are not expected to change as a result of this work. To mitigate
potential changes in baseline conditions in areas downstream of active construction works, all in-water work will be either
completed in the dry or in isolation of the remaining downstream section of the drain.
It must be stated that the proposed work will follow the construction schedule and as a result some in-water work will be
completed outside the warm/cool water fisheries timing window (no in-water work between March 15 and June 30)
implemented by DFO. Work occurring within the Detroit River must adhere to the warm/cool water fisheries timing window
and this is reflected in the tentative schedule shown in Table 3. Notification will be sent to DFO prior to any work commencing
within the Detroit River. This notification will be sent at a minimum of 7 working days prior to commencing work within the
Detroit River.

5.2

RESIDUAL IMPACTS

It is acknowledged that the in-water works identified within this document will cause serious harm to fish within the
Broadway Drain, Healy Drain, Detroit River and the drainage channel as proposed works will result in the alteration and/or
destruction of fish habitat. This includes the infilling and abandoned sections of existing channels, as well as the footprint on
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the Detroit River as a result of the construction of a rock slope and jetty. A 16 m and 10 m reach of Broadway Drain will be
lost as a result of the installation of the new culverts and the north side of the new channel will be kept free of woody
vegetation to allow for access to the drain for maintenance purposes. Additional minor residual impacts will result from the
temporary loss of riparian vegetation and overhead cover throughout the Broadway Drain. Additional losses of fish habitat
will occur as a result of the works on Healy Drain and the drainage channel.
However, in order to account for any losses in fish habitat, offsetting measures will be implemented to re-construct and
enhance fish habitats within the re-aligned Broadway Drain. While all reasonable efforts will be made to offset for impacts
to fish habitat, minor residual effects may persist following construction while the channel stabilizes. Additional impacts may
include the loss of naturalized sections of shoreline. Although landscaping and restoration is proposed for the new channel,
the removal of trees, shrubs and other herbaceous plants currently found throughout the existing Broadway Drain will have
a negative impact as it will take time for plantings and bank restoration efforts to become well established and begin
contributing to fish habitat. To account for the minor residual impacts which may persist following construction, a Post
Construction Monitoring Program will be initiated in order to document the post construction conditions and habitat usage,
identify any deficiencies, and implement any contingency efforts to correct any major issues.
A series of tables have been created to demonstrate existing direct and indirect fish habitat that will be lost or impacted as a
result of the proposed work. Existing habitat within the Broadway Drain is considered direct (seasonal) fish habitat and
existing habitat within the Healy Drain and the drainage channel is considered indirect habitat. Offsetting measures will be
achieved through the construction of new habitat within the realigned Broadway Drain, this new habitat has also been
calculated.
Existing habitat lost in the Broadway Drain is shown in Table 4 and the proposed new habitat in the Broadway Drain is shown
in Table 5. A description of habitat lost versus habitat created is compared in Table 6. Habitat that will be lost in the Detroit
River is calculated using the footprint of the proposed rock jetty and the north bank rock slope, these are shown in Table 7
and Table 8. The indirect habitat lost in the Healy Drain and drainage channel has been calculated using estimates of area
within the high water line and is shown in Table 9. The calculated areas of the impacted existing drain, new drain, and
emergent portion of the new jetty are based on the maximum monthly mean water level of the Detroit River at this location.
To facilitate these calculations the following length and width measurements were used:

•
•
•
•

Length of the existing Broadway Drain - 300m
Average width of the existing Broadway Drain - 2.46m
Length of the proposed Broadway Drain – 668m
Average width of the proposed Broadway Drain - 9.5m

The 300m length of existing Broadway Drain refers to the upstream extent of inundation that would occur when the Detroit
River is at its high water level. Similarly the 668m length of the proposed Broadway Drain would be entirely inundated during
high water in the Detroit River, however this includes inundation of the culverts which exist along the Broadway Drain.
Table 4: Existing Habitat in Broadway Drain

TOTAL HABITAT AREA OF
EXISTING DRAIN - UPSTREAM OF
SANDIWCH STREET

TOTAL HABITAT AREA OF EXISTING
DRAIN - DOWNSTREAM OF
SANDWICH STREET

TOTAL HABITAT AREA OF
EXISTING DRAIN

TOTAL AREA OF WATER WITHIN
EXISTING DRAIN AT HWL OF DETROIT
RIVER

4,950 sq.m

3,250 sq.m

8,200 sq.m

740 sq.m
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A quantification of the total area of the realigned Broadway Drain is calculated from the top of slope to the top of slope, as
well as the HWL of the Detroit River. These calculations have been provided in square meters and can be found in Table 5.
Table 5: Proposed Habitat in Broadway Drain

TOTAL HABITAT AREA OF REALIGNED
DRAIN EXCLUDING CULVERTS &
SHEETPILE WALLS

TOTAL HABITAT AREA OF REALIGNED
DRAIN INCLUDING CULVERTS &
SHEETPILE WALLS

TOTAL AREA OF WATER WITIN REALIGNED DRAIN AT HWL
OF DETROIT RIVER

11,675 sq.m

12,300 sq.m

6,350 sq.m

A quantification of the total habitat lost versus habitat created has been calculated for the top of slop to top of slope and at
the HWL. These calculations can be observed in Table 6.
Table 6: Habitat Lost Versus Habitat Created

TOTAL HABITAT AREA OF EXISTING
VERSUS REALIGNED DRAIN EXCLUDING
CULVERTS & SHEETPILE WALLS

TOTAL HABITAT AREA OF EXISTING
VERSUS REALIGNED DRAIN INCLUDING
CULVERTS & SHEETPILE WALLS

TOTAL EXISTING VERSUS REALIGNED AREA OF
WATER IN THE DRAIN AT HWL

Total Habitat Lost = 8,200 sq.m

Total Habitat Lost = 8,200 sq.m

Habitat Lost = 740 sq.m

Habitat Created = 11,675 sq.m

Habitat Created = 12,300 sq.m

Habitat Created = 6,350 sq.m

Habitat Gained = 3,475 sq.m

Habitat Gained = 4,100 sq.m

Habitat Gained = 5,610 sq.m

Table 7: Habitat Lost in Detroit River as a Result of Jetty Footprint

AREA OF JETTY FOOTPRINT BEYOND
HISTORIC HWL

AREA OF JETTY FOOTPRINT ABOVE
HWL

AREA OF JETTY SUBMERGED BY HWL

530 sq.m

240 sq.m

290 sq.m (530 sq.m minus 240 sq.m)

Table 8: Habitat Lost in Detroit River as a Result of North Bank Rock Slope

TOTAL FOOTPRINT OF ROCK SLOPE

PORTION OF ROCK SLOPE SUBMERGED BELOW HWL

50 sq.m

26 sq.m

A quantification of the indirect habitat lost in the Healy Drain and the Drainage Channel along the former Water Street is
shown in Table 8. It is important to note that these areas were calculated using conservative estimates through site photos
and air photo interpretation.
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Table 9: Indirect Habitat Lost

TOTAL AREA OF EXISTING HABITAT LOST IN THE HEALY DRAIN

TOTAL AREA OF EXITSING HABITAT LOST IN THE DRAINAGE CHANNEL

Total Habitat Lost = 630 sq.m

Total Habitat Lost = 460 sq.m

Estimated Length = 420 m

Estimated Length = 230 m

Estimated Width = 1.5 m

Estimated Width = 2 m

5.3

MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS

In order to protect fish and fish habitat, and ensure that the construction works are in compliance with all relevant legislation,
the mitigation measures (measures to avoid causing harm to fish and fish habitat) as summarized below must be adhered to
during construction. The sections that follow are provided for the information of the Contractor whose responsibility it is to
ensure that all mitigations are implemented and work effectively for the duration of any works in or within the vicinity of any
surface water features (drain, ditch attached to a watercourse, wetland, stream or river) found throughout or adjacent to
the project limits to ensure that no serious harm comes to fish or fish habitat.
It is the Contractors responsibility to ensure all works associated with the Broadway Drain realignment or any other works
associated with a surface water feature within or adjacent to the project limits are contained and isolated in a way that it
prevents the release of any deleterious substances, including sediment. Any work at the outlet of the Broadway Drain and in
the Detroit River will require isolation and containment to prevent the release of deleterious substances, including sediment,
into the Detroit River or any adjacent aquatic habitats.

5.3.1 Requirements for Construction in Waterbodies and Waterbody Banks
Environmental protection for construction in waterbodies and waterbody banks shall be conducted in accordance with OPSS
182 (Appendix C) which includes:
•

Design and implement isolation/containment plan to delineate temporary in-water work zones to allow work in the
dry and maintain clean flow downstream/around the work zone at all times;

•

Plan activities near water such that materials such as paint, primers, blasting abrasives, rust solvents, degreasers,
grout, poured concrete or other chemicals do not enter the watercourse;

•

Ensure that building material used in a watercourse has been handled and treated in a manner to prevent the release
of leaching of substances into the water that may be deleterious to fish;

•

The limit of any area to be disturbed shall be clearly marked prior to the commencement of work;

•

Clearing of riparian vegetation in areas of the drain to be retained should only include vegetation that is critical to
complete the work and no more than necessary;

•

Capture any fish trapped within an isolated/enclosed area at the work site and safely relocate them to an
appropriate location downstream of active works or to the Detroit River (must be completed by a qualified fisheries
biologist). Fish may need to be relocated again, should flooding occur on the site;

•

All equipment used for the work in and around waterbodies shall be free of excess fuel, lubricants, coolant and any
other contaminants that could enter the waterbody;

•

Vehicles and equipment shall not enter or be operated in waterbodies or on waterbody banks or in riparian
vegetation areas unless permitted as part of the Broadway Drain realignment works;

•

Vehicular and equipment maintenance and refueling shall be conducted a minimum of 30 m from waterbodies,
waterbody banks and riparian vegetation areas, and shall be controlled to prevent any discharge of equipment fuels
and fluids onto the ground or into waterbodies;
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•

All stockpiled materials, including but not limited to excavated overburden and topsoil, excess materials,
construction debris and containers shall be stored and stabilized in a manner that prevents them from entering any
waterbody;

•

All materials used to provide environmental protection shall not contain deleterious substances;

•

Contractor shall develop a response plan that is to be implemented immediately in the event of a sediment release
or spill of a deleterious substance and keep an emergency spill kit on site; and

•

The Contract Administrator shall monitor construction activities in and around watercourses and ensure all related
mitigation measures are properly installed and maintained, and are functioning effectively.

5.3.2 Requirements for Control of Water from Dewatering Operations
The control of water from dewatering operations is to be conducted in accordance with OPSS 518 (Appendix D) which
includes:
•

Dewatering operations from active work areas shall be directed to a sediment control device or natural attenuation
area prior to discharge to watercourses, if a natural attenuation area is used, a minimum 30 m setback shall be
maintained from the receiving watercourse;

•

When temporary flow control must be undertaken for the work it shall be in accordance with OPSS 185 (Appendix
E);

•

If bypass pumping is required, flows downstream of the isolated work area shall be maintained at all times;

•

When using a pump, the intake shall be controlled to prevent entry of fish and other aquatic wildlife (screen any
water intakes or outlet pipes to prevent entrainment or impingement of fish as per DFO Freshwater Intake End-ofPipe Fish Screen Guideline) and the Measures to Avoid Causing Harm to Fish and Fish Habitat as outlined on the DFO
website; and

•

When water is discharged to a watercourse, the water discharged shall be done in a manner that does not cause
erosion or other damage to adjacent lands.

5.3.3 Requirements for Sediment and Erosion Control
Sediment and erosion controls are to be used for the duration of the work which include:
•

Installation of effective erosion and sediment control measures before starting work to prevent downstream
impacts;

•

Design and implement erosion and sediment controls to contain/isolate the construction zone, manage site
drainage/runoff and prevent erosion of exposed soils and migration of sediment to the waterbody, and ensure site
is stabilized prior to removal following construction per OPSS 805 (Appendix F);

•

All exposed soils or disturbed areas that drain into a waterbody shall be managed to prevent sediment migration
immediately after exposure or upon completion of the Work in or around the waterbody or on the waterbody bank;

•

Regular inspection and maintenance of erosion and sediment control measures during the course of construction
including repairs to erosion and sediment control measures if damage occurs;

•

Removal of non-biodegradable erosion and sediment control materials once site is stabilized;

•

Erosion and sedimentation control measures shall not be placed in watercourses unless otherwise specified in the
Contract, or directed by the Contract Administrator; and

•

A 200 m stand-by supply of prefabricated light duty silt fence barrier, in addition to silt fence barrier which may be
specified elsewhere in the Contract, shall be maintained at the Contract site prior to commencement of grading
operations and throughout the duration of the Contract.
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5.3.4 Requirements for Spill Response and Reporting
Requirements for spill prevention, response, reporting and notification should follow those outlined in the Environmental
Management Plan (EMP) & Consultation Process Report (MH, 2015), or the most recent amendment of this document.
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6.

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING REQUIREMENTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

6.1

CONSTRUCTION MONITORING

The Contractor shall submit a detailed and comprehensive monitoring plan to the Contract Administrator (CA) that will
ensure compliance with the following:
•

Contract Specifications;

•

The Fish Plan filed under the BSTA to fulfill the requirements of Section 10 of the BSTA; and

•

Any relevant environmental legislation, approvals, permits, exemptions, agreements, reports and clearances
provided by the Owner or that must be procured by the contractor in order to perform the work.

The monitoring plan shall include:
•

Daily inspections shall be conducted by the Contractor to ensure that all prescribed mitigation measures are
implemented and functioning as intended. Confirmation will require on site investigations as well as observations
of conditions and impacts to offsite areas such as adjacent vegetation communities and local residents.

•

Description of key roles and responsibilities for completing monitoring activities, management activities as
required based on monitoring results (including involvement of key technical specialists), addressing nonconformances, and for implementing corrective actions;

•

Checklists, forms and templates to be completed documenting daily inspections results;

•

Detailed qualifications for all identified roles; and

•

Reporting procedures.

The following describes the specific monitoring requirements, in addition to those described above, that shall be met by
the Contractor:
•

During any in-water Work, the Contractor must have a qualified Fisheries Biologist onsite at all times.
Documentation of the work will be completed on a daily basis by the Fisheries Biologist.

•

Monitor surface water quality prior to, during and post Works for standard water quality parameters including,
but not limited to: pH, conductivity, temperature, water level / depth, turbidity and metals.

•

Parameters will be analysed in the field whenever possible, otherwise samples will be analyzed by a qualified
laboratory and include parameters that are relevant to the potential contaminant of concern. Metals cannot be
sampled in the field and must be done by a qualified laboratory.

•

Compare results to the CCME Canadian Water Quality Guidelines for the Protection of Aquatic Life and the
Provincial Water Quality Objectives (PWQO).

During any works in-water or on the banks of the Broadway Drain or Detroit River, reporting shall be completed to confirm
the requirements of this plan are being met. Daily reports must be submitted to WDBA during all in-water work. In addition,
daily reports must be provided to the CA on a weekly basis that demonstrate compliance with this plan, photos, field notes
and other forms of evidence shall be included in the daily reports. A monthly summary shall summarize the daily reports
as well as identify any deficiencies and follow-up actions; this will be provided to the CA and WDBA.
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6.2

POST-CONSTRUCTION MONITORING

The WDBA will be required to implement a post-construction monitoring program for the Broadway Drain realignment to
ensure that no residual impacts to fish and fish habitat have persisted, that habitat improvements are stable and
effective, and that no major deficiencies exist. Post construction monitoring will be conducted twice over a three year
period (1st year and 3rd year) following completion of construction with all observations being documented in a
monitoring report which will be submitted to DFO annually.
Within the Post Construction Monitoring Report for each sampling year, a photographic record of the completed works
including offsetting and enhancement measures, site stabilization and restoration works shall be documented. The
stability of fish habitat structures and riparian areas will be verified and documented. The fish habitat offsetting
measures, and any potential barriers to fish passage and/or habitat limitations to fish will be assessed through visual
inspection and fish sampling in the spring (May – June) and late summer (August – September) for the 2017 and 2019
sampling years. Fish sampling efforts will focus on the habitat usage by various fish species at various sample points (to
be determined by project biologist) along the entire drain to determine fish dependence and distribution.
The success of all vegetative plantings shall be assessed not less than once each spring and early fall for 3 years following
planting. If at any time during monitoring any plantings are dead or dying, measures shall be implemented to reduce the
risk of future failure. Some die-off or damage by wildlife is to be expected, however, should survival rates be lower than
70%, then new plans will need to be planted to replace the dead and monitoring will be continued to ensure their
survival.
During each sampling year, it is important to note any deficiencies observed within the Broadway Drain and implement
contingency measures where appropriate to ensure any issues are addressed. The following is a listing of potential
deficiencies which will need to be examined and in some cases contingency efforts which may be considered:

-

-

-

-

-

Bank Erosion – ensure all banks are stable and no signs of rill erosion, bank slumping, toe of slope erosion or
significant bank undercutting have occurred. If observed, corrective action through grading and/or other bank
stabilization techniques must be implemented to ensure long term stability and minimize sedimentation
downstream.
Habitat Features – ensure all habitat features installed including rock vanes, rock clusters, and root wads are
stable and inundated with water, especially in the spring when most species will be spawning. Should habitat
features be deficient or not functioning as intended, then corrective actions including relocation and/or
enhancement must be considered.
Re-aligned Channel – ensure that the channel is stable and that all elements of the design are functioning as
intended. It is important to note that no barriers to fish passage exist and that the entire length of Broadway
Drain is functional and stable with the exception of some natural equalization processes which is typical of a
new channel. Should the channel show major signs of instability, then corrective actions must be evaluated.
Vegetation Plantings – inspect all vegetation plantings as per the Restoration Plan to ensure a high survival rate.
As noted, browsing by wildlife (deer) is likely so plants will need to be monitored both in the spring and summer
of each sampling year. Plantings as a whole must have a survival rate of 70% or higher, otherwise all dying or
dead plants will need to be preplaced with healthy specimens.
Fish – fish community sampling will occur in the spring and summer of each sampling year. It will be important
to note what fish species are present and the habitats they are utilizing. Each habitat features should be
sampled to assess fish usage in various seasons. All fish species shall be documented especially those which have
not been documented in Broadway Drain in the past. Any signs of spawning or nursery habitat usage must also
be documented including species and specific location.
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A written report and photographic record summarizing (and showing comparative photos) will be completed following
each monitoring year (2017 and 2019). These monitoring reports will be provided to DFO and Infrastructure Canada by
December 1st of each monitoring year. If the results of the monitoring indicate that the offsetting measures are not
completed by the date specified and/or are not functioning appropriately, the proponent shall give written notice to DFO
immediately and WDBA will ensure that corrections are implemented as soon as possible. Upon implementing
corrections, monitoring will continue and DFO will receive a written notice to inform that the corrections have been
implemented.
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7.

CONCLUSION

The realignment of Broadway Drain is required to support run-off and landscape changes that will take place as a result of
the development of the bridge plaza and PAR. The proposed realignment design for the Broadway Drain incorporates
significant improvements to fish habitat and these are expected to benefit species that may already occupy the drain and
also create additional opportunities for species that may have otherwise not used Broadway Drain.
This document serves to satisfy the requirements of Section 8 under the BSTA “A plan for any activity that an authorization
under the Fisheries Act would have otherwise been required that includes measures to mitigate harm to fish”.
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PREAMBLE
The purpose of this document is to fulfill a regulatory requirement of the Gordie Howe International Bridge (GHIB) Project under
the Bridge to Strengthen Trade Act (BSTA). The BSTA came into force on June 1, 2012 and was developed specifically for a bridge
spanning the Detroit River from Windsor, Ontario to Detroit, Michigan. It provides definitions pertaining to the types and location
of GHIB in water and near water Project works and components that are subject to the provisions of the BSTA.
Section 8 of the BSTA requires that a plan for the protection of fish is filed with the Canadian Minister of Transport before any
works are carried out that would otherwise cause an authorization under the Fisheries Act. As per the requirements of the BSTA,
this Fisheries Plan contains all mitigation measures to protect fish and fish habitat in Healy Drain for Early Works. The protection
measures in this Plan must be implemented by all parties on the Canadian Port of Entry, including third parties. The Contractor
and third parties must develop Environmental Monitoring Plan (EMP) that demonstrate how all the objectives of the BSTA
Fisheries Plan will be accomplished.
The Early Works on Healy Drain are within the area defined in Section 1 of the BSTA and therefore falls under the jurisdiction of
the Act. The Healy Drain and associated works are considered part of the Project and are subject to the requirements of the
BSTA.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The Gordie Howe International Bridge Project (formerly known as the Detroit River International Crossing) is the result of
a bi-national transportation study that has been undertaken by a partnership of government agencies, comprising the
following provincial, state, and national transportation authorities from both Canada and the United States:
Transport Canada;
Infrastructure Canada;
The Federal Highway Administration, United States (US) Department of Transportation;
The Ontario Ministry of Transportation; and
The Michigan Department of Transportation.
The objective of the new international crossing is to provide for the safe, secure and efficient movement of people and
goods between southwest Ontario and southeast Michigan, while minimizing environmental and community impacts.
The bi-national international crossing represents an end-to-end border transportation system that connects the freeway
systems in Canada and the United States with a new international border crossing that is served by border inspection
facilities on both sides of the Detroit River. The Ontario access road, the Rt. Hon. Herb Gray Parkway has been largely
completed, the next portion of the Canadian infrastructure for the crossing is the development of the Canadian Port of
Entry (POE). The Early Works include three key components:
1.

Construction of a perimeter access road;

2.

Relocation of utilities; and

3.

Placement of fill, grading and drainage on the site.

The Canadian portion of the overall end-to-end transportation system is located in the City of Windsor, the Town of Lasalle
and the Town of Tecumseh, in the County of Essex in southwest Ontario (See Figure 1). The United States portion of the
transportation system is located in the City of Detroit, in Wayne County, Michigan (See Figure 1).
The Early Works portion of the GHIB project will be completed under an individual contract solely to prepare and develop
the site to be free of any encumbrances for the construction of the bridge and plaza. It should be noted that all works
relating to Healy Drain will be completed during Early Works. Once the Early Works are complete, the next phase of the
GHIB crossing project will be contracted through a Public-Private Partnership (P3) procurement / project delivery model.
The P3 contractor will be selected to design, build, finance, operate and maintain the new bridge crossing and port of
entries and the Michigan interchange. The bi-national partnership worked together to identify, refine and evaluate a broad
range of alternatives and selected suitable site locations through comparable environmental study processes. Locations
for the new bridge crossing, associated port of entries, as well as the Ontario access road and Michigan Interchange in both
countries were selected in this manner.
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Figure 1: End-to-end Transportation System and Gordie Howe International Bridge

1.2

FISHERIES PLAN SCOPE AND PURPOSE

The scope of the Fisheries Plan for Healy Drain is to outline standard best management practices for fish and fish habitat
protection of the Healy Drain to fulfill the requirements of Section 8 of the Bridge to Strengthen Trade Act S.C. (2012). The
Plan also incorporates any commitments resulting from consultation with Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) and
approvals through the Drainage Act, R.S.O. (1990). The Fisheries Plan for Healy Drain will be made available to the Early
Works Contractor and any third parties working on the Project site once it has been filled with the Minister.
This Fisheries Plan has been prepared specifically for the proposed work on the Healy Drain. It should be noted that three
(3) additional watercourses have been identified in the vicinity of the Project and these include: the Detroit River, Broadway
Drain, and an Unnamed Drain (refer to Figure 2 for watercourse locations). This Fisheries Plan was prepared separately in
order to obtain DFO acknowledgment and to allow the Healy Drain proposed works to proceed in advance of the Broadway
Drain work. A separate document (Fisheries Plan for Broadway Drain, Unnamed Drain and the Detroit River) will be
developed to address specific concerns related to the additional watercourses, and the Fisheries Plan for Healy Drain will
become part of this document and submitted as one Plan to the Minister under the BSTA.
The purpose of this Fisheries Plan for Healy Drain is two-fold:
1.

To identify potential impacts to fish and fish habitat as a result of proposed works in and around Healy Drain
within the Project limits.

2.

To provide standard best management practices to mitigate harm to fish and fish habitat and ensure that works
carried out by the Early Works Contractor adhere to requirements outlined in the Bridge to Strengthen Trade Act
(BSTA).

Broadly speaking, this Fisheries Plan outlines the requirements related to construction methodology, mitigation and
protection of fish and fish habitat that must be fulfilled during Works on Healy Drain, including:
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Responsibilities of the Early Works Contractor and any third parties;
Implementation of best management practices such as, but not limited to: control of water from dewatering
operations, erosion and sediment control, spill response; and
Reporting requirements and communication expectations.

1.3

FISHERIES PLAN GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The following goals and objectives have been established for the Fisheries Plan for Healy Drain:
Impacts to fish and fish habitat associated with the Project will be minimized to the greatest extent possible /
feasible. Where environmental impacts cannot be avoided, mitigation and / or offsetting strategies will be
employed.
To provide detailed best management practices and mitigation requirements specifically relating to proposed
work and construction methodology for the Healy Drain.
To provide a list of general best management practices and mitigations that should be applied to all watercourses
within the Project limits unless stated otherwise.
To fulfill requirements for the development of a specific Fisheries Plan established under the BSTA and in addition,
ensure that other relevant legislation is adhered to.

2.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

2.1

HEALY DRAIN EXISTING CONDITIONS

This watercourse is listed as a type F municipal drain, indicating that it is intermittent. The temperature regime and
potential fish species are unknown. Field investigations conducted in 2010 by MH determined that this watercourse is likely
intermittent as there was no flow, and only standing pools of water. The overall gradient of the watercourse appears to be
low (0.3 - 0.5 %), there is no riffle-pool sequencing in this channel as it has been highly altered through ditching efforts.
The channel substrates are comprised of clay and muck. The low water velocities and the dense pockets of phragmites
throughout the channel allow for fine sediment in this channel to settle out of suspension. It is unlikely that that this
watercourse supports a fish community even when flows in the Detroit River are high enough to fill the drain. The blocked
culvert under Sandwich Street is also a barrier to fish movement to areas upstream. During the investigations competed
by MH in 2010, no flows were observed and no fish species were observed in Healy Drain. These existing conditions have
been obtained from the Fish and Fish Habitat Existing Conditions and Impact Assessment Report for Broadway and Healy
Drain Report (MH, 2011).
LGL also completed a field investigations of this site in 2006 and determined that the reach of Healy Drain from the Detroit
River upstream to Sandwich Street was seasonal fish habitat, even though there is no direct connection to the Detroit River.
LGL also acknowledged that Healy Drain east of Sandwich Street was not considered fish habitat due to the blocked culvert
acting as a physical barrier to fish under Sandwich Street as noted above.
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Table 1: Summary of Existing Fish and Fish Habitat Conditions

WATERBODY

FLOW
(PERMANENT,
INTERMITTENT
OR
EPHEMERAL)

THERMAL
REGIME
(WARM /
COOL /
COLD)

SUBSTRATE
TYPE

VEGETATION
(RIPARIAN &
IN-STREAM)

SUPPORTS
A FISHERY

FISH
SPECIES
PRESENT

SENSITIVITY
(LOW,
MODERATE,
HIGH)

HEALY
DRAIN

Intermittent

Warm

Clay,
Muck

Phragmites,
cattails

None

N/A

N/A

3.

AQUATIC SPECIES AT RISK

3.1

DETROIT RIVER

RATIONALE FOR
SENSITIVITY RANKING

LGL has considered this
to be marginal fish
habitat with a seasonal
warm water fishery even
though there is no direct
connection to the
Detroit River. During the
April 2010 field
investigations by MH,
no flows were observed
and no fish species
were observed in this
channel.

A federally and provincially listed Aquatic Species at Risk (SAR), Channel Darter (Threatened), has been identified in the
Detroit River and has been captured in the approximate 300 m reach between Healy Drain and Broadway Drain. All
mitigation measures outlined in Section 5 of this document must be adhered to at all times throughout proposed work in
or near Healy Drain or any other drain/waterbody. The release of any deleterious substances including sediment and
sediment laden water must be prevented. The deposition of fine sediments to a watercourse can be detrimental to aquatic
organisms as a result of reducing streambed substrate composition. In addition to decreasing egg-to-fry survival rates in
fish and impacting macroinvertebrate production, increased suspended sediment loads can clog the gills of fish and their
ability to feed or migrate effectively.

3.2

HEALY DRAIN

No Aquatic SAR have been identified for the Healy Drain. Based on the information gathered from the existing conditions
reports, it is highly unlikley that any Aquatic SAR present in the Detroit River would occupy the Healy Drain due to
unsuitable habitat conditions. The Channel Darter prefers the sandy nearshores of lakes Erie and St. Clair, and streams with
sand and gravel bottoms.

4.

HEALY DRAIN INFILLING

4.1

SCOPE AND PURPOSE

The prosed infilling of Healy Drain from where the Perimeter Access Road (PAR) crosses Healy Drain, and throughout the
remaining upstream portions of the drain, is required to accommodate the future infrastructure development at this location.
The future development will include a plaza, parking areas, facilities, bridge approach and the PAR. Currently this portion of
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the drain is within the footprint of the Phase 2 infilling that is being completed as part of Early Works. This infilling is necessary
to expedite the settling process on site and prepare the ground for construction associated with the P3.

4.2

PROPOSED WORKS OVERVIEW

The portion of Healy Drain that will be infilled consists of upstream from where the proposed PAR crosses Healy Drain,
immediately east of the entrance to Brighton Beach Power Limited on Chappus Street. This includes the section along the
north side of Chappus Street, then north along the west side of Sandwich Street and finally south down the east side of
Sandwich Street as depicted in Figure 2. These portions of the Healy Drain will be backfilled with Granular B, which is a
granular sub-base material which is a mix of sand and stone. The area will then be compacted, and graded as part of the
Early Works commitments.

Figure 2: Existing watercourses within the Project limits and the portion of Healy Drain proposed for infilling.

4.3

CONSTRUCTION METHODOLOGY

At the downstream limits of the reach of Healy Drain to be infilled, a plug or coffer dam will be installed (material used for
this plug will be at the discretion of the contractor but must accord to the requirements of this plan, see Section 5) in order
to create a physical barrier between active infilling works and the Detroit River. Erosion and sediment control measures
such as, but not limited to, check dams and silt fencing will be placed downstream of the plug to prevent sediment transport
to the downstream portion of Healy Drain and ultimately into the Detroit River.
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The portion of the Healy Drain to be infilled will be pre-screened by a qualified environmental professional to determine
the presence of water and the possibility of fish. If it is determined that fish are present then a qualified fisheries biologist
will conduct a fish removal/salvage. If it is determined that there is not sufficient water levels to support fish then
dewatering of the drain will be completed as necessary. The drain will then be stripped and filled in with Granular B
material.
All activities associated with the infilling of Healy Drain, including but not limited to erosion and sediment control measures
will be in accordance with the plan filed with the Minster to fulfill the requirements of Section 10 of the BSTA and this
Fisheries Plan.

5.

CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

5.1

POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO FISH AND FISH HABITAT

Potential impacts to fish and fish habitat within the Healy Drain will be limited. During the 2010 field investigations it was
noted that Healy Drain is unlikely to support a fish community, even during high flow periods. These initial investigations
noted that no fish were captured or observed in the drain and that it did not connect directly to the Detroit River.
Potential land-based or water-based impacts may occur downstream of where the PAR crosses Healy Drain (where the
infilling will begin) to the Detroit River if the drain is connected during high flows. If work is completed during a low flow
period, direct impacts to fish and fish habitat are unlikely, however, potential impacts that may result from the proposed
work include:
•
•

Alteration of riparian vegetation by equipment access which may affect bank stability and expose soils;
Increased erosion potential leading to the release of sediment and or change in sediment concentrations;

•

Temporary and permanent change in habitat structure and cover, food supply, and nutrient concentrations as a
result of the placement of materials; and

•

Introduction of contaminants including deleterious substances (e.g., fuel, oil, etc.) into the watercourse through
the use of industrial equipment and construction debris which may lead to changes in water chemistry and/or
cause direct mortality to aquatic organisms.

Disturbances as a result of the infilling of Healy Drain are expected to be localized and if work is done in isolation of the
rest of the drain, then no negative downstream effects are anticipated. Existing baseline conditions in the downstream
section of the Healy Drain, as well as the Detroit River, including temperature, flow, and suspended sediment are not
expected to change as a result of this work. To mitigate potential changes in baseline conditions downstream, all in-water
work (infilling of Healy Drain) will be either completed in the dry or in isolation of the remaining downstream section of
the drain.

5.2

RESIDUAL IMPACTS AND COMPENSATION

No residual impacts or serious harm to fish will occur within the Healy Drain and Detroit River, so long as mitigation
measures and best management practices are implemented and function effectively. As a result of the analysis of existing
conditions in the proposed portions of Healy Drain to be infilled, it has been documented that fish currently do not occupy
this portion of the drain, and if present seasonally, they have little habitat dependence
A reach of approximately 420 m of Healy Drain, an approximate measure using aerial mapping, will be lost as a result of
the infilling works. Any potential seasonal fish habitat that may be lost will be offset through the proposed improvements
to the Broadway Drain as a result of the realignment and habitat enhancement design developed by Landmark Engineers
Inc.
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5.3

MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS

In order to protect fish and fish habitat, and ensure that the construction works are in compliance with all relevant
legislation, the mitigation measures (measures to avoid causing harm to fish and fish habitat) as summarized below must
be adhered to. The sections that follow are provided for the information of the Contractor whose responsibility it is to
ensure that all mitigations are implemented and work effectively for the duration of the Healy Drain works to ensure that
no serious harm comes to fish or fish habitat.

5.3.1 Requirements for Construction in Waterbodies and Waterbody Banks
Environmental protection for construction in waterbodies and waterbody banks shall be conducted in accordance with
OPSS 182 which includes:
•

Design and implement isolation/containment plan to delineate temporary in-water work zones to allow work in
the dry and maintain clean flow downstream/around the work zone at all times;

•

Plan activities near water such that materials such as paint, primers, blasting abrasives, rust solvents, degreasers,
grout, poured concrete or other chemicals do not enter the watercourse;

•

Ensure that building material used in a watercourse has been handled and treated in a manner to prevent the
release of leaching of substances into the water that may be deleterious to fish;

•

The limit of any area to be disturbed shall be clearly marked prior to the commencement of work;

•

Clearing of riparian vegetation in areas of the drain to be retained should be kept to a minimum;

•

Capture any fish trapped within an isolated/enclosed area at the work site and safely relocate them to an
appropriate location in the same waters (must be completed by a qualified fisheries biologist). Fish may need to
be relocated again, should flooding occur on the site;

•

All equipment used for the work in and around waterbodies shall be free of excess fuel, lubricants, coolant and
any other contaminants that could enter the waterbody;

•

Vehicles and equipment shall not enter or be operated in waterbodies or on waterbody banks or in riparian
vegetation areas with the exception of those areas of Healy Drain to be infilled;

•

Vehicular and equipment maintenance and refueling shall be conducted as far away from waterbodies, waterbody
banks and riparian vegetation areas as possible and practicable, and shall be controlled to prevent any discharge
of equipment fuels and fluids onto the ground or into waterbodies;

•

All stockpiled materials, including but not limited to excavated overburden and topsoil, excess materials,
construction debris and containers shall be stored and stabilized in a manner that prevents them from entering
any waterbody;

•

All materials used to provide environmental protection shall not contain deleterious substances;

•

Develop a response plan that is to be implemented immediately in the event of a sediment release or spill of a
deleterious substance and keep an emergency spill kit on site; and

•

The Contract Administrator shall monitor construction activities in and around watercourses and ensure all related
mitigation measures are properly installed and maintained, and are functioning effectively.

5.3.2 Requirements for Control of Water from Dewatering Operations
The control of water from dewatering operations is to be conducted in accordance with OPSS 518 which includes:
•

Dewatering operations shall be directed to a sediment control device or natural attenuation area prior to
discharge to watercourses, if a natural attenuation area is used, a minimum 30m setback shall be maintained from
the receiving watercourse;

•

When temporary flow control must be undertaken for the work it shall be in accordance with OPSS 185;
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•

When using a pump, the intake shall be controlled to prevent entry of fish and other aquatic wildlife (screen any
water intakes or outlet pipes to prevent entrainment or impingement of fish as per DFO Freshwater Intake Endof-Pipe Fish Screen Guideline) and the Measures to Avoid Causing Harm to Fish and Fish Habitat as outlined on the
DFO website; and

•

When water is discharged to a watercourse, the water discharged shall be done in a manner that does not cause
erosion or other damage to adjacent lands.

5.3.3 Requirements for Sediment and Erosion Control
Sediment and erosion controls are to be used for the duration of the work which include:
•

Installation of effective erosion and sediment control measures before starting work to prevent downstream
impacts;

•

Design and implement erosion and sediment controls to contain/isolate the construction zone, manage site
drainage/runoff and prevent erosion of exposed soils and migration of sediment to the waterbody, and ensure
site is stabilized prior to removal following construction per OPSS 805;

•

All exposed soils or disturbed areas that drain into a waterbody shall be managed to prevent sediment migration
immediately after exposure or upon completion of the Work in or around the waterbody or on the waterbody
bank;

•

A temporary dam or series of check dams will be installed directly downstream of the point where the infilling of
the drain begins in order to isolate the remaining downstream section;

•

Regular inspection and maintenance of erosion and sediment control measures during the course of construction
including repairs to erosion and sediment control measures if damage occurs;

•

Removal of non-biodegradable erosion and sediment control materials once site is stabilized;

•

Erosion and sedimentation control measures shall not be placed in watercourses unless otherwise specified in the
Contract, or directed by the Contract Administrator; and

•

A 200m stand-by supply of prefabricated light duty silt fence barrier, in addition to silt fence barrier which may be
specified elsewhere in the Contract, shall be maintained at the Contract site prior to commencement of grading
operations and throughout the duration of the Contract.

5.3.4 Requirements for Spill Response and Reporting
Requirements for spill prevention, response, reporting and notification should follow those outlined in the Environmental
Management Plan (EMP) & Consultation Process Report (MH, 2015).
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6.

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING REQUIREMENTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The Contractor shall submit a detailed and comprehensive monitoring plan to the Contract Administrator (CA) that will
ensure compliance with the following:
•

Contract Specifications ;

•

The plan filed under the BSTA to fulfill the requirements of Section 10 of the BSTA; and

•

Any relevant environmental legislation, approvals, permits, exemptions, agreements, reports and clearances
provided by the Owner or that must be procured by the contractor in order to perform the work.

The monitoring plan shall include:
•

Daily inspections shall be conducted by the Contractor to ensure that all prescribed mitigation measures are
implemented and functioning as intended. Confirmation will require on site investigations as well as observations
of conditions and impacts to offsite areas such as adjacent vegetation communities and local residents.

•

Description of key roles and responsibilities for completing monitoring activities, management activities as
required based on monitoring results (including involvement of key technical specialists), addressing nonconformances, and for implementing corrective actions;

•

Checklists, forms and templates to be completed documenting daily inspections results;

•

Detailed qualifications for all identified roles; and

•

Reporting procedures.

The following describes the specific monitoring requirements, in addition to those described above, that shall be met by
the Contractor:
•

During any in-water Work, the Contractor must have a qualified Fisheries Biologist onsite at all times.
Documentation of the work will be completed on a daily basis by the Fisheries Biologist.

•

Monitor surface water quality prior to, during and post Works for standard water quality parameters including,
but not limited to: pH, conductivity, temperature, water level / depth, turbidity and metals.

•

Parameters will be analysed in the field whenever possible, otherwise samples will be analyzed by a qualified
laboratory and include parameters that are relevant to the potential contaminant of concern. Metals cannot be
sampled in the field and must be done by a qualified laboratory.

•

Compare results to the CCME Canadian Water Quality Guidelines for the Protection of Aquatic Life and the
Provincial Water Quality Objectives (PWQO).

During any works in-water or on the banks of the Healy Drain reporting shall be completed to confirm the requirements of
this plan are being met. Daily reports must be submitted to WDBA during all in-water work. In addition, daily reports must
be provided to the CA on a weekly basis that demonstrate compliance with this plan, photos, field notes and other forms
of evidence shall be included in the daily reports. A monthly summary shall summarize the daily reports as well as identify
any deficiencies and follow-up actions; this will be provided to the CA and WDBA.
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7.

CONCLUSION

The existing conditions established to date indicate that the portion of the Healy Drain which has been proposed for infilling
is highly unlikely to result in serious harm to fish or fish habitat. Impacts to the remaining downstream portion of Healy
Drain and the Detroit River can be avoided provided that the mitigation techniques outlined in this document are adhered
to in their entirety throughout the Project. Although no specific compensation measures are required for the abandonment
of this portion of Healy Drain it is of value to note improvements to the Broadway Drain as part of the proposed realignment
design. Broadway Drain is another drain within close proximity to Healy Drain and will be realigned and redesigned as part
of the Early Works stage. The proposed design incorporates significant improvements to fish habitat within the Broadway
Drain and these are expected to benefit species that may have otherwise utilized Healy Drain provide access from the
Detroit River.
This document serves to satisfy the requirements of Section 8 under the BSTA “A plan for any activity that an authorization
under the Fisheries Act would have otherwise been required that includes measures to mitigate harm to fish” specifically
for the Healy Drain.
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182.01

SCOPE

This specification covers the general environmental protection requirements that apply to construction
involving work in and around waterbodies and on waterbody banks.
182.01.01

Specification Significance and Use

This specification is written as a provincial-oriented specification. Provincial-oriented specifications are
developed to reflect the administration, testing, and payment policies, procedures, and practices of the
Ontario Ministry of Transportation.
Use of this specification or any other specification shall be according to the Contract Documents.
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182.01.02

Appendices Significance and Use

Appendices are not for use in provincial contracts as they are developed for municipal use, and then, only
when invoked by the Owner.
Appendices are developed for the Owner’s use only.
Inclusion of an appendix as part of the Contract Documents is solely at the discretion of the Owner.
Appendices are not a mandatory part of this specification and only become part of the Contract
Documents as the Owner invokes them.
Invoking a particular appendix does not obligate an Owner to use all available appendices. Only invoked
appendices form part of the Contract Documents.
The decision to use any appendix is determined by an Owner after considering their contract
requirements and their administrative, payment, and testing procedures, policies, and practices.
Depending on these considerations, an Owner may not wish to invoke some or any of the available
appendices.

182.02

REFERENCES

When the Contract Documents indicate that provincial-oriented specifications are to be used and there is
a provincial-oriented specification of the same number as those listed below, references within this
specification to an OPSS shall be deemed to mean OPSS.PROV, unless use of a municipal-oriented
specification is specified in the Contract Documents. When there is not a corresponding provincialoriented specification, the references below shall be considered to be to the OPSS listed, unless use of a
municipal-oriented specification is specified in the Contract Documents.
This specification refers to the following standards, specifications, or publications:
Ontario Provincial Standard Specification, Construction
OPSS 518
OPSS 804
OPSS 805

Control of Water from Dewatering Operations
Seed and Cover
Temporary Erosion and Sediment Control Measures

Canadian and Provincial Statutes
Endangered Species Act, S.O. 2007, c. 6
Fisheries Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. F-14
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act, S.O. 1997, c. 41 - Ontario Regulation 664/98 - Fish Licensing
Ontario Water Resources Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. 0.40
Species at Risk Act, S.C. 2002, c. 29
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182.03

DEFINITIONS

For the purpose of this specification, the following definitions apply:
Deleterious Substance means as defined in the Fisheries Act.
Fish means as defined in the Fisheries Act.
Fish Habitat means as defined in the Fisheries Act.
High Water Level means the highest point on the bank or floodplain of a waterbody where the water
level reaches during high flow events or periods.
Licence to Collect Fish means as defined in Part IV of Ontario Regulation 664/98, under the Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Act.
Low Water Level means the lowest point on the bank or steam bed of a waterbody where the water level
recedes to during low flow events or periods.
Normal Water Level means the average water level that occurs between high water level events or
periods and low water level events or periods.
Riparian Vegetation Areas means vegetation areas within 30 m of the top of a waterbody bank.
Temporary Flow Control means a temporary flow control device in conjunction with a temporary water
conveyance device that is used to isolate a Working Area from a waterbody.
Temporary Waterbody Crossing means a temporary crossing limited to the conveyance of construction
equipment and vehicles and includes a fill and culvert, a bridge, or a ford.
Waterbody means any permanent or intermittent, natural or constructed body of water including lakes,
ponds, wetlands and watercourses, but does not include sewage works as defined in the Ontario Water
Resources Act.
Waterbody Bank means the slope on or adjacent to a waterbody from the normal water level to the top
of slope.
Watercourse means a stream, creek, river, or channel including ditches, in which the flow of water is
permanent, intermittent, or temporary.

182.04

DESIGN AND SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS

182.04.01

Submission Requirements

182.04.01.01

Fish Rescue Approval, Notification, and Reporting

A licence to collect fish issued by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) according to Ontario
Regulation 664/98 made under the Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act to authorize any fish rescue
activities shall be obtained, unless otherwise specified in the Contract Documents. A copy of the licence
to collect fish shall be provided to the Contract Administrator upon receipt from MNR.
The MNR District Office shall be notified in advance of undertaking any fish rescue activities according to
the requirements of the licence to collect fish.
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Data related to fish rescue activities conducted under a licence to collect fish issued by MNR shall be
collected and recorded on MNR Fish Collection Record (FCR) forms and submitted to the MNR District
Office to the attention of the MNR Management Biologist and to the Contract Administrator within one
week following the completion of the fish rescue activities.
182.04.01.02

Species at Risk Reporting During Fish Rescue

When a species protected under the Species at Risk Act or the Endangered Species Act is incidentally
captured during fish rescue activities, it shall be immediately released at the point of capture and reported
to the Contract Administrator, the local MNR, and the Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) District Office.
All mortalities of species protected under the Species at Risk Act or the Endangered Species Act
associated with the fish rescue activities shall be reported to the Contract Administrator, the MNR District
Office, and the DFO District Office immediately upon being discovered.

182.05

MATERIALS

All materials used to provide environmental protection shall not contain deleterious substances.

182.06

EQUIPMENT

All equipment used for the Work in waterbodies shall be free of excess or leaking fuel, lubricants, coolant
and any other contaminants that could enter the waterbody.

182.07

CONSTRUCTION

182.07.01

General Requirements

In addition to the environmental protection requirements specified elsewhere in the Contract Documents,
all Work shall be controlled to provide effective waterbody and fish habitat protection.
Unless specified in the Contract Documents, waterbodies shall not be diverted, relocated, blocked, or
filled and temporary waterbody crossings shall not be constructed or used.
Unless specified in the Contract Documents, vehicles and equipment shall not enter or be operated in
waterbodies or on waterbody banks or in riparian vegetation areas.
The limit of any area to be disturbed shall be clearly marked prior to commencement of the Work. The
markings shall be maintained for the duration of the Contract.
Trees, shrubs, and other vegetation not specified for removal shall be preserved according to the
Contract Documents.
Erosion and sediment control measures shall be in place according to OPSS 805 prior to the removal of
low vegetative cover and shall remain effective at all times, including seasonal and other shut down
periods.
All exposed soils or disturbed areas that drain to any waterbody shall be treated with seed and cover
according to OPSS 804 immediately after exposure or upon completion of the Work in or around the
waterbody or on the waterbody bank.
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Vehicular and equipment maintenance and refueling shall be conducted as far away from waterbodies,
waterbody banks and riparian vegetation areas as possible and practicable, and shall be controlled to
prevent any discharge of equipment fuels and fluids onto the ground or into waterbodies.
All stockpiled materials, including but not limited to excavated overburden and topsoil, excess materials,
construction debris and containers shall be stored and stabilized in a manner that prevents them from
entering any waterbody.
When temporary flow control must be undertaken for the Work it shall be according to the Contract
Documents. When temporary flow control is undertaken using a pump, the intake shall be controlled to
prevent entry of fish and other aquatic wildlife.
182.07.02

Fish Rescue

Fish stranded by the Work shall be rescued according to a licence to collect fish obtained from MNR,
unless otherwise specified in the Contract Documents, and shall be immediately released in suitable
habitat within the same waterbody or watershed or both as close to the collection site as possible. If fish
cannot be safely relocated within the same waterbody or watershed or both, the local MNR shall be
consulted prior to fish collection commencing to determine a suitable relocation site.
Fish passage controls shall be used to prevent fish from re-entering the Working Area. In the event that
the fish passage controls fail, additional fish rescues shall be performed to remove the fish from the
Working Area prior to recommencing construction.
Electrofishing equipment shall be used as the primary fish rescue technique, unless otherwise specified in
the Contract Documents, or conditions are unsuitable or unsafe for electrofishing.
All fish shall be handled as little as possible and in a manner that minimizes stress to the fish.
All persons conducting electrofishing shall possess valid Ontario Electrofishing Certification according to
MNR policy.
182.07.03

Contingency Measures

When an environmental protection measure is found to be ineffective, corrective actions shall be taken
immediately including repair or replacement of the measure to ensure waterbody and fish habitat
protection.
182.07.04

Management of Excess Material

Management of excess material shall be according to the Contract Documents.

182.10

BASIS OF PAYMENT

Payment at the Contract price for the appropriate tender items that require environmental protection shall
include full compensation for all labour, Equipment, and Material to do the work.
When the Contract contains separate items for work required by this specification, payment shall be at
the Contract prices and according to the specifications for such work.
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Appendix 182-A, November 2012
FOR USE WHILE DESIGNING MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS
Note:

This is a non-mandatory Commentary Appendix intended to provide information to a designer,
during the design stage of a contract, on the use of the OPS specification in a municipal contract.
This appendix does not form part of the standard specification. Actions and considerations
discussed in this appendix are for information purposes only and do not supersede an Owner’s
design decisions and methodology.

Designer Action/Considerations
No information provided here.
Related Ontario Provincial Standard Drawings
No information provided here.
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CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION FOR
CONTROL OF WATER FROM DEWATERING OPERATIONS
TABLE OF CONTENTS
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SCOPE

518.02

REFERENCES

518.03

DEFINITIONS

518.04

DESIGN AND SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS - Not Used

518.05

MATERIALS - Not Used

518.06

EQUIPMENT - Not Used
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MEASUREMENT FOR PAYMENT - Not Used
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Commentary

518.01

SCOPE

This specification covers the requirements for the control of uncontaminated water from dewatering
operations to ensure that the water quality meets acceptable limits prior to discharge.
518.01.01

Specification Significance and Use

This specification has been developed for use in provincial- and municipal-oriented Contracts. The
administration, testing, and payment policies, procedures, and practices reflected in this specification
correspond to those used by many municipalities and the Ontario Ministry of Transportation.
Use of this specification or any other specification shall be according to the Contract Documents.
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518.01.02

Appendices Significance and Use

Appendices are not for use in provincial contracts as they are developed for municipal use, and then, only
when invoked by the Owner.
Appendices are developed for the Owner’s use only.
Inclusion of an appendix as part of the Contract Documents is solely at the discretion of the Owner.
Appendices are not a mandatory part of this specification and only become part of the Contract
Documents as the Owner invokes them.
Invoking a particular appendix does not obligate an Owner to use all available appendices. Only invoked
appendices form part of the Contract Documents.
The decision to use any appendix is determined by an Owner after considering their contract
requirements and their administrative, payment, and testing procedures, policies, and practices.
Depending on these considerations, an Owner may not wish to invoke some or any of the available
appendices.

518.02

REFERENCES

When the Contract Documents indicate that provincial-oriented specifications are to be used and there is
a provincial-oriented specification of the same number as those listed below, references within this
specification to an OPSS shall be deemed to mean OPSS.PROV, unless use of a municipal-oriented
specification is specified in the Contract Documents. When there is not a corresponding provincialoriented specification, the references below shall be considered to be to the OPSS listed, unless use of a
municipal-oriented specification is specified in the Contract Documents.
When the Contract Documents indicate that municipal-oriented specifications are to be used and there is
a municipal-oriented specification of the same number as those listed below, references within this
specification to an OPSS shall be deemed to mean OPSS.MUNI, unless use of a provincial-oriented
specification is specified in the Contract Documents. When there is not a corresponding municipaloriented specification, the references below shall be considered to be the OPSS listed, unless use of a
provincial-oriented specification is specified in the Contract Documents.
This specification refers to the following standards, specifications, or publications:
Ontario Provincial Standard Specifications, Construction
OPSS 805

Temporary Erosion and Sediment Control Measures

Federal Government Publication
Fisheries Act, R.S., 1985 c. F-14

518.03

DEFINITIONS

For the purpose of this specification, the following definitions apply:
Dewatering Operation means pumping, baling, temporary ditching, or vacuum removal of
uncontaminated groundwater, rain water, melt water, surface run-off, water pipe leakage from
excavations and trenches or within sheeted cofferdams to improve the soil stability or for other
construction purposes.
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Natural Attenuation Area means a dry flat-grassed meadow or open area with existing vegetation that is
not subject to erosion.
Sediment means solid material, both mineral and organic, that is in suspension; is being transported; or
has been moved from its site of origin by air, water, gravity, or ice and has come to rest on the earth
surface.
Sediment Control Device means a settling pond, excavated sediment trap or basin, dewatering trap, or
temporary sediment control measure according to OPSS 805.
Uncontaminated Water means any water that does not contain any deleterious substances or class of
substances as defined under Section 34(1) of the Fisheries Act, and will not degrade the quality of the
receiving water.

518.07

CONSTRUCTION

518.07.01

Disposal of Water

Water shall be disposed of so as not to be injurious to public health or safety, property, the environment,
fisheries, or any part of the work completed or under construction. Dewatering operations shall be
directed to a sediment control device or natural attenuation area prior to discharge to watercourses. If a
natural attenuation area is used, a minimum 15 m setback shall be maintained from the receiving
watercourse. When water is discharged to a watercourse, the water discharged shall be done in a
manner that does not cause erosion or other damage to adjacent lands.
When required, a permit issued by the Ministry of the Environment (MOE) for taking water from a
groundwater source shall be obtained.
518.07.02

Surface Drainage

Gutters shall be kept clear at all times for surface drainage. The flow of water shall not be directed across
or over pavements or sidewalks, except through approved pipes or properly designed and constructed
methods.
To protect against adverse impacts resulting from erosion and sedimentation, surface drainage from
dewatering operations shall be intercepted and controlled using properly designed filtering or
impoundment methods or both.
518.07.03

Settling Ponds and Sediment Traps or Basins

Settling ponds and sediment traps or basins shall be designed, constructed, and maintained according to
OPSS 805 and as specified in the Contract Documents.
518.07.04

Temporary Erosion and Sediment Control Measures

The installation, maintenance, and removal of temporary erosion and sediment control measures shall be
according to OPSS 805 and as specified in the Contract Documents.
518.07.05

Management of Excess Material

Management of excess material shall be according to the Contract Documents.
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518.10

BASIS OF PAYMENT

Payment at the Contract price for the appropriate tender items associated with dewatering shall include
full compensation for all labour, Equipment, and Material to do the work.
When the Contract contains separate items for work required by this specification, payment shall be at
the Contract prices and according to the specifications for such work.
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Appendix 518-A, November 2011
FOR USE WHILE DESIGNING MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS
Note:

This is a non-mandatory Commentary Appendix intended to provide information to a designer,
during the design stage of a contract, on the use of the OPS specification in a municipal contract.
This appendix does not form part of the standard specification. Actions and considerations
discussed in this appendix are for information purposes only and do not supersede an Owner’s
design decisions and methodology.

Designer Action/Considerations
The designer should be aware that this specification is only for uncontaminated water sources.
The designer should specify the following in the Contract Documents:
- Construction requirements for settling ponds and sediment basins. (518.07.03)
- Types of erosion and sediment control measures. (518.07.04)
The designer should ensure that the General Conditions of Contract and the 100 Series General
Specifications are included in the Contract Documents.
Related Ontario Provincial Standard Drawings
OPSD 219.100
OPSD 219.110
OPSD 219.130
OPSD 219.150
OPSD 219.180
OPSD 219.190
OPSD 219.200
OPSD 219.210
OPSD 219.211
OPSD 219.220
OPSD 219.230
OPSD 219.231
OPSD 219.240
OPSD 219.260
OPSD 219.261
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Light-Duty Straw Bale Barrier
Light-Duty Silt Fence Barrier
Heavy-Duty Silt Fence Barrier
Sandbag Barrier
Straw Bale Flow Check Dam
Silt Fence Flow Check Dam
Sandbag Flow Check Dam
Rock Flow Check Dam, V-Ditch
Rock Flow Check Dam, Flat Bottom Ditch
Excavated Sediment Trap in Ditch
Chute for Excavated Sediment Trap
Berm Barrier
Dewatering Trap
Turbidity Curtain
Turbidity Curtain, Seam Detail
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GENERAL SPECIFICATION FOR
TEMPORARY FLOW CONTROL FOR
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185.10

BASIS OF PAYMENT

APPENDICES
185-A

Commentary

185.01

SCOPE

This specification covers the requirements for the design, installation, operation, maintenance and
removal of temporary flow control in waterbodies during construction.
185.01.01

Specification Significance and Use

This specification is written as a provincial-oriented specification. Provincial-oriented specifications are
developed to reflect the administration, testing, and payment policies, procedures, and practices of the
Ontario Ministry of Transportation.
Use of this specification or any other specification shall be according to the Contract Documents.
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185.01.02

Appendices Significance and Use

Appendices are not for use in provincial contracts as they are developed for municipal use, and then, only
when invoked by the Owner.
Appendices are developed for the Owner’s use only.
Inclusion of an appendix as part of the Contract Documents is solely at the discretion of the Owner.
Appendices are not a mandatory part of this specification and only become part of the Contract
Documents as the Owner invokes them.
Invoking a particular appendix does not obligate an Owner to use all available appendices. Only invoked
appendices form part of the Contract Documents.
The decision to use any appendix is determined by an Owner after considering their contract
requirements and their administrative, payment, and testing procedures, policies, and practices.
Depending on these considerations, an Owner may not wish to invoke some or any of the available
appendices.

185.02

REFERENCES

When the Contract Documents indicate that provincial-oriented specifications are to be used and there is
a provincial-oriented specification of the same number as those listed below, references within this
specification to an OPSS shall be deemed to mean OPSS.PROV, unless use of a municipal-oriented
specification is specified in the Contract Documents. When there is not a corresponding provincialoriented specification, the references below shall be considered to be to the OPSS listed, unless use of a
municipal-oriented specification is specified in the Contract Documents.
This specification refers to the following standards, specifications, or publications:
Ontario Provincial Standard Specifications, Construction
OPSS 518
OPSS 801
OPSS 804
OPSS 805

Control of Water from Dewatering Operations
Tree Protection
Seed and Cover
Temporary Erosion and Sediment Control Measures

Canadian and Provincial Statutes
Ontario Water Resources Act, R.S.O.1990, c. 0.40
Ontario Water Resources Act, R.S.O.1990, c. 0.40 - Ontario Regulation 387/04 - Water Taking

185.03

DEFINITIONS

For the purpose of this specification, the following definitions apply:
Deleterious Substance means as defined in Fisheries Act.
Low Flow Event Return Period means a flow event that has a probability of occurrence equal to or less
than once every 2 years.
Original Waterbody Channel means the channel in which a waterbody was flowing prior to the
commencement of the work.
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Plug means an impervious, natural, or constructed drainage work that blocks water.
Temporary Flow Control means a temporary flow control device in conjunction with a temporary water
conveyance device that is used to isolate a Working Area from a waterbody.
Temporary Flow Control Device means a material or a group of materials that are used to control water
flow into and out of a water conveyance device and can include a plug.
Temporary Waterbody Channel means the channel in which a waterbody is flowing at the completion of
any temporary waterbody relocation sequence.
Temporary Water Conveyance Device means a device that is used to move water downstream, around
or through a Working Area in a waterbody from a temporary flow control device and can include a
temporary waterbody channel, a fill and culvert, or a pumping and piping system.
Waterbody means any permanent or intermittent, natural or constructed body of water including lakes,
ponds, wetlands and watercourses, but does not include sewage works as defined in the Ontario Water
Resources Act.
Watercourse means a stream, creek, river, or channel including ditches, in which the flow of water is
permanent, intermittent, or temporary.

185.04

DESIGN AND SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS

185.04.01

Design Requirements

Temporary flow control design shall be provided for Work to be undertaken in a waterbody, unless
otherwise specified in the Contract Documents.
As a minimum, the temporary flow control shall be designed for the low flow event return period of the
waterbody.
The elevation of the highest point of any temporary flow control device shall be a minimum of 0.30 m
higher than the surface water elevations for the low flow event return period of the waterbody.
185.04.02

Submission Requirements

185.04.02.01

Working Drawings

Three sets of Working Drawings shall be submitted for information purposes only to the Contract
Administrator for the work at each location, at least 2 Days prior to the commencement of the temporary
flow control installation. Prior to making a submission, the seals and signatures of a design Engineer and
a design-checking Engineer shall be affixed on the Working Drawings verifying that the drawings are
consistent with the Contract Documents.
The following information shall be shown on the Working Drawings:
a) Plans, Elevations, and Details.
i.
ii.

Location and extent of the temporary flow control.
Location and elevation of all elements that form the temporary flow control.

b) The design flow return period on which the design in based.
c) The number, type, and capacity of any pumps used in the temporary flow control.
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d) Written procedures that fully describe the sequence and timing of the work, the associated waterbody
and fish habitat protection measures, and the related contingency measures associated with each
stage of the temporary flow control.

185.07

CONSTRUCTION

185.07.01

General Requirements

Continuous temporary flow control shall be provided to the keep the Working Area stable and well drained
for the duration of construction in a waterbody.
185.07.02

Operational Constraints

Work shall be undertaken according to the timing constraints specified elsewhere in the Contract
Documents.
185.07.03

Permit to Take Water

For any Work that includes temporary flow control requiring the taking of water, a permit to take water,
under the appropriate category specified in Ontario Regulation 387/04 made under the Ontario Water
Resources Act shall be obtained from the Ontario Ministry of the Environment, unless specified elsewhere
in the Contract Documents, prior to the installation of the temporary flow control.
185.07.04

Protection of Trees

Protection of trees not designated for removal shall be according to OPSS 801.
185.07.05

Temporary Erosion and Sediment Control Measures

The installation, maintenance, and removal of temporary erosion and sediment control measures shall be
according to OPSS 805.
185.07.06

Sediment Traps

Sediment traps shall be designed, constructed, and maintained according to OPSS 805.
185.07.07

Protection in Waterbodies and on Waterbody Banks

Protection in waterbodies and on waterbody banks shall be according to the Contract Documents.
185.07.08

Control of Water from Dewatering Operations

The control of water from dewatering operations shall be according to OPSS 518.
185.07.09

Seed and Cover

Seed and cover shall be according to OPSS 804.
185.07.10

Installation

185.07.10.01

Installation of a Temporary Flow Control Outside of a Waterbody

As a minimum, temporary flow control outside of a waterbody shall be deployed according to the following
sequential steps:
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a) The temporary flow control shall be constructed or installed according to the design submitted to the
Contract Administrator. Upstream and downstream plugs separating the original waterbody channel
and the temporary water conveyance device shall remain in place.
b) The downstream plug shall be opened to allow water into the temporary water conveyance device
and water pressure shall be allowed to equalize between the original waterbody channel and the
temporary water conveyance device.
c) The upstream plug shall be opened to allow water to flow through both the original waterbody channel
and the temporary water conveyance device.
d) A plug shall be installed in the original waterbody channel, at the inflow confluence of the original
waterbody channel and the temporary water conveyance device, to fully divert the water to flow
through the temporary water conveyance device.
e) A plug shall be installed in the original waterbody channel, at the outflow confluence of the temporary
water conveyance device and the original waterbody channel, to prevent backflow into the original
waterbody channel.
f)

The original waterbody channel isolated by the temporary waterbody channel shall be dewatered and
any stranded fish shall be rescued as required.

g) If cover material is specified in the design, it shall be applied immediately after exposure of soils.
185.07.10.02

Installation of a Temporary Flow Control Within a Waterbody

At a minimum, temporary flow control within a waterbody shall be deployed according to the following
sequential steps:
a) The temporary flow control shall be constructed or installed according to the design submitted to the
Contract Administrator. An upstream temporary flow control device shall be installed to divert water
flow into the temporary flow control according to the design.
b) A plug shall be installed in the original waterbody channel, at the inflow confluence of the original
waterbody channel and the temporary water conveyance device, to fully divert the water to flow
through the temporary water conveyance device.
c) A plug shall be installed in the original waterbody channel, at the outflow confluence of the temporary
water conveyance device and the original waterbody channel, to prevent backflow into the original
waterbody channel.
d) The original waterbody channel, isolated by the temporary waterbody channel, shall be dewatered
and any stranded fish shall be rescued as required.
e) If cover material is specified in the design, it shall be applied immediately after exposure of soils.
185.07.11

Removal

185.07.11.01

Removal of a Temporary Flow Control Outside of a Waterbody

As a minimum, temporary flow control outside of a waterbody shall be removed according to the following
sequential steps:
a) All Work in the Working Area shall be completed and the temporary flow control, isolated by the
temporary waterbody channel, shall be stabilized according to the Contractor’s design prior to
returning the flow of water to the original waterbody channel.
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b) The downstream plug in the original waterbody channel shall be opened to allow water into the
original waterbody channel and water pressure shall be allowed to equalize between the original
waterbody channel and the temporary flow control.
c) The upstream plug in the original waterbody channel shall be opened to allow water to flow through
both the original waterbody channel and the temporary flow control.
d) A plug shall be installed in the temporary flow control, at the inflow confluence of the original
waterbody channel and the temporary flow control, to fully divert the water to flow through the original
waterbody channel.
e) A plug shall be installed in the temporary flow control, at the outflow confluence of the temporary flow
control and the original waterbody channel, to prevent backflow into the temporary flow control.
f)

The isolated temporary flow control shall be dewatered.

185.07.11.02

Removal of a Temporary Flow Control Within a Waterbody

As a minimum, temporary flow control within a waterbody shall be removed according to the following
sequential steps:
a) All Work in the Working Area shall be completed and the original waterbody channel, isolated by the
temporary flow control, shall be stabilized in accordance with the Contractor’s design prior to
returning the flow of water to the original waterbody channel.
b) The downstream plug shall be removed.
c) The upstream plug shall be removed.
d) The temporary flow control shall be removed.
185.07.12

Management of Excess Material

Management of excess material shall be according to the Contract Documents.

185.10

BASIS OF PAYMENT

Payment at the Contract price for the appropriate tender items that require temporary flow control shall
include full compensation for all labour, Equipment, and Material to do the work.
When the Contract contains separate items for work required by this specification, payment shall be at
the Contract prices and according to the specifications for such work.
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Appendix 185-A, November 2012
FOR USE WHILE DESIGNING MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS
Note:

This is a non-mandatory Commentary Appendix intended to provide information to a designer,
during the design stage of a contract, on the use of the OPS specification in a municipal contract.
This appendix does not form part of the standard specification. Actions and considerations
discussed in this appendix are for information purposes only and do not supersede an Owner’s
design decisions and methodology.

Designer Action/Considerations
No information provided here.
Related Ontario Provincial Standard Drawings
No information provided here.
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CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION FOR
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TABLE OF CONTENTS
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805.05

MATERIALS

805.06
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805.10
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805-A

Commentary

805.01

SCOPE

This specification describes the requirements for the installation, maintenance, and removal of temporary
erosion and sediment control measures.
805.01.01

Specification Significance and Use

This specification has been developed for use in provincial- and municipal-oriented Contracts. The
administration, testing, and payment policies, procedures, and practices reflected in this specification
correspond to those used by many municipalities and the Ontario Ministry of Transportation.
Use of this specification or any other specification shall be according to the Contract Documents.
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805.01.02

Appendices Significance and Use

Appendices are not for use in provincial contracts as they are developed for municipal use, and then, only
when invoked by the Owner.
Appendices are developed for the Owner’s use only.
Inclusion of an appendix as part of the Contract Documents is solely at the discretion of the Owner.
Appendices are not a mandatory part of this specification and only become part of the Contract
Documents as the Owner invokes them.
Invoking a particular appendix does not obligate an Owner to use all available appendices. Only invoked
appendices form part of the Contract Documents.
The decision to use any appendix is determined by an Owner after considering their contract
requirements and their administrative, payment, and testing procedures, policies, and practices.
Depending on these considerations, an Owner may not wish to invoke some or any of the available
appendices.

805.02

REFERENCES

When the Contract Documents indicate that provincial-oriented specifications are to be used and there is
a provincial-oriented specification of the same number as those listed below, references within this
specification to an OPSS shall be deemed to mean OPSS.PROV, unless use of a municipal-oriented
specification is specified in the Contract Documents. When there is not a corresponding provincialoriented specification, the references below shall be considered to be to the OPSS listed, unless use of a
municipal-oriented specification is specified in the Contract Documents.
When the Contract Documents indicate that municipal-oriented specifications are to be used and there is
a municipal-oriented specification of the same number as those listed below, references within this
specification to an OPSS shall be deemed to mean OPSS.MUNI, unless use of a provincial-oriented
specification is specified in the Contract Documents. When there is not a corresponding municipaloriented specification, the references below shall be considered to be the OPSS listed, unless use of a
provincial-oriented specification is specified in the Contract Documents.
This specification refers to the following standards, specifications, or publications:
Ontario Provincial Standard Specifications, Construction
OPSS 206
OPSS 518
OPSS 804

Grading
Control of Water from Dewatering Operations
Seed and Cover

Ontario Provincial Standard Specifications, Material
OPSS 1004
OPSS 1801
OPSS 1840
OPSS 1860

Aggregates - Miscellaneous
Corrugated Steel Pipe Products
Non-Pressure Polyethylene Plastic Pipe Products
Geotextiles

Canadian and Provincial Statutes
Ontario Water Resources Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. 0.40
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Canadian General Standards Board (CGSB)
148.1 No 7.3-92
148.1 No 10-94

805.03

Methods of Testing Geosynthetics and Geomembranes - Grab Tensile Test for
Geotextiles
Methods of Testing Geosynthetics - Geotextiles - Filtration Opening Size

DEFINITIONS

For the purpose of this specification, the following definitions apply:
Diversion Ditch means a temporary channel to intercept and convey overland flow away from areas of
disturbed or erodible soil and to minimize erosion of slopes from sheet flow.
Earth means as defined in OPSS 206.
Erosion means the physical removal or detachment of soil particles from an earth surface, followed by
the transport of detached particles to another location by the action of a mobile agent including rain,
flowing water, wind, equipment and vehicles.
Fibre Roll means an assembled or commercially available flexible, tubular structure that provides
sediment control and may provide run-off filtration and includes wattles, filter socks and filter berms.
High Water Level means the highest point on the bank or floodplain of a waterbody where the water
level reaches during high flow events or periods.
Riparian Vegetation means vegetation within 30 m of a waterbody.
Sediment means soil particles detached from an earth surface by erosion.
Waterbody means any permanent or intermittent, natural or constructed body of water including lakes,
ponds, wetlands and watercourses, but does not include sewage works as defined in the Ontario Water
Resources Act.
Waterbody Bank means the slope on or adjacent to a waterbody from the normal water level to the top
of slope.
Watercourse means a stream, creek, river, or channel including ditches, in which the flow of water is
permanent, intermittent, or temporary.

805.05

MATERIALS

805.05.01

Straw and Straw Bales

Straw shall be either wheat or oat straw.
Straw bales shall be dry and firm, be tied tightly in at least two places, show no evidence of straw or tie
decay, and be free of sediment. They shall be of agricultural, rectangular formation and dimensions, as
specified in the Contract Documents.
805.05.02

Geosynthetics

805.05.02.01

Geotextile

Geotextile shall be free of holes, tears, and punctures.
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805.05.02.02

Silt Fence Geotextile

Geotextile for silt fence shall be according to OPSS 1860, Table 3.
Geotextile for silt fence may be separate from the stakes used to install it as a sediment barrier.
805.05.02.03

Berm Barrier and Rock Flow Check Dam Geotextile

Geotextile for berm barriers and rock flow check dams shall be a woven, Class II geotextile according to
OPSS 1860. The filtration opening size (FOS) shall be no greater than 300 m.
805.05.02.04

Turbidity Curtain Geosynthetic

Turbidity curtain geosynthetics shall have a grab tensile strength of at least 990 N, meeting
CAN/CGSB 148.1, No. 7.3 and be one of geotextile or geomembrane.
Geotextile shall be a woven material. The filtration opening size (FOS) shall be no greater than 300 m,
meeting CAN/CGSB 148.1, No. 10.
Geomembrane shall be a low-permeability synthetic material or a geotextile impregnated with elastomeric
spray.
805.05.02.05

Filter Bags

Geotextile for filter bags shall be non-woven, polypropylene, Class I according to Table 1 of OPSS 1860
unless otherwise specified in the Contract Documents.
805.05.03

Plastic Sheeting

Plastic sheeting used to wrap berm barriers or other sediment control measures shall be 6 mm
polyethylene of maximum available width.
805.05.04

Stakes

Stakes shall be of sufficient strength and length to satisfy control measure installation, performance and
maintenance requirements.
805.05.05

Control Measure Support

Control measure support for heavy-duty silt fence barrier shall be a separate product or one bonded to silt
fence geotextile and be either plastic snow fence mesh, 0.81 mm diameter galvanized wire mesh or 1.63
mm diameter galvanized steel fence with a 5 cm by 10 cm weave and a 0.91 m height.
When a heavy-duty silt fence barrier is installed using a product manufactured with the control measure
support bonded to the geotextile it shall be installed with the geotextile on the upstream side or front of
the control measure support.
805.05.05.01

Posts

Posts to support heavy duty wire-backed silt fence barriers shall be metal T-posts. Metal ties shall be
used to secure the silt fence to the metal T-posts.
805.05.06

Berm Barriers

Berm barriers shall be constructed using earth, sand, gravel, brush or compost.
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805.05.07

Sandbags

Sandbags shall be made from heavy gauge plastic, agricultural burlap, or silt fence geotextile. Heavy
gauge plastic shall contain stabilizers or inhibitors resistant to deterioration by ultraviolet radiation.
Sandbags shall be filled with clean sand, 19 mm gravel or 6 mm pea gravel, containing no silt or clay.
805.05.08

Fibre Rolls

Fibre rolls shall be of a consistent internal thickness with even fibre distribution throughout the roll.
Fibre rolls shall be covered on the outside with an open-weave, biodegradable and photodegradable
mesh or netting that securely contains the fibres within the rolls.
Fibre rolls shall be filled with 100% organic, biodegradable material such as shredded straw, wood fibres
or compost and may contain seed.
805.05.09

Turbidity Curtain Hardware

805.05.09.01

Floatation

Turbidity curtain floatation shall be a material that has sufficient buoyancy to provide the curtain with
continuous support, and a minimum of freeboard as specified in the Contract Documents.
805.05.09.02

Load Lines

Turbidity curtain load lines shall be 8 mm diameter steel cable or 19 mm diameter nylon or polypropylene
rope.
805.05.09.03

Ballast

Turbidity curtain ballast shall be 8 mm steel chain.
805.05.09.04

Anchors

Turbidity curtain anchors shall be mushroom or kedge anchors with a minimum mass of 34 kg for firm
mud bottoms or self-burying anchors with a minimum mass of 5 kg for sandy bottoms.
805.05.09.05

Mooring Buoys

Turbidity curtain mooring buoys shall have provision for the mooring line to be securely attached and be
sufficiently buoyant to remain afloat under normal load conditions.
805.05.09.06

Mooring Lines

Turbidity curtain mooring lines shall be 19 mm diameter nylon or polypropylene rope.
805.05.09.07

Adjustment Lines

Turbidity curtain adjustment lines shall be 13 mm diameter nylon or polypropylene rope.
805.05.10

Rock

Rock for rock flow check dams shall be according to the requirements for rip-rap and gabion stone
according to OPSS 1004.
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805.05.11

Corrugated Pipe

Corrugated pipe slope drains shall be non-perforated, corrugated steel pipe according to OPSS 1801 or
polyethylene plastic pipe according OPSS 1840. Pipe diameter shall be as specified in the Contract
Documents.
805.05.12

End Sections

End sections for the inlet and outlet of slope drains shall be according to OPSS 1801, regardless of the
material type of the pipe used.
805.05.13

Erosion Control Blankets

Erosion control blankets for diversion ditches shall be as specified in OPSS 804.

805.07

CONSTRUCTION

805.07.01

Operational Constraints

805.07.01.01

Retention of Riparian Vegetation

The area over which vegetation is removed on site shall affect no more than one third (1/3) of the total
woody vegetation in the right-of-way within 30 m of the high water level of any waterbody unless
otherwise specified in the Contract Documents.
805.07.01.02

Protection of Stockpiled Materials

All stockpiles of erodible construction materials and excess or surplus materials shall be protected from
erosion and sediment transport within 48 hours of being built unless otherwise specified in the Contract
Documents.
805.07.01.03

Dewatering

Dewatering effluent shall be controlled to prevent passage of sediment into waterbodies and other
sensitive environmental features as specified in the Contract Documents or onto adjacent properties.
Discharge of dewatering effluent to sediment traps for dewatering shall be controlled to avoid exceeding
trap capacity and to prevent scour and washout.
Discharge of water from sediment traps for dewatering shall be according to OPSS 518.
805.07.01.04

Slope Drains

When slope drains are specified in the Contract Documents, the slope drain and associated berm barrier
shall be constructed in the same day.
805.07.01.05

Turbidity Curtains and Cofferdams

Equipment shall not be operated in a waterbody outside a turbidity curtain or cofferdam other than hand
held equipment or boats.
805.07.01.06

Construction and Removal of Measures

The construction and removal times for temporary erosion and sediment control measures shall be as
specified in the Contract Documents.
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805.07.02

Light-Duty Sediment Barriers, General

Light-duty sediment barriers are light-duty straw bale barriers, light-duty silt fence barriers, or light duty
fibre roll barriers.
Light-duty sediment barriers shall be constructed as specified in the Contract Documents.
Light-duty sediment barriers shall not be installed in or across waterbodies.
When the Light-Duty Sediment Barriers item is specified in the Contract Documents, any light-duty
sediment barriers may be used. When a specific light-duty sediment barrier is specified in the Contract
Documents, there shall be no option of substitution for the control measure.
Light-duty sediment barriers shall include protection placed against the downslope side at the low points
of the barrier so that any overflow of the barrier is prevented from causing soil scour and erosion.
805.07.02.01

Light-Duty Straw Bale Barriers

Light-duty straw bale barriers shall be constructed as specified in the Contract Documents.
When specified to be installed around catch basins, straw bales shall be placed completely around catch
basins and ditch inlets without gaps. When a double row of straw bales is specified in the Contract
Documents, the straw bales shall be placed such that the joints between the straw bales of each row are
not in-line with the joints of the straw bales of the adjacent row.
Stakes securing the bales shall be driven through the bales without breaking the bale ties or otherwise
disturbing bale firmness and shape.
Maintenance shall include the replacement of each bale at intervals not exceeding 45 Days.
805.07.02.02

Light-Duty Silt Fence Barriers

Light-duty silt fence barriers shall be constructed as specified in the Contract Documents.
Light-duty silt fence barriers shall not be used for perimeter control or property line delineation unless
specified in the Contract Documents.
Light-duty silt fence barriers shall be installed within a trench excavated along the contour of the ground
such that the elevation of the above ground portion of the fence is the same along its entire length except
at the ends. Light-duty silt fence barriers shall be installed without breaks or gaps along their entire
length. Light-duty silt fence barriers shall only be installed on flat ground with a minimum offset of 2 m
from the toe of the slope being protected. When a longer sediment barrier is required, another light-duty
silt fence barrier shall be installed as specified in the Contract Documents.
The geotextile shall be attached firmly, without sagging, to the upslope side of the stakes. Stakes shall
be spaced to ensure the geotextile remains vertical. Where the geotextile is joined to provide a
continuous run, the ends shall be overlapped a minimum of 500 mm and securely fastened to the stakes
using cable ties or soft wire at the top of the geotextile only. The geotextile shall be angled upslope at the
ends of each run in a “J” pattern and so that the ends are at a higher elevation than the bottom of the
run.
When geotextile is supplied without stakes attached, the geotextile shall be installed into the trench in the
ground first, the stakes shall be driven into the ground behind the geotextile, and the geotextile shall be
attached to the upslope side of the stakes using cable ties or soft wire at the top of geotextile only.
805.07.02.03
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Light-duty fibre roll barriers shall be sized and constructed as specified in the Contract Documents.
Light-duty fibre roll barriers shall be installed along the contour of the ground into trenches that have been
excavated into the soil perpendicular to the slope face to a depth of approximately one half the roll
diameter and width across the width of the slope.
Any rills and gullies shall be filled in where light-duty fibre roll barriers are to be installed. Light-duty fibre
roll barriers shall only be installed on flat ground with a minimum offset of 2 m from the toe of the slope
being protected. When a longer sediment barrier is required, another light-duty fibre roll barrier shall be
installed tightly butted against the first one.
Light-duty fibre roll barriers shall be installed so that their base is in continuous contact with the
underlying soil along their entire length without gaps and angled upslope at each end run in a “J” pattern.
The ends of adjacent fibre roll segments shall be tightly butted against each other and shall not be
overlapped vertically or horizontally.
A metal bar shall be used to make pilot holes perpendicular to the slope face through the centre of the
fibre rolls as specified in the Contract Documents. Pilot holes shall also be made at the ends of each fibre
roll segment angled towards the next abutting fibre roll to hold adjacent rolls together.
Wooden stakes shall be driven into the pilot holes as specified in the Contract Documents.
Soil excavated from the trenches shall be placed along the upslope side of the fibre rolls and compacted
into the front of the trench to minimize possible undermining by runoff.
The soil on the upslope and downslope sides of the fibre rolls shall be seeded according to OPSS 804.
805.07.03

Heavy-Duty Sediment Barriers, General

Heavy-duty sediment barriers are heavy-duty silt fence barriers, heavy-duty wire-backed silt fence
barriers, berm barriers, or sandbag barriers.
Heavy-duty sediment barriers shall be constructed as specified in the Contract Documents, without gaps
and without undermining to prevent sediment passage through, under, or around the barrier.
When heavy-duty sediment barriers are specified in the Contract Documents, the Contractor has the
option to select any of the heavy-duty sediment barriers or any combination of them. When a specific
heavy-duty sediment barrier is specified in the Contract Documents, there shall be no option of
substitution for the control measure.
Heavy-duty silt fence barriers shall include control measure support placed against the downstream side
at the low points of the barrier so that any overflow of the barrier is prevented from causing soil scour and
erosion.
805.07.03.01

Heavy-Duty Silt Fence Barriers

Heavy-duty silt fence barriers shall be constructed as specified in the Contract Documents.
Heavy-duty silt fence barriers shall not be used for perimeter control or property line delineation unless
specified in the Contract Documents.
Heavy-duty silt fence barriers shall be installed within a trench excavated along the contour of the ground
such that the elevation of the bottom of the fence is the same along its entire length except at the ends.
Heavy-duty silt fence barriers shall be installed without breaks or gaps along their entire length. Heavyduty silt fence barriers shall only be installed on flat ground with a minimum offset of 2 m from the toe of
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the slope being protected. When a longer sediment barrier is required, another heavy-duty silt fence
barrier shall be installed as specified in the Contract Documents.
The geotextile shall be attached firmly to the upstream side of the control measure support and the
stakes. Stakes shall be spaced to ensure the geotextile and the control measure support remains
vertical. Where the geotextile or the control measure support is joined to itself to provide a continuous
run, the ends shall be overlapped a minimum of 500 mm and securely fastened to stakes using wire ties
at the top of the geotextile or the control measure support only. The geotextile and control measure
support shall be angled upslope at the ends of each run in a “J” pattern and so that the ends are at a
higher elevation than the bottom of the run.
When geotextile is supplied without the control measure support or stakes attached, the control measure
support shall be installed into the trench in the ground first, the geotextile shall be installed into the trench
on the upslope side of the control measures support, the stakes shall be driven into the ground behind the
geotextile and the control measure support, and the geotextile and control measure support shall be
attached to the stakes using wire ties at the top of the geotextile and control measure support and only.
805.07.03.02

Heavy-Duty Wire-Backed Silt Fence Barriers

Heavy-duty wire-backed silt fence barriers shall be constructed as specified in the Contract Documents.
Heavy-duty wire-backed silt fence barriers shall not be used for perimeter control or property line
delineation unless specified in the Contract Documents.
Heavy-duty wire-backed silt fence barriers shall be installed in a trench excavated along the contour of
the ground such that the elevation of the bottom of the fence is the same along its entire length except at
the ends. Heavy-duty wire-backed silt fence shall be installed without breaks or gaps along their entire
length. Heavy-duty wire-backed silt fence barriers shall only be installed on flat ground with a minimum
offset of 2 m from the toe of the slope being protected. When a longer sediment barrier is required,
another heavy-duty wire-backed silt fence barrier shall be installed as specified in the Contract
Documents.
The wire control measure support shall be installed into the trench in the ground. The geotextile shall be
installed into the trench on the upslope side of the wire control measure support. T-posts shall be
installed into the ground behind the geotextile and wire control measure support and spaced to ensure
the geotextile and wire control measure support remain vertical. The geotextile and the wire control
measure support shall be attached securely to the T-posts using wire ties at the top of the geotextile and
wire control measure support only. Where the geotextile or the wire control measure support is joined to
itself to provide a continuous run, the ends shall be overlapped a minimum of 500 mm and securely
fastened to T-posts using wire ties at the top of the geotextile or wire control measure support only. The
geotextile wire control measure support shall be angled upslope at the ends of each run in a “J” pattern
and so that the ends are at a higher elevation than the bottom of the run.
805.07.03.03

Berm Barriers

Berm barriers shall be constructed and wrapped in geotextile or plastic sheeting as specified in the
Contract Documents. The geotextile or plastic sheeting shall be secured to the ground.
805.07.03.04

Sandbag Barriers

Sandbags shall be securely tied at the top.
Sandbag barriers shall be constructed as specified in the Contract Documents
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Sandbags within each row shall be placed with the sides of the bags butted tightly against one another
without gaps. The ends of sandbags in adjacent rows shall be butted tightly against one another without
gaps.
When sandbag barriers are constructed on earth surfaces, the trench into which the sandbags are placed
shall be backfilled around the sandbags to existing grade and compacted.
When sandbag barriers are to be constructed on sod, erosion control blanket, existing turf, or bedrock,
they shall be placed so there are no gaps between the sandbags and the underlying surface.
Sandbag barriers shall be maintained with undamaged bags that are firmly seated.
805.07.04

Fibre Roll Grade Breaks

Fibre roll grade breaks shall be constructed as specified in the Contract Documents.
Fibre rolls shall be installed horizontally starting from the toe of the slope and working up to the top of the
slope Any rills and gullies on the slope face shall be filled in as the fibre rolls are installed.
Fibre rolls shall be installed along the contour of the ground into trenches that have been excavated into
the soil perpendicular to the slope face and width across the slope.
Fibre rolls shall be installed so that their base is in continuous contact with the underlying soil along their
entire length without gaps and angled upslope at each end run in a “J” pattern. The ends of adjacent fibre
roll segments shall be tightly butted up against each other and shall not be overlapped vertically or
horizontally.
A metal bar shall be used to make pilot holes perpendicular to the slope face through the centre of the
fibre rolls as specified in the Contract Documents. Pilot holes shall also be made at the ends of each
fibre roll segment angled towards the next abutting fibre roll to hold adjacent rolls together.
Wooden stakes shall be driven into the pilot holes perpendicular to the slope face to secure the fibre rolls
to the slope along their entire length. Additional stakes shall be driven into the fibre rolls along the
downslope side at every grade change or if soils are very loose and uncompacted or the slope is steep.
Soil excavated from the trenches shall be placed along the upslope side of the fibre rolls and well
compacted into the front of the trench to minimize possible undermining by runoff.
The soil on the upslope and downslope sides of the fibre rolls shall be seeded as specified in the Contract
Documents.
805.07.05

Flow Check Dams - General

Flow check dams are straw bale flow check dams, fibre roll flow check dams, sandbag flow check dams,
or rock flow check dams.
Flow check dams shall be constructed as specified in the Contract Documents such that the spillway level
of the downstream flow check dam is the same as the base of the upstream flow check dam when they
are specified in series. Flow check dams shall be constructed without gaps and without undermining to
prevent sediment passage through, under, or around the flow check dam.
When the Flow Check Dams item is specified in the Contract Documents, any of the flow check dams or
any combination of them may be used. When a specific flow check dam is specified in the Contract
Documents, there shall be no option of substitution for the control measure.
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Flow check dams shall include protection placed against the downstream side at the lowest point of the
flow check dam so that any overflow of the flow check dam is prevented from causing soil scour and
erosion.
805.07.05.01

Straw Bale Flow Check Dams

Straw bale flow check dams shall be constructed as specified in the Contract Documents and shall be
replaced every 45 days.
805.07.05.02

Fibre Roll Flow Check Dams

Fibre roll flow check dams shall be constructed as specified in the Contract Documents.
805.07.05.03

Sandbag Flow Check Dams

Sandbag flow check dams shall be constructed as specified in the Contract Documents.
805.07.05.04

Rock Flow Check Dams

Rock flow check dams shall be constructed as specified in the Contract Documents.
805.07.06

Sediment Traps

Sediment traps shall be constructed as specified in the Contract Documents to prevent sediment passage
from the upstream to the downstream side of the trap and so that the majority of the sediment is collected
in the excavated basin.
Sediment traps shall be constructed as a single control measure consisting of an excavated basin and a
rock flow check dam.
A temporary fence shall be erected around the sediment trap to restrict public access.
805.07.07

Slope Drains

Slope drains shall be constructed as specified in the Contract Documents.
Slope drains shall be constructed as a single control measure consisting of a corrugated pipe, two end
sections including an inlet and an outlet, and a sediment trap constructed at the outlet end of the pipe.
The pipe inlet shall be placed through a berm barrier in such a manner that flow is directed to the pipe
inlet without scouring of the berm. The toe plate of the inlet end section shall be fully imbedded into the
ground surface.
Pipes shall be maintained in place without gaps and without undermining so that water is conveyed from
the upstream side of the berm and collected in the sediment trap.
805.07.08

Diversion Ditches

Diversion ditches shall be constructed as specified in the Contract Documents.
When diversion ditches are specified to be lined with rolled erosion control blanket along their entire
length it shall be according to OPSS 804.
Flow check dams shall be installed at regular intervals along the entire length of diversion ditches as
specified in the Contract Documents.
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Where diversion ditches are specified to be lined with rip-rap or granular it shall be according to OPSS
1004.
805.07.09

Sediment Traps for Dewatering

Sediment traps for dewatering shall be constructed as specified in the Contract Documents.
Sediment traps for dewatering shall be constructed a minimum of 30 m away from waterbodies or as far
away as practicable from the top of the bank of any waterbody.
The shape of the excavated basin may be varied to suit the characteristics of the area surrounding it.
The sediment barrier and rock flow check dam shall be constructed as specified in the Contract
Documents.
Construction of the sediment barrier shall be according to the requirements for light-duty sediment
barriers with the following exceptions:
a) End runs are not required.
b) The rock flow check dam shall be located at the low point of the light-duty sediment barrier.
A temporary fence shall be erected around the sediment trap to restrict public access.
Discharge of water from sediment traps for dewatering shall be according to OPSS 518.
805.07.10

Filter Bags

Filter bags, hoses and pumps shall be sized appropriately to the volume as specified in the Contract
Documents of water to be filtered. Bags shall have a FOS as specified in the Contract Documents.
Filter bags shall be situated in a vegetated area or placed on a permeable surface on a slight slope with
the opening of the bag facing upslope a minimum of 30 m away from waterbodies or as far as practicable
from the top of the bank of any waterbody.
The opening of the filter bag shall be securely attached with mechanical connections to the discharge
hose using commercially available hose couplers and placed in the retention facility to be dewatered.
Discharge of water from filter bags shall be according to OPSS 518.
805.07.11

Turbidity Curtains

Turbidity curtains shall be constructed as specified in the Contract Documents. Turbidity curtains shall be
free of tears and gaps, and the bottom edge of the curtain shall be continuously in contact with the
waterbody bed so that sediment passage from the enclosed area is prevented.
Turbidity curtains shall be constructed according to the following:
a) Breaks may be made in the lower sleeve to facilitate pulling of the ballast, provided they are a
maximum 100 mm in size and spaced at minimum 3 m intervals.
b) Where turbidity curtain geosynthetic is joined to provide a continuous run, the sections shall be
connected to provide a continuous seal to prevent the escape of turbid water between the sections.
c) The turbidity curtain shall be of sufficient width to account for water depth and wave action.
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d) The turbidity curtain shall be prepared for installation by furling and tying securely with furling ties
every 1.5 m for the entire length of the curtain.
e) Anchor locations shall be established as necessary to maintain the turbidity curtain in place and
functioning.
The sequence of installation shall be according to the following:
a) Tie-downs shall firmly anchor the turbidity curtain to the shoreline.
b) One end of the furled curtain shall be firmly attached to the upstream tie-down.
c) The furled curtain shall be launched and placed.
d) The other end of the furled curtain shall be attached to the downstream tie-down.
e) Each anchor shall be attached to the turbidity curtain load line with a mooring line.
f)

Mooring buoys shall be attached to the mooring line at a distance of 1 m from the load line to keep
the turbidity curtain in place at locations where it changes direction.

g) The furling ties shall be released to allow the turbidity curtain ballast to sink to its maximum depth.
h) The location and depth of the ballast shall be adjusted as necessary using the adjustment lines.
Equipment is permitted in the working area enclosed by the turbidity curtain.
Folds in the turbidity curtain that form next to the floatation collar shall be regularly monitored and cleared
of collected sediment.
805.07.12

Cofferdams

Cofferdams shall be constructed as specified in the Contract Documents to:
a) Isolate the working area from the waterbody.
b) Prevent the release of sediment and debris into the surrounding waterbody.
Equipment is permitted in the working area enclosed by the cofferdam.
805.07.13

Monitoring

All temporary erosion and sediment control measures shall be monitored to ensure they are in effective
working order. Monitoring shall be once a week, at minimum, prior to any forecast rain event and
following any rain event.
805.07.14

Maintenance

All temporary erosion and sediment control measures constructed under this specification shall be
maintained in an effective, functioning, stable condition.
805.07.15

Sediment Removal

The work shall consist of the removal and management of accumulated sediment.
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Sediment that is accumulated by the temporary erosion and sediment control measures shall be removed
in a manner that avoids escape of the sediment to the downstream side of the control measure and
avoids damage to the control measure. Sediment shall be removed to the level of the grade existing at
the time the control measure was constructed and be according to the following:
a) For light-duty sediment barriers and flow check dams, accumulated sediment shall be removed once
it reaches the lesser of the following:
i.
ii.

A depth of one-half the effective height of the control measure. For flow check dams, the
effective height shall be determined relative to the lowest point of the flow check dam.
A depth of 300 mm immediately upstream of the control measure.

b) For heavy-duty sediment barriers, sediment traps, and sediment traps for dewatering, accumulated
sediment shall be removed once it reaches one-half the effective height or depth of the control
measure.
c) For all control measures, accumulated sediment shall be removed as necessary to perform
maintenance repairs.
d) Accumulated sediment shall be removed immediately prior to the removal of the control measure.
805.07.16

Control Measure Removal

Ditch, permanent slope, and any other embankment cover specified elsewhere in the Contract
Documents to be placed within the area controlled by the temporary erosion and sediment control
measure shall be in place and established prior to the removal of such control measure.
Temporary erosion and sediment control measures shall be removed and associated excavations
backfilled and compacted when the measures are no longer required.
Temporary erosion and sediment control measures shall be removed in a manner that:
a) Prevents entry of equipment, other than hand-held equipment or boats, to any waterbody.
b) Prevents release of sediment and debris to any waterbody.
Prior to removal of the in-water control measures, the area enclosed by turbidity curtains and cofferdams
shall be cleaned of all debris. For cofferdams, accumulated sediment shall be removed prior to removal
of the sediment control measure.
Any seeding and mulching, temporary cover, sod, other surface application, or original turf cover
disturbed by removal or backfilling of erosion and sediment control measures and removal of
accumulated sediment, shall be brought to final grade and restored as specified in the Contract
Documents.
805.07.17

Management of Excess Material

Management of excess material shall be according to the Contract Documents.
805.07.18

Protection of Waterbodies and Waterbody Banks

Protection of waterbodies and waterbody banks shall be as specified in the Contract Documents.
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805.09 MEASUREMENT FOR PAYMENT
805.09.01

Actual Measurement

805.09.01.01

Light-Duty Sediment Barriers
Light-Duty Straw Bale Barriers
Light-Duty Silt Fence Barriers
Light-Duty Fibre Roll Barriers
Heavy-Duty Sediment Barriers
Heavy-Duty Silt Fence Barriers
Heavy-Duty Wire-Backed Silt Fence Barriers
Berm Barriers
Sandbag Barriers
Fibre Roll Grade Breaks

Measurement shall be the length in lineal metres from end to end of the barrier constructed, maintained,
and removed, following the contours of the ground.
805.09.01.02

Flow Check Dams
Straw Bale Flow Check Dams
Fibre Roll Flow Check Dams
Sandbag Flow Check Dams
Rock Flow Check Dams

For measurement purposes, a count shall be made of the flow check dams constructed, maintained, and
removed.
805.09.01.03

Sediment Traps
Slope Drains
Diversion Ditches
Sediment Traps for Dewatering
Filter Bags

For measurement purposes, a count shall be made of the number of sediment traps, slope drains,
diversion ditches, sediment traps for dewatering and filter bags constructed or installed, maintained, and
removed. Component parts shall not be counted separately for payment.
805.09.01.04

Turbidity Curtains

Measurement of turbidity curtain shall be made in lineal metres along its length from end to end between
tie-downs for each turbidity curtain installed, maintained, and removed.
805.09.01.05

Cofferdams

For measurement purposes, a count shall be made of the number of cofferdams constructed, maintained,
and removed.
805.09.01.06

Sediment Removal

Measurement shall be as specified in the Contract Documents by the volume of sediment excavated in
cubic meters or by the number of hours required for excavation of sediment.
805.09.02

Plan Quantity Measurement

When measurement is by Plan Quantity, such measurement shall be based on the units shown in the
clauses under Actual Measurement.
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805.10

BASIS OF PAYMENT

805.10.01

Light-Duty Sediment Barriers - Item
Light-Duty Straw Bale Barriers - Item
Light-Duty Silt Fence Barriers – Item
Light-Duty Fibre Roll Barriers - Item
Heavy-Duty Sediment Barriers - Item
Heavy-Duty Silt Fence Barriers – Item
Heavy-Duty Wire-Backed Silt Fence Barriers – Item
Berm Barriers - Item
Sandbag Barriers - Item
Fibre Roll Grade Breaks – Item
Flow Check Dams - Item
Straw Bale Flow Check Dams - Item
Fibre Roll Flow Check Dams - Item
Sandbag Flow Check Dams - Item
Rock Flow Check Dams – Item
Sediment Traps - Item
Slope Drains – Item
Diversion Ditches - Item
Sediment Traps for Dewatering – Item
Filter Bags - Item
Turbidity Curtains - Item
Cofferdams - Item

Payment at the Contract price for the above tender items shall be full compensation for all labour,
Equipment, and Material required to do the work.
Progress payments for the temporary erosion and sediment control measures shall be made as follows:
a) 30% for initial construction.
b) 50% for maintenance.
c) 20% for removal.
805.10.02

Sediment Removal - Item

Payment at the Contract price for the above tender item shall be full compensation for all labour,
Equipment, and Material to do the work.
When the Contract Documents do not have a separate item for sediment removal, payment at the
Contract price for the appropriate tender item for the installation of the sediment control measures shall
be full compensation for all labour, Material, and Equipment to do the work of sediment removal.
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Appendix 805-A, November 2015
FOR USE WHILE DESIGNING MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS
Note:

This is a non-mandatory Commentary Appendix intended to provide information to a designer,
during the design stage of a contract, on the use of the OPS specification in a municipal contract.
This appendix does not form part of the standard specification. Actions and considerations
discussed in this appendix are for information purposes only and do not supersede an Owner’s
design decisions and methodology.

Designer Action/Considerations
The designer should specify the following in the Contract Documents:
- Installation and removal times for temporary erosion and sediment control measures. (805.07.01.06)
- Grading requirements for control measure removal. (805.07.16)
- Sediment removal measurement for payment. (805.09.01.06)
The designer should determine the need for barrier installation. The desirable slope grade is maximum
5%. (805.07.02 and 805.07.03)
The designer should determine the following and, if they are required, the requirements should be
included in the Contract Documents:
- Sensitive environmental features. (805.07.01.03)
- The need for a specific light-duty sediment barrier. Where the light-duty sediment barrier is to be built
using fibre rolls, the diameter of the fibre rolls to be used and whether and how they may be stacked
vertically. (805.07.02)
- The type of seed mix to be applied to the upslope and downslope sides of fibre roll grade breaks.
(805.07.02.03)
- The need for a specific heavy-duty sediment barrier. Where the heavy-duty sediment barrier is to be
built using fibre rolls, the diameter of the fibre rolls to be used and whether and how they may be
stacked vertically. (805.07.03)
- The need for wire backing for a heavy-duty silt fence barrier. (805.07.03.02)
- The need for fibre roll grade breaks and the number, diameter and spacing of fibre rolls required.
(805.07.04)
- The need for a specific flow check dam, the number of flow check dams in series required and the
spacing of the flow check dams. (805.07.05)
- The need for a sediment trap(s). When a sediment trap is to be constructed in a ditch the outside edge
shall be sized to extend beyond the base of the ditch. (805.07.06)
- The need for a slope drain(s). (805.07.07)
Identify the need for a diversion ditch(s). Design dimensions and direction of flow along contour of
ground. Outlet details including scour protection and sediment control. The need for, type and number of
flow check dam(s), and type of erosion control lining. (805.07.08)
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- The need for a sediment trap(s) for dewatering. Ensure that sediment traps for dewatering are sized
appropriately for the catchment area and that there is enough space available to construct them.
(805.07.09)
- The need for filter bags, and the type, Class and filtration opening size (FOS) of geotextile to be used.
(805.07.10)
- Appropriate volume of water to be filtered. (805.07.10)
- The need for a turbidity curtain(s). (805.07.11)
- The need for and design of a cofferdam(s). (805.07.12)
- Whether sediment removal is to be measured by volume or time. (805.09.01.06)
The designer should ensure that the General Conditions of Contract and the 100 Series General
Specifications are included in the Contract Documents.

Related Ontario Provincial Standard Drawings
OPSD 219.100
OPSD 219.110
OPSD 219.120
OPSD 219.130
OPSD 219.131
OPSD 219.150
OPSD 219.160
OPSD 219.180
OPSD 219.191
OPSD 219.200
OPSD 219.210
OPSD 219.211
OPSD 219.220
OPSD 219.230
OPSD 219.231
OPSD 219.240
OPSD 219.260
OPSD 219.261
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Light-Duty Straw Bale Barrier
Light-Duty Silt Fence Barrier
Light-Duty Fibre Roll Barrier
Heavy-Duty Silt Fence Barrier
Heavy-Duty Wire-Backed Silt Fence Barrier
Sandbag Barrier
Fibre Roll Grade Breaks
Straw Bale Flow Check Dam
Fibre Roll Flow Check Dam
Sandbag Flow Check Dam
Temporary Rock Flow Check Dam V-Ditch
Temporary Rock Flow Check Dam Flat Bottom Ditch
Sediment Trap In Ditch
Temporary Slope Drain For Sediment Trap
Temporary Berm Barrier
Sediment Trap for Dewatering
Turbidity Curtain
Turbidity Curtain Seam Detail
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APPENDIX G – JETTY CONSTRUCTION METHODOLOGY

Broadway Drain South Jetty Construction Methodology
Construction of the rock jetty for the Broadway Drain Realignment shall generally proceed in the order specified
below. Additional details regarding fish salvage efforts and water quality protection measures are detailed in the
sections that follow. Modifications to the stated methodology may be recommended by the Fisheries Biologist or by
the Contract Administrator (CA) depending on field conditions. The Fisheries Biologist shall be on-site full-time during
all in-water work in the Detroit River.
The construction of the Broadway Drain south jetty will generally follow the methods outlined below:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

Seine netting will occur from the shoreline (or previous limit of work in the river) and encompass the
active work zone immediately prior to placing rock material in the river in an attempt to capture fish
which may be present, as well as to help direct fish into open water. This will be performed on a daily
basis prior to start of work, in the areas of the river which are wadable.
Fish salvage operations will be completed with minnow traps set in a 15m grid within the deeper
water areas of the work area for two days prior to construction activities. Traps will be pulled twice
each day. During construction, the traps will be located outside of the active work zone and will be
incrementally moved out deeper as the works progress. The traps will be checked each morning prior
to the start of construction and any fish captured will be released downstream of the work area.
Prior to any stone materials being placed into the Detroit River, they shall be inspected for the
presence of excessive dust on their surface and washed as necessary. Any rinsing shall use clean
water and occur at a location where wash water will not reach the Detroit River or any other
waterbody.
Using an appropriately sized excavator, the construction of the rock jetty shall commence from the
future outlet of the Broadway Drain and slowly work out into the river.
The revetment, as shown on Landmark drawing 14-043-SUP1 dated 2016/07/26, will be keyed into
the existing slope of the riverbank using slow, measured strokes to minimize the amount of sediment
being generated. Care will be taken to ensure that over excavation will not occur and a turbidity
curtain will be in place for this nearshore excavation work.
The gabion stone core shall be placed without keying into the river bank or bed. When placing
material in the Detroit River, the rocks shall be released slowly and as close to the bottom as possible
to reduce splashing and uncontrolled roll-a-ways.
No construction equipment will be allowed to travel on exposed riverbank or riverbed. As such, the
excavator will build its way out into the river starting from the shoreline and support itself on either
the gabion stone or armour stone at all times. The edges of the rock jetty shall be constructed before
the center.
Once the gabion stone core has been completed to the design specifications, the armour stone jetty
construction shall begin.
At no point shall the excavator support itself on the gabion stone core after it has been constructed
to design specifications. Following the same process as for the gabion stone core, the excavator shall
build its way out to the edge of the gabion stone core while only supporting itself upon the armour
stone. Starting from the shoreline, the armour stone jetty shall be built following the same “outsidein” methodology as the gabion stone core.

Construction of the jetty shall be conducted in a slow, measured manner so as to prevent causing any disturbance
to the riverbed. Turbidity levels in the Detroit River shall be visually monitored by the Fisheries Biologist during
construction. Should the Fisheries Biologist determine that excessive sediment is being generated as a result of
AMICO’s operation, work shall temporarily cease until water turbidity is reduced to acceptable levels as determined
by the Fisheries Biologist.

Fish and Fish Habitat Protection
In order to minimize the risk of causing serious harm to fish as a result of the jetty construction, AMICO shall
undertake pre-construction and during construction fish salvages. These fish salvages shall be overseen and
directed by AMICO’s Fisheries Biologist, Dave Hayman of BioLogic.

Fish Salvage Procedures
In an effort to target and capture fish throughout the water column, seine netting will be utilized. Seine
netting will occur from the shoreline (or previous limit of work in the river) and encompass the active
work zone immediately prior to placing rock material in the river in an attempt to capture fish which may
be present, as well as to help direct fish into open water. This will be performed on a daily basis prior to
start of work, as it is anticipated that once rock placement begins, fish are unlikely to re-enter the
worksite during active construction. All fish collected will be identified and released downstream of the
work area and daily reporting will be completed.
Minnow traps will be utilized for two days prior to the start of construction, as well as throughout the
duration of the works. Minnow traps will be set in deeper water areas where seining is not possible. The
traps will be baited, anchored and checked on a daily basis. The intention of these traps are to collect any
incidental fish which may be at the limits of the work area, as well as to attract fish to deeper water, away
from the active construction works. The traps will be located outside of the active work zone and will be
incrementally moved out deeper as the works progress. The traps will be checked each morning prior to
work start and any fish captured will be released downstream of the work area.
Minnow trap methodology:
•
•
•

Minnow traps are standard size and are targeted toward smaller bait fish. Traps would be spaced
at 15m intervals at the upstream and downstream edges of the work zone;
A mixture of bait is proposed including dog food, cat food and cheese cubes in each trap;
The minnow traps will be anchored with concrete blocks. The tether from the surface float will
be attached to the block to ensure there is no stress placed on the trap while it is lifted for
inspection;

Records and Reporting
The species, number, size, and health of any captured fish will be documented. A salvage report
documenting the pre-construction work will be prepared by the Fisheries Biologist. Fish salvage during
construction will be reported to WDBA via the Contract Administrator on a weekly basis. DFO will be
notified of the capture of aquatic SAR on the day of capture through AMICO. Photo evidence will be
provided for any Aquatic SAR that may be encountered.
Records of the reports mentioned above will be maintained indefinitely by AMICO.

Water Quality Protection
The following general mitigation measures will be employed during construction to avoid causing any impacts to
water quality in the Detroit River:
•

The generation of sediment plumes shall be minimized by the slow and methodical placement of
materials;

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Rapid spill response procedures to remove contaminants from the watercourse shall be implemented to
restore water quality and returning the water to acceptable sediment concentrations (ex: booms, spill
pads, etc.);
o Hydrocarbons associated with the release of any fuels or hydraulic fluids from construction
equipment are anticipated to be light non-aqueous phase liquids (LNAPL) and will form a thin
layer on top of the water. These liquids shall be suctioned off the top of the water as soon as
possible following a spill;
Equipment fueling and maintenance will only be performed at designated laydown areas. These laydown
areas will be located away from the shoreline;
Construction material, excess material, construction debris, and empty containers shall be stored away
from any watercourse and will be stabilized in a manner that prevents them from entering any
waterbody;
All materials used to provide environmental protection shall not contain deleterious substances.
All construction debris and litter will be removed daily, or as required;
Any materials (such as the gabion stone or armour stone) being used for in-water construction shall be
inspected for the presence of excessive dust prior to installation. These materials shall be washed on an
as-needed basis to prevent surface dust from entering the river during rock placement;
Any construction equipment or machinery shall be clean, in good working order and properly maintained
so as to reduce the risk of any deleterious materials being transferred to the water;
Erosion and sediment control measures shall be inspected on a daily basis so that they remain as effective
as possible; and
Work will be interrupted on an as-needed basis to allow for any sediment plumes to dissipate before
resuming construction.

A turbidity curtain will be used in the nearshore area during “key-in” of the jetty at the river bank where
excavation works will occur. As it is anticipated that greater turbidity will occur during this phase of the work, the
turbidity curtain will contain this sediment and allow it to settle out. As noted above, to further mitigate sediment,
the rock placement will be slow and controlled (and not require any in-river excavation) and turbidity levels will be
continually monitored. Should turbidity levels exceed acceptable levels, defined in the Fisheries Plan, works shall
cease to allow conditions downstream return to normal, at which time the works can re-commence.

APPENDIX D

Schedule A of Draft Transmittal to DFO to request input
on Proposed Drain Design
(Summary of Commitments made during EA
and Intended Actions)

SCHEDULE A - SUMMARY OF COMMITMENTS AND INTENDED ACTIONS
Gordie Howe International Bridge - Broadway and Healy Drains
August 2015
Document/Issue

Mitigating Measure/Commitments/Recommendations from EA

Implemented
(Yes/No)

Action Summary
Additions/Exceptions
Reference Nos.

Fisheries Review Canadian Inspection Plaza - Morrison Hershfield - April 2010
Broadway Drain may
potentially be
realigned by 375m.

A fisheries review including a risk assessment using DFO’s Risk Management
Framework will be required to determine whether or not the proposed plaza
location will have any negative residual impacts on Broadway Drain fish and fish
habitat and thus determining if there is a harmful alteration, disruption,
destruction (HADD) of fish habitat. Should compensation be required the use of
natural channel design principles in channel realignment to maintain or
improve sediment transport and fish passage should be applied in the design of
a fisheries compensation plan.

The risk assessment will be performed by a qualified fisheries biologist.

Yes

AS1

Fish and Fish Habitat Existing Conditions and Impact Assessment Report for Broadway and Healy Drain - Morrison Hersfield - February 1, 2011
The realignment,
enclosure or physical
harm to watercourses
in the study area.
Changes or alterations
to water quality and
quantity.

Permanent loss or impacts to fish habitat will require a Fisheries Act
Authorization from Fisheries and Oceans Canada.

Yes

AS1, AS3

Best construction practices will be employed to reduce the potential for spills
and materials/equipment from entering water.

Yes

AS2

Maintenance, fueling and storage will occur at least 30 m from
watercourses/drains.

Yes

AS2

Debris will be prevented from entering watercourses/drains to the greatest
extent possible, and a spill response plan will be developed.

Yes

AS2

A stormwater management plan will be developed and implemented to treat
run-off during operations.

Yes

AS2, AS5

Yes

AS5

No

AS5

No

AS6

Management of stormwater through the development and implementation of a
stormwater management plan will address potential reductions in baseflow.

No

AS6

Methods that encourage infiltration will be investigated.

Yes

AS6

Flows in watercourses will be monitored during dewatering activities and
measures should be implemented in the event that baseflow is significantly
affected.

Yes

AS3, AS6

Stormwater runoff associated with the Plaza construction will be treated in
stormwater management wet ponds designed in accordance to the MOE
document “Stormwater Management Planning and Design Manual” for
Enhanced Protection Level.
Stormwater management ponds will provide quantity storage to control peak
flows from the Plaza to pre-development rates.

Alterations to
baseflow

The increases in impervious surfaces and areas of soil compaction will be
minimized to facilitate as much infiltration of surface water as possible.
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Tender documents will require the Contractor to submit a spill response
plan to the project administrator prior to construction.

Ponds are being integrated into the design. A level of quantity control will
be achieved, however, it is not intended to control peak flows to
predevelopment rates, since there are no warrants for this level of control.

Impact of baseflows and the erosion regime within the Broadway Drain
cannot be avoided. This is not considered detrimental to the function of
the new Broadway Drain.
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Document/Issue

Mitigating Measure/Commitments/Recommendations from EA

Barriers to fish passage Water flow will be maintained during construction.

Loss of fish habitat

Culverts, designed using fish-friendly methods, and channels, designed using
natural channel design principles, will not form barriers to fish passage during
operations.
The extent of fish habitat affected will be minimized by decreasing the overall
footprint where possible.

Action Summary
Additions/Exceptions
Reference Nos.
AS3, AS6

Yes

AS3, AS4

Yes

AS4

Realigned channels will be designed using natural design principles to enhance
new habitat over existing habitat.

Yes

AS4

Riparian vegetation will be maintained where possible.

Yes

AS2, AS4

Yes

AS2

Yes

AS2

Yes

AS2

Yes

AS2, AS8

Yes

AS2, AS8

Yes

AS2

Yes

AS2

Yes

AS2

Yes

AS3

Yes

AS3

Erosion and Sediment An erosion and sediment control (ESC) plan will be developed and implemented
Control
to prevent migration of sediment-laden runoff or other deleterious substances
from the construction zone to the watercourses. This plan will include
inspection and maintenance of the measures until final cover is established.
Perimeter silt fence will be installed between the work areas and all reaches of
those watercourses where works are required, including ditch and drainage
works that drain to watercourses that support fish habitat.
Silt fencing will be properly installed and regularly inspected and maintained. It
will be left in place and maintained until all surfaces contributing drainage to
these watercourses are fully stabilized.
All exposed and newly constructed surfaces will be stabilized using appropriate
means in accordance with the characteristics of the soil material.
These surfaces will be fully stabilized and re-vegetated as quickly as possible
following completion of the works. Contingency procedures, materials and
notification procedures will be readily available for use in the event of a silt
release, and for general application in regular maintenance and repair.
Fish Protection

Implemented
(Yes/No)
Yes

All in-water and near-water activities will be conducted within the applicable inwater construction timing windows, as identified by the MNR, to protect the
various life stages of fish.
The construction timing periods will be applied to all fish-bearing watercourses,
as well as watercourses that drain directly to fish-bearing watercourses, based
on the thermal classification of the fish community present.
All hoses drawing water from streams supporting fish use during temporary
flow management procedures will be screened to prevent potential
entrainment of fish.
Any fish stranded within the temporary in-water work zones will be removed
and relocated using appropriate techniques by a qualified fisheries biologist.
Re-location sites for fish stranded within the temporary work zones where
continuous flow is not present during the construction period will be identified.
Generally, such a site should always be on a permanent reach of the
watercourse, or where there is no continuous flow in the vicinity; it may be on a
permanent reach of the receiving/parent watercourse.
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Document/Issue
Design of Channel
Realignments

Mitigating Measure/Commitments/Recommendations from EA
Where channel relocations cannot be avoided, the realigned watercourse
reaches will be designed using natural channel design principles, by qualified
technical experts (e.g., fluvial geomorphologist with input from hydrologists,
fish biologists and landscape architects as appropriate). The design will involve
careful consideration of the ability of the realigned stream reaches to properly
convey flow and sediment (ensuring stream gradient, flow velocity/discharge
are such that natural geomorphic processes will be maintained along the
realigned reach).
The new channel sections will be designed to re-instate and wherever feasible
enhance the habitat features and functions that occur along the existing
channel section and their inter-relationships. Features include morphological
elements, particularly pool:riffle complexes, substrates, particularly mixed and
coarse materials, and instream and overhanging cover.
The bankfull and low flow channel sections will be designed to match the
existing channel sections (assuming similar slope conditions), or otherwise
designed to maintain or enhance existing fluvial geomorphic processes that
support fish habitat elements.
Maintenance or enhancement of fish movement under all relevant conditions
(e.g., low flow and higher flows) will be integrated in the design and
construction of the new channel section and transitions. Avoidance of potential
barriers to movement will consider channel slope and velocity and potential for
barriers to develop in the future in relation to channel stability (e.g., either too
high/potential for degredation or too low/potential for aggredation).
The details of the channel installation will be done under the direction of a
fluvial geomorphologist. ‘Field fitting’ of the detailed installation of the channel
sections and specific habitat components is a critical component of their
installation, to ensure the stream channel and habitat maintain or enhance
existing conditions and transition easily with the up and downstream reaches.
Specialty Contractors with demonstrated experience in undertaking channel
relocations will be used to construct channel realignment.
Any flow transfers required as part of the channel realignment works will be
conducted during the appropriate instream work window. The flow transfer
process will be carefully planned and organized to ensure the flow transfer is
completed as quickly and efficiently as possible. The flow transfer will not be
completed during rain or runoff events, and weather forecasts will be
monitored to schedule the transfer outside of forecasted storms.
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Implemented
(Yes/No)

No

Action Summary
Additions/Exceptions
Reference Nos.

AS4, AS7

No

AS4

No

AS4

Yes

AS3, AS4

Design principles that focus on fluvial geomorphological processes are
considered inappropriate for this waterway. The design team consists of
water resource engineers and fisheries biologists. Inclusion of a fluvial
geomorphologist on the design team is unnecessary for this undertaking.

The new channel sections will be designed to include structures and
features that are compatible with the local physical and natural
environments. The development of pool:riffle complexes would be
unsustainable due to the hydrographic characteristics of the Detroit River,
which will predominately influence water levels in the new channel.
Designing the new channel to match bank full and low flow channel
sections of the existing channel sections cannot be accommodated. Doing
so would substantially compromise the required drainage outlet for the
tributary area.

Given that the design of the new channel will not focus on fluvial
geomorphological principles, a fluvial geomorphologist will not direct
installation of the channel works.

No

AS7

No

AS7

Yes

AS2

Contractors with demonstrated experience in constructing channel
improvements that are comparable to the proposed designs will be used.
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Document/Issue
Construction Access,
Site Controls and
Operational
Constraints

Mitigating Measure/Commitments/Recommendations from EA

Action Summary
Additions/Exceptions
Reference Nos.

The construction access and work areas will be confined to the extent required
for the construction activities, and these areas then delimited in the field using
appropriately installed protective fencing.

Yes

AS2

Removal of riparian vegetation, particularly woody vegetation, will be kept to
the minimum necessary for the project works. Woody vegetation that will likely
need to be removed will be replaced with appropriate native species. This will
be implemented through a comprehensive landscape design contract.

Yes

AS2

Yes

AS2

Yes

AS2

Yes

AS2

Yes

AS2

All debris and potential contaminants generated from construction of the
structure will be properly sited and contained to prevent debris from entering
the watercourse, and all debris will be properly disposed of off-site.

Yes

AS2

All activity will be controlled so as to prevent entry of any petroleum products,
debris or other potential contaminants/deleterious substances, in addition to
sediment as outlined above, to any waterbody. No storage, maintenance or
refueling of equipment will be conducted near any waterbody. A Spills
Prevention and Response Plan will be developed by the Contractor and kept on
site at all times.

Yes

AS2

Yes

AS2, AS8

Yes

AS8

Yes

AS8

Yes

AS2

Any temporarily stockpiled material, construction or related materials will be
properly contained (e.g., within silt fencing) in areas separated a minimum of 30
m from any waterbody.
All construction materials and debris will be removed and appropriately
disposed of following construction.
Every effort will be made to retain as much of the natural vegetation as
reasonably possible to help ensure bank stability, control erosion, and expedite
the re-colonization of vegetative cover.
All vegetation clearing required for access will be conducted using proper
clearing techniques and appropriate construction timing windows as may be
defined by other legislation (e.g., Migratory Birds Convention Act ).

Enhancement
Measures Following
Construction

Implemented
(Yes/No)

All of the areas disturbed during construction will be restored, stabilized and revegetated as soon as the works are completed to prevent migration of fine
material to the watercourses during runoff events, as well as minimizing the
opportunity for colonization of the area by non-native, invasive species.
Only native plants, compatible with site conditions will be used. Detailed
landscaping plans will be prepared during subsequent design phases.
Specific attention will be directed at naturalized re-construction, stabilization,
inspection and re-vegetation (where light is present) of all disturbed channel
and bank transition zones, valley slopes and floodplains, to ensure there is no
potential for erosion and to re-naturalize these areas.
Temporary/biodegradable erosion control fabric or other passive means of
providing temporary erosion control will be installed on the re-constructed
bank zones, as well as on the disturbed embankment areas draining to the
watercourses as required, to provide temporary protection until vegetative
cover is fully re-established. All disturbed areas should be reseeded with
appropriate native seed mixtures wherever feasible.
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Site Inspection and
Monitoring

Mitigating Measure/Commitments/Recommendations from EA
An environmental inspector experienced in working around watercourses will
be responsible for inspecting the erosion and sediment control measures and
identifying deficiencies.
The inspector will also assess all of the other general mitigation measures to
ensure they are implemented as intended.
The inspector will ensure all environmental mitigation and design measures are
properly installed/constructed and maintained, and appropriate contingency
and response plans are in place and implemented if required.
For any works requiring channel realignment, appropriate specialists (fluvial
geomorphologists, fisheries biologists) will be used. They will also be
responsible for obtaining specialist advice (e.g., hydrology/hydraulics, fisheries)
as required during the construction of the new channel.
Post-construction monitoring is typically prescribed in the federal Fisheries Act
Authorization and the terms and conditions of this authorization will be met.

Post-construction monitoring, if prescribed, will determine the effectiveness of
environmental protection and compensation measures identify problem areas
and recommend corrective measures.
Clearing by use of
Design and install native woody riparian vegetation groundcover seed mixes to
industrial equipment pre-construction conditions or better for the channel realignment at Broadway
Drain.
Potential bank
Newly created channels will be stabilized with groundcover seed mix, erosion
instability and exposed control blanket, vegetation plantings and rock treatment to prevent/minimize
soils.
erosion.
Stabilize and revegetate all disturbed flood plain areas.
Design and implement temporary erosion and sediment control measures (e.g.
silt fence, etc.) to minimize erosion of exposed soils during construction until
site is stabilized.
Potential bank
The newly created channel of Broadway Drain, including banks, will be
instability and exposed stabilized with groundcover seed mix, erosion control blanket, vegetation
soils from grading of
plantings and rock treatment to prevent/minimize erosion.
highway fill
Design and implement erosion and sediment controls to prevent erosion of
embankment, flood
exposed soils and migration of sediment to watercourse.
plain and channel
Rehabilitation of exposed soils/surfaces (stabilize and re-vegetate).
realignments.
Store, handle and dispose of all excess fill materials in a manner that prevents
their entry to the watercourses.
Changes to slopes and Rehabilitate exposed soil surfaces that drain to the watercourses, including the
drainage (flood plain, channel bed and banks of the watercourse.
high slopes, new
Design drainage system and stable slope grades within floodplain and realigned
channel).
channel of Broadway drain to mimic overland drainage patterns and runoff
contribution to the watercourse.
Addition or removal of Design and install instream cover habitat elements (overhanging vegetation,
boulders, etc.) in channel realignment of Broadway Drain to replace those
instream organic
structure by placement removed from proposed works and enhance the newly created channel.
of fill material.
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Implemented
(Yes/No)

Action Summary
Additions/Exceptions
Reference Nos.

Yes

AS2

Yes

AS2

Yes

AS2

Yes

AS4

Yes

AS9

Yes

AS9

Yes

AS4, AS8

Yes

AS2, AS8

Yes

AS2, AS4

Yes

AS2

Yes

AS4, AS8

Yes

AS2, AS4, AS8

Yes

AS2, AS8

Yes

AS2

Yes

AS2, AS4, AS8

Yes

AS4, AS8

Yes

AS4, AS8
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Removal and exposure
of topsoil and subsoils
during construction of
culvert extension at
Tributary ‘D” and
channel realignments.

Uncontrolled release
of dewatering effluent
from excavation of
culvert extension or
channel realignment.
Mobile or stationary
equipment may
release or leak fuel, oil,
grease or other
contaminant to the
watercourse.
Increase erosion
potential

Directly/indirectly
adversely affect
fish/eggs.

Mitigating Measure/Commitments/Recommendations from EA
Design and implement erosion and sediment controls to contain/isolate the
construction zone, manage site drainage/runoff and ensure all areas draining to
Broadway Drain are stabilized following construction.

Implemented
(Yes/No)

Action Summary
Additions/Exceptions
Reference Nos.

Yes

AS2, AS8

Yes

AS2

Yes

AS2

Manage dewatering operations from excavation to prevent erosion and/or
release of sediment laden contaminated water to Broadway Drain.

Yes

AS2

Design and use temporary settling basins, filter bags and energy discharge
diffusers as required.

Yes

AS2

Prohibit/limit access to watercourse/watercourse banks.

Yes

AS2

Management of spills (spill response plan).

Yes

AS2

Management of equipment - operate, maintain and store (e.g., refuel, lubricate)
all equipment and materials in a manner that prevents entry of any deleterious
substances to the watercourse.

Yes

AS2

Prohibit/limit access to watercourse/watercourse banks.

Yes

AS2

Design and implement erosion and sediment controls to contain/isolate the
construction zone, manage site drainage/runoff and ensure all areas draining to
Broadway Drain are stabilized following construction.

Yes

AS2

Stabilize and revegetate all disturbed flood plain areas that drain to Broadway
Drain, including stabilization of newly constructed channel realignment.

Yes

AS2, AS8

Yes

AS3

Yes

AS3

Yes

AS3, AS4

Yes

AS4

The selected designs will require approval from the regulatory agencies before
implementation.

Yes

AS4

Appropriate channel form and design elements will be based upon the results
of detailed geomorphological assessments.

Yes

AS4

Manage excess material by temporarily storing, handling and disposing of all
materials generated (e.g., organics, soils, wood debris, concrete, etc.) during
site preparation, construction and clean-up to prevent their entry into
Broadway Drain.
Temporary stockpiles of material are to be stockpiled a minimum of 30 m from
the watercourse and temporarily stabilized and/or contained.

Transfer any fish isolated in the work area of Broadway Drain using appropriate
capture, handling and release techniques to prevent harm/stress to fish.
Release in suitable habitat downstream of work area.
Implement timing restrictions, as identified by MNR, on in-water work to
protect sensitive life stages of fish.

Potential Enhancement In situations where the application of the mitigation measures cannot
and Compensation
sufficiently address the residual effects of the crossing on fish and fish habitat,
Opportunities
habitat compensation measures may be required to counterbalance or offset
the residual effects.
The designs will be based on natural channel design principles and proven
approaches as experienced by the design specialists.
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Access will be limited to the extent needed to properly construct the new
channel

Access will be limited to the extent needed to properly construct the new
channel
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The natural channel
design will be guided
by the following
principles

Mitigating Measure/Commitments/Recommendations from EA

Implemented
(Yes/No)

Action Summary
Additions/Exceptions
Reference Nos.

Balance of erosive and resisting forces to provide a channel in a state of
dynamic equilibrium

No

AS4, AS7

Provision of enhanced aquatic and terrestrial habitats

Yes

AS4

Yes

AS5

Yes

AS5

Yes

AS4

Yes

AS4

Yes

AS4

Enhancement of retention and detention functions for flow and sediment
Improvement in downstream water quality
There is a potential opportunity to undertake enhancement measures such as
providing habitat for spawning pike and other species. By removing the small
gravel berm at the shoreline of the Detroit River and enhancing the channel
through deepening, widening and vegetation removals, this area should contain
enough water to support Northern Pike (and other species) through the
spawning season.
The planting of native marsh vegetation will enhance the habitat potential for
fish spawning.
Deepening and widening the channel will potentially provide longer periods of
inundation and removal of the berm will allow for fish to move back and forth
between the drain/watercourse and the Detroit River.
The total length of channel in which the enhancements will occur is 545 m. With
a 2 m wide channel, approximately 1,090 m2 of habitat will be enhanced for
pike spawning habitat and other warm water species.

Monitoring Program

A monitoring program will begin with the commencement of construction and
will continue for a specified period of time post-construction (time length
subject to conditions of the site-specific authorizations). The monitoring
program will be in place to ensure that mitigation and compensation measures
are effective and working as designed. If any such mitigation and/or
compensation measures are found to be deficient or not effective, corrective
actions should be taken or additional measures put in place to correct
deficiencies. The specific attributes of the monitoring program will be derived
during the authorization process. Any alterations to the approved mitigation
and/or compensation plans during construction will be forwarded to the
agencies, including DFO, for review and approval prior to implementation.
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Yes

AS4

Yes

AS2, AS4, AS9

Achieving a state of dynamic equilibrium is not possible due to
predominant influence of hydrographic characteristics of the Detroit River.

The actual length of the channel that will be enhanced is 670 m. On a
water area basis, the amount of Drain that will be inundated by the Detroit
River at the low water datum, long-term average, and maximum monthly
mean water level is approximately 1,990 m 2, 5,600 m2, and 10,720 m2,
respectively. Therefore, even during a low water stage, the Broadway Drain
will provide 183% of the amount of fish habitat that the EA committed to
providing. During period of average and maximum mean Detroit River
water levels, more than 5.1 and 9.8 times the specified amounts will be
provided.
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Mitigating Measure/Commitments/Recommendations from EA

Implemented
(Yes/No)

Action Summary
Additions/Exceptions
Reference Nos.

Healy and Broadway Drain Fisheries DFO Consultation under BSTA - Apr 1 2014
Mitigating Measures to No instream work or construction activity should occur from March 15th to
avoid potential serious June 30th.
harm to fish
Work in water should not be conducted at times when flows are elevated due
to local rain events, storms or seasonal floods.

Yes

AS2

Yes

AS2

Yes

AS2, AS8

Yes

AS2

Installation of effective erosion and sediment control measures before starting
work to prevent sediment from entering the water.

Yes

AS2

Measures for containing and stabilizing waste material (e.g., dredging spoils)
above the high water mark of nearby waterbodies to prevent re-entry.

Yes

AS2

Regular inspection and maintenance of erosion and sediment control measures
and structures during the course of construction.

Yes

AS2

Where riparian vegetation has been damaged or removed, the re-establishment
of grasses / legume vegetation to a like or better condition should be
completed.
Develop and implement an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan for the site that
minimizes risk of sedimentation during all phases of the project. Erosion and
sediment control measures should be maintained until all disturbed ground has
been permanently stabilized.
Wash, refuel and service machinery and store fuel and other materials for the
machinery in such a way as to prevent any deleterious substances from entering
the water within the Broadway Drain, Healy Drain and the Detroit River.
Develop and
implement an Erosion
and Sediment Control
Plan

SCHEDULE A - SUMMARY OF COMMITMENTS AND INTENDED ACTIONS
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August 2015
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SCHEDULE B - ACTION SUMMARIES
Gordie Howe International Bridge - Broadway and Healy Drains
August 2015
Note: The following Action Summaries pertain to the Action Summary Reference Nos. that
are listed in “Schedule A – Summary of Commitments and Actions”.
AS1 – Risk Assessment Requirement
Previous assessments have established that the Broadway Drain is fish habitat. Therefore, any
significant work along the drain needs to be assessed to determine if a harmful alteration,
disruption, or destruction (HADD) of fish habitat will result. Implementation of the project will
necessitate the completion of a Risk Assessment using DFO’s Risk Management Framework.
Any permanent loss of habitat will require authorization under the Fisheries Act.
AS2 – Best Management Practices
The project is being designed with due regard to Best Management Practices. Construction
contracts will require that the contractor employ measures to reduce the potential for spills,
debris, materials and equipment from entering the watercourse. An Erosion and Sediment
Control (ESC) Plan will be developed and implemented to mitigate the potential for sedimentladen runoff to enter the watercourse from the construction zone. Removal of existing
vegetation will be limited to the extent necessary for completing the required works. Excess
excavated materials will be managed at a suitable distance from the channel. Desirable woody
vegetation will be preserved along the drain corridor (to the maximum extent practical) in order
to improve riparian vegetation conditions. All newly constructed surfaces and areas disturbed by
the construction process will be promptly re-vegetated with desired ground cover seed mixes and
erosion blankets, where appropriate. If necessary, an environmental inspector experienced with
working around watercourses and waterbodies will be retained and made responsible for
inspecting the erosion and sediment control features.
AS3 – Fish Protection, Salvage and Passage
Contract documents will prescribe the need to implement proper Fish Protection and Salvage
measures in accordance with the provisions of the Fisheries Act. All in-water works will be
constructed within the applicable timing windows, as identified by DFO and MNR. Any fish
stranded within the work zones will be removed and relocated using appropriate techniques by a
qualified fisheries biologist. Barriers to fish passage along flowing watercourses will be
avoided. Any flow transfers required as part of the channel realignment works will be
constructed during the appropriate instream work window. New channels and culverts will be
designed to maintain fish passage.
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AS4 – Broadway Drain Design Focus
Substantial reconstruction, realignment and enlargement of the Broadway Drain are needed to
provide adequate drainage outlet for the new bridge plaza and adjacent lands that are tributary to
the watercourse. Where channel realignment cannot be avoided, the realigned watercourse will
be designed using natural design principles to create productive fish habitat. Due to the inherent
hydrographic characteristics of the Detroit River that will dominate water levels within the
improved Broadway Drain, it would be impractical and inappropriate to attempt to design the
new channel using principally fluvial geomorphological channel design principles. Instead, it is
proposed that the new Broadway Drain be designed as a canal or backwater coastal feature.
Accordingly, in addition to sizing the channel to provide sufficient outlet capacity for the
tributary lands, the design will focus on fitting out the drain with coastal features and structures
that will be productive and sustainable for the aquatic communities. In the local environment,
this approach seems more appropriate than attempting to design stream features that focus on the
balance of natural erosion and depositional processes.
As a final point, the limited plan area and highly impervious nature of the watershed will cause
large fluctuations in flow rates, resulting in very limited baseflow volumes and velocities.
Therefore, less consideration will be given to fluvial morphological elements and greater
consideration will be given to introducing features typically found in coastal backwater zones.
Final approval and clearances for construction of the proposed designs will be sought from all
applicable agencies, including DFO.
AS5 – Stormwater Management Report
Final design of the bridge plaza will include the preparation of stormwater management (SWM)
reports. Separate reports will be prepared for the perimeter access road and for the bridge plaza.
SWM for this development will focus on quality control only. Quantity control for the purpose
of attenuating peak flows is not warranted, due to the proximity of the site to the Detroit River,
and the hydrographic characteristics of the River. Given the limited size of the drainage area that
is tributary to the Broadway Drain, the percentage of the drainage area that has been designed to
become impervious, and the channel geometry that will be needed to provide proper drainage
outlet, the opportunity to significantly augment baseflow within the Broadway Drain does not
exist.
AS6 – Base Flow Maintenance/Enhancement
Given the small tributary area that contributes flow to the Broadway Drain, there is a very low
potential to implement measures that will significantly enhance baseflow. This factor, combined
with the geometric channel properties (i.e., size and depth) that will be needed to provide
sufficient drainage outlet for the plaza and adjacent tributary lands, will result in extremely low
flow velocities (i.e., immeasurable) at all times – except for brief periods following rainfall
Schedule B – Action Summaries
August 2015
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events. Due to the level of imperviousness within the watershed, there are no viable means to
significantly enhance baseflow quantity or duration. Therefore, post-construction baseflow
velocities that are predominantly immeasurable cannot be avoided and should be expected.
AS7 – Involve Qualified Experts in Design and Construction Process
Design of the Broadway Drain will be undertaken by a team of specialists including engineers
and natural scientists (i.e., aquatic and terrestrial biologists). Background studies have indicated
that fluvial geomorphologists would be involved in the design and construction process
associated with any re-alignment of the Broadway Drain. Due to the inherent hydrographic
characteristics of the Detroit River (in combination with the necessary geometric characteristics
of the new drain), it would be impractical and inappropriate to attempt to design the new channel
with a focus on fluvial geomorphological channel design principles. For this reason, engaging
the services of a fluvial geomorphologist during the design or construction process would offer
no benefit to the project. Instead, the channel improvements will be designed by a team of water
resource engineers and habitat biologists. Similarly, restricting construction of the new drain to
“specialty contractor with demonstrated experience in undertaking channel relocations” is
unnecessarily restrictive.
AS8 – Restoration Plans
Final design of the bridge plaza will include the preparation of proper landscaping plans. The
plans will specify that all newly constructed surfaces (and areas disturbed by the construction
process) will be promptly re-vegetated with desired ground cover seed mixes, erosion blankets
(where appropriate), and desirable native shrub and tree species.
AS9 – Post-Construction Monitoring
Post-construction monitoring will be undertaken in order to assess the effectiveness of
environmental protection and compensation measures, in accordance with any conditions of final
approvals (i.e., approvals issued under Fisheries Act, etc.)
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APPENDIX E

Design Brief Addressing Drain Outlet

Design Summary
Date:

January 12, 2016

To:

File 14-033

From:

DMK

Subject:

Gordie Howe International Bridge
Design Summary for Broadway Drain Outlet

A. Introduction/Backround.
In October 2015, we authored an Impact Assessment to address the compatibility of the
Broadway Drain Outlet and the proposed infilling of an abutting segment of the Detroit
River shoreline that is owned by Brighton Beach Aggregates (commonly known as the
Kennette property and hereafter BBA). A product of the impact assessment was the
identification of three design options for the Broadway Drain outlet, namely:
a) Alternative A – Adjustment to the Broadway Drain outlet design if the Kennette
Infill is not altered;
b) Alternative B – Adjustment to the Kennette Infill if the Broadway Drain outlet is
not altered; and,
c) Alternative C – Adjustment to both undertakings in the interest of achieving a
suitable, compromise design.
The Windsor Detroit Bridge Authority has identified Alternative A (also referred to as
Option 1) as their preferred design approach; on the basis that implementation of
Alternative A was within their complete control. Option B, which would necessitate that
the infill works on the BBA property be substantially amended to accommodate the
initial design of the Broadway Drain outlet, has been discarded for the time being.
Alternative C, which represents a compromise design, may be implemented if an
agreement can be reached between the various project stakeholders (i.e., City, Kennette,
WDBA), allowing the designs to be integrated.
Alternatives A and C have now been designed to a functional state. The balance of this
report summarizes the principal characteristics of each design and the respective design
rationales.
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B. Summary of Key Design Criteria
In order for the function of new drain to be sustainable for the long-term, a stable outlet is
required. The principal processes that could adversely affect its stability and function of
the new drain include:
a. Accelerated sedimentation within the drain
b. Accelerated sedimentation at the outlet of the drain (at the Detroit River
shoreline)
c. Excessive accumulation of ice or floating debris (from the Detroit River) at the
outlet of the drain.
The design of the drain outlet is critical to properly mitigating the above-noted
phenomenon. The following sections of this report address the design criteria that have
been adopted for this purpose.
Proposed Drain Profile
The method for establishing the vertical alignment of the new drain was set out in our
Design Brief dated August 14, 2015. In summary, the vertical alignment was based
largely on the requirement to provide proper outlet for the new sewers that will discharge
to the new Broadway Drain. The required drain profile was established by fixing the
drain elevation at its upstream limit (slightly lower than the lowest sewer invert) and
extending the drain to the Detroit River at a practical minimum longitudinal slope of
0.1%, until it daylights above the existing nearshore Detroit River bottom. The proposed
drain profile will allow sediment to move down the drain and outlet to the Detroit River.
Channel Outlet Protection
The basis of the original design of the drain outlet was summarized in the aforementioned
Design Brief. It was noted therein that:
1) The Detroit River shoreline at the outlet of the Broadway Drain is in a natural,
unprotected state;
2) A narrow, barrier beach consisting of sand and fine gravel existed across the
mouth of the existing drain; and,
3) The invert of the new drain will emerge into the Detroit River at an elevation
below the nearshore river bottom.
In order to mitigate the potential for the new drain outlet to become fouled with river or
littoral transport sediments, construction of two short training jetties (one on each side of
the new drain) was originally proposed. Selection of an appropriate length for the jetties
was based on an evaluation of the channel invert, nearshore bathymetry of the Detroit
River, and the estimated width of the active littoral zone. No consideration was given
during development of the original drain outlet design to the proposed infilling of the
BBA shoreline.
Design Summary for Broadway Drain Outlet – January 12, 2016
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As noted in the Impact Assessment, the proposed works on the BBA property will result
in a westward (offshore) realignment of the shoreline in the order of 50 to 60 metres. The
design drawings that we were provided illustrate that the new river bank/shoreline would
abruptly revert back to its original alignment near the south limit of the BBA property, in
very close proximity to the proposed drain outlet. We noted that a substantial eddy or
recirculation zone would be created downstream of the Kennette property as a result of
the proposed infilling. We predicted that the downstream extent of this eddy flow or
recirculation zone would extend significantly south of the Broadway Drain right-of-way.
A particularly significant effect of the eddy flow would be the collection of sediment,
flotsam and jetsam within the predicted eddy flow area.
The following diagram (reproduced from the Impact Assessment) illustrates the general
extent of the BBA infill and the originally proposed training jetties at the outlet of the
Broadway Drain. We estimated that at a minimum, the boundary of the eddy flow zone
would extend from the offshore limit of the Kennette infill to the downstream shoreline at
a 12 to 20 degree angle. The zone delineated by a 12 degree flow expansion angle is
considered a more probable, albeit larger eddy zone. For the purpose of the assessment,
and our design, we have adopted the smaller eddy zone that is associated with a 20
degree flow expansion angle.
We forecasted that if the BBA infill proceeds as originally proposed, that extensive
amounts of sediment (granular and organic) may accumulate over time, within the eddy
flow zone, causing the river bottom to aggrade.
The resulting aggradation would
change the river bottom sediment characteristics, as well as the nearshore bathymetry.
To be sustainable, the design of the Broadway Drain outlet would need to take this into
consideration.

In order to mitigate the added potential for aggradation due to the effects of eddy flow,
the outlet jetties would need to be substantially extended, so that the drain outlets closer
to the predicted boundary of the eddy flow zone.
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The Impact Assessment also pointed out that a sizable active littoral zone (estimated to be
at least 10m to 20m wide) appears to exist at the site as a product of the shallow local
bathymetry, the prevailing winds, the orientation of the shoreline, and the unprotected,
eroding characteristic of the shoreline that fronts the WDBA and Windsor Port Authority
lands.
We noted that the proposed BBA infill had a high probability of disrupting the ongoing
coastal processes and littoral transport patterns in the vicinity of the Broadway Drain,
which would serve to accelerate the local rate of net littoral transport from south to north,
and thereby further increase the rate that sediment collects near the mouth of the
Broadway Drain (as well as within the proposed embayment area to be created on the
BBA lands).
Finally, we noted that the proposed BBA infill had the real potential cause greater
amounts of organic flotsam and jetsam to collect near the mouth of the Broadway Drain
and in the proposed embayment, as well as increase the potential for flow ice to
accumulate in the area. It was noted that the potential for increased accumulation of river
ice has the potential to increase the flood risk on the Broadway Drain during late winter
rainfall events that occur before ice out. This potential would be elevated during periods
of low water levels in the Great Lakes.
In recognition of the increased potential for sedimentation of the drain outlet and/or the
accumulation of floating debris and river ice at the drain outlet, the training jetties at the
outlet of the Broadway Drain need to be appropriately extended or modified from what
was originally proposed, in order to mitigate the aforementioned potentials.
C. Proposed Design Alternatives
This section highlights the key characteristics and principal design basis of the two
alternative drain outlet configurations, namely:
a) Alternative A – consisting of an outlet design that is needed to accommodate the
infill at the BBA property as originally proposed; and
b) Alternative C – consisting of an outlet design that assumes that minor adjustments
can be made to the BBA infill.
Note: Alternative B was discarded from any further consideration subsequent to issuance
of the Impact Assessment.
i) Alternative A
For this design, the south and north training jetties have been substantially extended
(approximately 27m and 37m respectively) from the original through the predicted eddy
or recirculation zone that would be created by the infill. The general scope of the outlet
configuration is depicted in Figure 1 (attached hereto).
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As noted previously, we estimate that at a minimum, the boundary of the eddy flow zone
would extend from the offshore limit of the Kennette infill to the downstream shoreline at
a 20 degree angle. The training jetties have been extended to this limit.
The principal advantage to this strategy is that the works could be undertaken
independent of the Kennette infill works. The proposed design would however be subject
to the approval of the Essex Region Conservation Authority and the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans.
The principal disadvantages to this strategy are:
•

•

•

The additional construction cost associated with the extended outlet jetties as
compared to the original design. A conservative estimate suggests that the added
cost of the additional 4,100 additional tonnes of rock would be in excess of
$300,000;
The extended outlet would occupy a significant portion of the new fish nursery
habitat proposed by Kennette. Additional compensatory works would likely be
required; and
The embayment area that is part of the current Kennette proposal would be
significantly reduced in size and would be substantially sheltered from any river
current and water circulation.

ii) Alternative C
This design solution represents a compromised solution, consisting of moderate
adjustments to both the Broadway Drain Outlet compared to the original design) and a
moderate adjustment to the proposed infill works at the BBA site. The alignment of the
new shoreline along the southerly portion of the Kennette infill would be altered from the
original design in order to reduce the size of the eddy zone or recirculation zone. The
most northerly training jetty would be replaced with shore protection that flanks the BBA
property. The southerly training jettie would be extended to the estimated limit of the
eddy flow zone. The general design concept is illustrated in Figure 2.
The principal advantages to this strategy are:
•
•
•
•
•

The estimated construction cost of Alternative C would generally equal the cost of
the original design, both in terms of the drain outlet and the BBA infill.
The Broadway Drain training jetty ( only a single jetty is required) would not
need to be extended as far as required in Alternative A;
The size of the eddy zone created by the Kennette infill would be substantially
reduced from the original infill design;
The impact of the Kennette infill on nearshore coastal processes would be
substantially reduced, as compared to the original infill design;
The ‘groyne’ effect of the Kennette infill would be substantially reduced, as
compared to the original infill design, which would reduce the capacity of the area
downstream of the infill to accrete sediment;
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•
•

•

The potential for the accumulation of ice at the mouth of the Broadway Drain
would be substantially reduced, as compared to the original infill design;
The area of the Detroit River bottom that would be impacted by the combination
of the outlet jetty construction and the infill on the BBA lands would be
approximately 1,200 sq.m less than Alternative A, and approximately 175 sq.m
less than the original design (when accounting for footprint of the training jetties
and the original BBA infill); and,
The usable land within the BBA property limits would remain unchanged from
the original infill proposal.

The principal disadvantages to this strategy are:
•

The embayment area would be effectively eliminated.
However, the
sustainability of the habitat that would otherwise be constructed within the
embayment area is highly doubtful due to the effects of long-term sedimentation,
as presented herein and in the Impact Assessment authored in October 2015.

D. Other Considerations
We understand that BBA was being provided the opportunity to locate some of its
compensatory habitat within the water lot that fronts the Broadway Drain right-of-way.
The implementation of either of the two outlet designs presented herein will impact the
area of the embayment, and hence, the area of the habitat to be constructed on the Detroit
River bottom within the proposed embayment area.
For the original outlet design, the training jetties would have occupied approximately
380 sq.m of the compensatory habitat area. If Alternative A is implemented, the area
occupied by the training jetties would increase to approximately 1,220 sq.m. That said,
the jetties will provide a desirable form of fish habitat - that associated with rock mound
structures.
The sustainability of river bottom habitat constructed in the proposed embayment area is
considered suspect, due to the likely long-term aggradation of the area due to the
increased potential for sedimentation caused by the altered shoreline alignment.
Therefore, we would expect that any habitat structure (rocks and logs) placed within the
predicted eddy flow zone will be substantially covered/fouled with sediment (granular
and organic) within a fairly short timeframe (i.e., probably less than 10 years based on
our experience with similar undertakings). Consequently, the functional quality of the
proposed nursery habitat (within the proposed embayment area as it is currently
configured) may not be sustainable beyond the short-term.
As noted in the previous section, if Alternative C were adopted, the area of the Detroit
River bottom that would be impacted by construction would be approximately 1,200 sq.m
less than Alternative A, accounting for the combination of the outlet jetty construction
that is associated with each option, and the infill quantity on the BBA lands that is
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associated with each option. The embayment area and associated nursery habitat that is
included in the current BBA proposal would be effectively eliminated.
Regardless of which alternative design is adopted, the determination of the amount of
habitat compensatory works that will need to be incorporated into the design will need to
be reassessed. We have suggested that consideration be given by all concerned parties to
the idea of introducing additional habitat structure within the Broadway Drain corridor, in
lieu of the originally proposed embayment area.
The report entitled “Fish and Fish Habitat Existing Conditions and Impact Assessment
Report for Broadway and Healy Drain” prepared by Morrison Hershfield dated February
1, 2011, (which formed part of the EA for the project) established the requirements for
the bridge and parkway project in terms of fish habitat creation. The report indicated that
the following habitat quantity had to be incorporated into the Broadway Drain design:
The total length of channel in which the enhancements will occur is 545 m. With a 2 m
wide channel, approximately 1,090 m2 of habitat will be enhanced for pike spawning
habitat and other warm water species.
The actual length of channel that will be enhanced along the Broadway Drain is 670 m.
On a water area basis, the amount of drain that will be inundated by the Detroit River at
the low water datum, long-term average, and maximum monthly mean water level is
approximately 1,990 m2, 5,600 m2, and 10,720 m2, respectively. Therefore, even during
a low water stage, the Broadway Drain will provide 183% of the “area’ of fish habitat
that the EA committed to providing. During period of average and maximum mean
Detroit River water levels, more than 5.1 and 9.8 times the specified amounts will be
provided.
Therefore, according to this calculation, a minimum of 900 m2 and as much as 9,600 m2
of surplus nursery habitat area is available within the new Broadway Drain corridor,
depending on Detroit River water levels – habitat that is of potentially higher quality and
more sustainable in the long-term than the nursery habitat that is incorporated within the
original BBA infill proposal. In addition, the “benched areas” that are proposed along the
south channel bank of the new channel provide addition opportunity for spawning and
nursery habitat enhancement, which has not been taken into consideration in the
foregoing calculations.
Therefore, we recommend that consideration be given to applying some of the surplus
habitat available within the new Broadway Drain corridor to offset the BBA habitat
compensatory needs.
Landmark Engineers Inc.

Daniel M. Krutsch, P.Eng.
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APPENDIX F

Specification

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE BROADWAY
DRAIN IMPROVEMENTS
CITY OF WINDSOR
1.0 General
Improvements to the Broadway Drain were completed in conjunction with the WindsorDetroit Bridge Authority Early Works project designated as Contract No. WDBA
2014-041. Therefore, any reference in this specification to works in the future tense such
as “shall” and “shall be” are to be interpreted in the past tense.
2.0 Description of Work
The work to be completed under this Contract consists of the furnishing of all labour,
supervision, equipment and materials necessary to carry out the following:
a) Clearing and grubbing of existing trees and shrubs within the drain and access
corridor.
b) Excavation of new drain.
c) Filling of the existing drain.
d) Construction of new steel sheet pile retained channel segment.
e) Construction of culverts and headwalls.
f) Construction of Armour Rock Jetty
g) Restoration including seeding, planting and construction of habitat features.
The above description is general only and must not be considered as limiting the scope of
work.
In addition to subsequent sections of these specifications, reference is made to applicable
sections of Book I – Part 5, and Books II, III, IV, V, VI, VIII and X of the Contract No.
WDBA 2014-0041, applicable OPSS Forms and City of Windsor Standard
Specifications. OPSS Forms can be accessed at:
http://www.raqsb.mto.gov.on.ca/techpubs/ops.nsf/OPSHomepage
Applicable sections of the City of Windsor Standard Specifications can be accessed at:
https://www.citywindsor.ca/business/buildersanddevelopers/Pages/StandardSpecifications.aspx

All referenced standards specifications shall govern the drainage improvement works.
which shall also govern the drainage improvement works.
3.0 Alignment and Profile
The new Broadway Drain shall be constructed along the general alignment shown in the
Plan and Profile Drawings (Drawing No. 14-043-03 and 14-043-04) and in a manner that
avoids disturbance to the adjacent properties. The horizontal alignment throughout must
be set to the satisfaction of the Drainage Superintendent and the Engineer.
Excavation must be made to the depth indicated by the invert elevations shown on the
profile (see Drawing No. 14-043-03 and 14-043-04). The grade line shall be established
in the field by the Contractor based on the bench marks provided or other suitable means
approved by the Engineer.
4.0 List of Drawings
The following drawings are part of this Contract.
Sheet No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Description

Drawing No.

Property Ownership Site Plan
Existing Conditions and Removals
Plan and Profile Sta. 0-015 to Sta. 0+330
Plan and Profile Sta. 0+330 to Sta. 0+668
Sections Sta. 0-010 to Sta. 0+280
Sections Sta. 0+300 to Sta. 0+660
Braced Channel Details
Culvert and Headwall Details
Restoration Plan Sta. 0-000 to Sta. 0+380
Restoration Plan Sta. 0-400 to Sta. 0+668
Habitat Feature Details

14-043-01
14-043-02
14-043-03
14-043-04
14-043-05
14-043-06
14-043-07
14-043-08
14-043-09
14-043-08
14-043-09

5.0 Clearing and Brushing
OPSS Form 201 and Book II, Item No.1 shall apply and govern except as amended or
extended herein.The Contractor shall clear, remove and dispose of off-site all woody
vegetation (i.e. trees, stumps, shrubs, brush, etc.) from within the working limits as is
required to construct the new drain.
The Contractor shall salvage and stockpile all large tree stumps suitable for reuse as
habitat features from Station 0+020 to 0+180. The Contractor shall note that a substantial
portion of the drainage corridor has been cleared of trees and brush as part of the
Perimeter Access Road (PAR) construction.

Any trees located on the south side of the drain that are larger than 200mm in diameter
shall be flagged for assessment by the Engineer prior to their removal. The Contractor
shall take precautions to prevent damage to any trees, shrubs, etc. that are designated to
be protected and saved. The replacement and/or repairs of damaged trees shall be
undertaken by a qualified person, approved by the Engineer.
All brush and trees removed by the Contractor shall be disposed of off-site by the
Contractor. No brush shall be buried or burned unless otherwise specified. Any burning
of brush shall be done in conformance with local and provincial rules and regulations
governing the same.
Upon completion of the work, the contractor shall trim any broken limbs or branches
from standing trees. The proper disposal of all brush and trees removed during the course
of construction shall be to the satisfaction of the Drainage Superintendent and Engineer.
6.0 Excavation and Trucking of Excavated Material
OPSS Form 206 (MUNI) and Book II, Item 2.0 shall apply and govern except as
amended or extended herein. The channel shall be excavated to within 50mm± of the
design profile. The remainder of the channel cross-section shall be constructed to within
50mm± of the design section. Over-excavation of the drain bottom will be corrected
using compacted site selected material as approved by the Engineer and at no cost to the
Owner. Over-excavation of the drain bank beyond the specified tolerances shall require
that the bank be repaired in accordance with a repair detail prepared by a Professional
Engineer (retained by the Contractor). The repair detail shall be subject to review by the
Engineer. The full cost of the repair, including the fees of the aforementioned
Professional Engineer, shall be borne by the Contractor.
All excavated materials, in excess of those required for infilling of the existing drain,
shall be disposed of off-site. The procurement of, and fees associated with, any and all
approvals required prior to hauling and disposing of surplus materials off-site shall be the
sole responsibility of the Contractor. Any areas that are damaged by hauling or disposal
operations shall be restored to original or better condition.
7.0 Fill Existing Drain
OPSS Forms 206 (MUNI) and Book II, Item 10.0 shall apply and govern except as
amended or extended herein. The existing drain shall be filled to the lines and grades
shown on the Drawings including grading, compaction and benching of the existing
slopes. The soils used for filling shall be Class II soils (non-impacted) from the on-site
excavation of the new channel. The fill shall be placed in lifts, as is required to achieve a
uniform compaction of 95% Standard Proctor Density.

8.0 Disposal of Earthen Material
All excavated material shall be disposed of off-site. A portion of the material will be
used to fill the existing drain. Suitable excess material will be incorporated into other fill
locations associated with the bridge plaza or disposed of as directed by the Engineer.
9.0 Rock Protection at Outfalls
OPSS Form 407, 511, 1004 and 1860 shall apply and govern except as amended or
extended herein. This work shall include installation of rip rap erosion protection on
geotextile fabric at all locations where outfalls tie into the new drain as detailed on the
Drawings. Geotextile fabric shall be non-woven and must meet the following minimum
standards:
Grab Tensile (kN)
Mullen Burst (kPa)
Tear Strength (kN)

1.0
2900
0.4

The Contractor shall submit proof to the Engineer in advance of the work that the product
supplied meets the above minimum standards.
10.0 Rock Sheeting
OPSS Forms 511 and 1004 shall apply and govern except as amended or extended herein.
The Contractor shall supply and place the rock sheeting for erosion protection purposes to
the lines and grades depicted on the drawings and as specified. The rock shall be
supplied from an approved source, and shall consist of 300mm nominal rip rap ranging in
size from 200mm to 450mm (8” to 18”), with the majority of material being in the 300
mm (12”) range. The rock sheeting shall be placed in such a manner as to provide a
uniform mat thickness and surface as shown on the Drawings, and in the locations
indicated on the Drawings.
11.0 Culverts and Headwalls
OPSS Forms 180, 422, 501, 902, 1002 (MUNI), 1010, 1350 (MUNI), 1440 and 1821
shall apply and govern except as amended or extended herein. The Contractor supply and
install the 3.5m x 3.0m x 10m and 3.5m x 3.0m x 16m precast box culverts as detailed in
these Contract Drawings including shop drawings, layout, delivery, excavation, backfill
and compaction. The culvert invert shall be embedded 500mm below the upstream and
downstream channel inverts. After installation of the concrete culvert sections, the
culvert bottom shall be infilled with 200mm of granular material.
The precast culvert sections shall be supplied by a manufacturer possessing a current
Prequalification Certificate issued under the Plant Prequalification Program as outlined in
the Ontario Concrete Pipe Association (OCPA) publication, Prequalification
Requirements for Precast Concrete Drainage Products. The culvert sections shall conform

to the dimensions shown in these Contract Drawings and shall be designed in accordance
with CSA.S6-06, the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code.
The Contractor shall submit Shop Drawings, sealed by a Professional Engineer who is
registered and licensed to practice in the Province of Ontario, for the design of the precast
concrete culvert sections. The Shop Drawings shall be submitted for review by the
Engineer prior to the start of manufacturing of the precast concrete culvert sections.
Waterproofing of the culverts shall conform to Forms OPSS Forms 914, 1213 and 1215,
except as amended and extended herein. This work shall include supply and installation
of the new rubberized asphalt waterproofing membrane on the new precast concrete
culverts, including all surface preparation and tack coats (as required to carry out work to
OPSS standards).
Installation of Precast Concrete Block Headwalls shall conform to OPSS Forms 180, 501
(MUNI), 902, 1002 (MUNI), 1010 (MUNI), 1350 (MUNI), AND 1440 (MUNI) shall
apply and govern except as amended or extended herein. This work shall consist of all
equipment and labour required to install precast concrete Easy Block (or approved
equivalent) sections as depicted in the Drawings, complete, including layout, excavation,
installation, soil reinforcement, backfill, bedding and compaction. The precast blocks
shall be Easy Block plain style blocks by Underground Specialties (or approved equal).
The blocks shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications.
The Contractor shall install 100mm diameter perforated sub-drains with filter sock at the
locations shown. The work shall conform to OPSS Form 405.
Culvert backfill, cover shall consist of compacted Granular 'A' road base as shown on the
Drawings. OPSS Form 314, 501 (MUNI) and 1010 (MUNI) shall apply and govern
except as amended or extended herein. The granular material shall be placed in
maximum 250mm thick loose lifts and compacted to 100% of Standard Proctor
Maximum Dry Density.
12.0 Steel Sheet Pile Channel Walls and Headwalls
OPSS Forms 903, 906 and 911 shall apply and govern except as amended or extended
herein. The Contractor supply and install new steel sheet pile walls as detailed in these
Drawings, including excavation, pile driving, wales, struts, pile caps, tie-rods, hardware,
welding and backfill.
All structural steel shall conform to CAN/CSA G40.21-M, Grade 350W, and shall be hotdipped galvanized in conformance with CAN/CSA G164-M92.
All bolted connections shall conform to ASTM A325M or A490M and shall include the
supply of all nuts, washers, plates, and hardware needed to make a sound connection. All
threaded bars, nuts and washers shall be hot-dip galvanized in conformance with

CAN/CSA G164-M92. All welded connections shall meet the requirements of CSA
W59-M89 and shall develop the full strength of the joined members.
Steel sheet piling shall be 8m long EZ-95 sheets supplied by Roll Form Group and shall
be driven to the depths and in the locations shown on these Drawings. The method of
driving and the pile driving equipment employed shall be subject to the approval of the
Engineer. The Contractor's driving operations shall not cause a degree of vibration that
may be harmful to existing structures.
Wales shall be 203x203x8mm HSS and struts shall be 152mm diameter x 8mm HSS.
The channel bottom within the SSP retained channel, from Station 0+201 to 0+290, shall
consist of a 1000mm thick layer of Type 2 Granular ‘B’ fill as shown on the Drawings.
OPSS Forms 314 and 1010 shall apply and govern except as amended or extended herein.
13.0 Pedestrian Barricade
The Contractor shall supply and install the new pedestrian barricade as detailed in the
Drawings and OPSD 980.101 including steel posts and railings, base plates and
connection to the new precast blocks and pile caps. All steel components of the
pedestrian barricade shall conform to ASTM A325M or A490M and shall be hot-dipped
galvanized in conformance with CAN/CSA G164-M92.
14.0 Armour Rock Jetty & Rock Lined Slope
This work shall include all labour, materials and equipment required to construct an
armour rock jetty on the south side of the drain outlet to the Detroit River. The north
slope of the jetty shall be generally in line with a westerly projection of the south slope of
the drain bank as detailed in the Contract Drawings.
The core of the jetty shall be constructed with shot rock and the outer layer shall consist
of individual limestone armour rock units ranging in weight from 1.5 to 3 tonnes per unit.
15.0 Habitat Enhancement Works
15.1 Snake Hibernacula
Snake hibernacula shall be constructed on the south side of the drain at Stations 0+013,
0+072, and 0+133, and as detailed in the Drawings. The work shall include excavation,
filter fabric, clear stone, rock, wood and concrete debris, and drainage outlet. OPSS
Forms 314, 501, 511, 1004, 1010 and 1860 shall apply and govern except as amended or
extended herein.
Rock shall consist of large rip-rap or boulders from an approved source, ranging in size
from 200 to 500mm. The wood and concrete debris shall be from an on-site source and
shall be approved for use by the Engineer prior to incorporating into the snake

hibernacula. The drain outlet shall consist of non-perforated and perforated Schedule 40
PVC pipe, which shall be fitted with a backflow prevention valve.
15.2 Root Balls
This work shall consist of the supply and placement of salvaged tree root balls in the
benched areas along the south side of the drain between Stations 0+020 to 0+070, 0+080
to 0+130, and 0+140 to 0+180. The root balls shall be salvaged from the clearing process
at the beginning of construction. In order to prevent the root balls from being washed
away, the stumps shall be anchored with cable and screw anchors.
15.3 Armour Rock Vanes
OPSS Forms 314, 501, 511, 1004, 1010 and 1860 shall apply and govern except as
amended or extended herein. The work shall consist of construction of rock vanes at
Stations 0+020, 0+072, 0+132, 0+181, 0+397, 0+469, and 0+570, as detailed in the
Drawings, and shall include excavation, installation of geotextile, and placement of
armour rock, gabion rock, rip-rap and round stone.
16.0 Topsoil
This work shall consist of supply, placement and grading a minimum thickness of
100mm (4”) of clean topsoil at the locations indicated in the Drawings. The topsoil
supplied shall be free from roots, vegetation and other debris and shall be from a source
approved by the Owner/Engineer.
17.0 Seed and Mulch
This work shall consist of all material, labour and equipment required to supply and place
hydraulic seed, mulch and fertilizer on the areas indicated in the Contract Drawings and
areas that have been disturbed during construction.
The seed mixture supplied shall have the following composition:
10% Red Clover (Medium Type)
15% Quebec Perennial Ryegrass
25% Tall Fescue
25% Creeping Red Fescue
15% Richmond Timothy
10% Kentucky Bluegrass
The mix shall be applied at the rate of 100 kg/hectare and the fertilizer (8-32-16) shall be
applied at a rate of 200 kg/hectare.
The Contractor shall be responsible to water the planted areas as required to ensure that
the seed germinates and the grass grows. Areas of the site with less than 75%

germination shall be re-seeded. The mulch shall be a bonded fibre matrix (Soil Guard
bonded fibre matrix or equivalent).
The Contractor’s price shall include all watering required to ensure that the seed
germinates and the grass grows. Areas of the site with less than 75% germination shall
be re-seeded.
18.0 Trees and Shrubs
This work shall include all labour, equipment and materials required to supply and place
trees and shrubs in the locations indicated in the Contract Drawings. The trees and
shrubs used for this item shall be from a supplier approved by the City. The Contractor’s
price shall include all watering required.
19.0 Fisheries Salvage
Prior to undertaking any improvements or repairs were fish may exist, measures shall be
taken to collect and transfer fish and other aquatic or amphibious species from work areas
to other areas of the Broadway Drain.
In an effort to minimize fish stress and mortality, the Contractor shall be required to
subcontract this work to a qualified fisheries biologist.
19.1 Coordination
The contractor shall be solely responsible for coordination of the fish salvage
works with other works so as to ensure that the fish collection/transfer can occur
in advance of other work included in this contract. Neither the Owner nor the
Engineer will bear any responsibility for delays that may occur as a result of
inadequate coordination of the work by the Contractor.
19.2 Fish Handling Guidelines
General fish handling guidelines are detailed below.
a) The drain(s) will be blocked or diverted according to individual project
section drawings.
b) All fish will be removed from the project site through electrofishing, small
seine and dip nets (various mesh size 1/8 – 1/4) and immediately
transferred to aerated coolers located onshore.
c) Fish will be graded (size) and transferred in aerated tanks to sites upstream
of the project area. Size separation is conducted to reduce damage and
stress on the fish.
d) All transfer tanks will contain water from the original water body in order
to reduce thermal or chemical stress on the fish.

e) All Round Gobies encountered (Neogobius melanostomus) will be
humanely euthanized by MS222 overdose on site according to Canadian
Council on Animal Care protocols. Fish carcasses will be disposed as
biological waste through protocols issued through Chemical Control
Center (Waste) University of Windsor.
f) All fish will be rapidly inspected for signs of obvious disease and
excessive parasite infection. Fish that have been damaged by sampling,
exhibit loss of equilibrium or have obvious signs of terminal disease will
also be euthanized.
g) All fish will be acclimated prior to release. Water from the release site will
be slowly introduced in to the transfer tank in order to ensure both thermal
and chemical equilibrium has been achieved prior to release.
h) Fish will be released into appropriate habitat that (i.e. abundant cover) to
allow for adjustment and to avoid predation. Larger fish will be released
into deeper water under the same conditions previously described.
i) A species diversity list will be issued to the City of Windsor upon
completion of transfer.
19.3 Notifications
The Contractor shall be required to provide the Engineer with 48 hours notice of
the fish transfer operation/activity.
20.0 Protection of Existing Utilities
The Contractors will satisfy themselves as to the location of any public utilities, power or
transmission lines, underground cables, etcetera. which may be affected by the doing of
any work and will conduct their operation so as to in no way interfere with the same. If
in the doing of any work such lines, underground cables, etcetera, are damaged, the
Contractor will save the Municipality or Engineer harmless from any cost or damage
resulting therefrom.
It will also be the Contractor’s responsibility to get any permits that may be required to
carry out the work and also to see that the proper authorities are notified that he is
working in the vicinity of any public utility, power or transmission lines, underground
cables, etc. All work that is carried out in the vicinity of any of the above shall be carried
out in accordance with their specifications or regulations for the same, as if their
specifications or regulations formed part of this specification.
Where the Contractor is working on or adjacent to a road, he shall at his own expense,
provide for the safe passage and control of traffic by placing, maintaining, changing and
removing such barricades, signs, flags, lights (including flashing lights and flagmen), as
are required for the proper notification and protection of the public approaching or
passing through any part of the work area. All signs, flags, lights, etc. so used shall be in
conformance with the provisions of Book 7 of the Ontario Traffic Manual. The
Contractor will save harmless the Municipality and the Engineer from any legal actions

resulting from any negligence or carelessness on the part of the Contractor which may
result in damage claims for improper traffic control procedures.
The Contractor shall take all risks from floods or casualties of any kind.
The Contractor shall not sublet the whole or any part of this Contract without the
approval of the Municipality and the Engineer.
21.0 Working Area and Access Corridor
The designated working area for this drain shall be limited to the north and south property
lines from STA: 0+000 to STA: 0+270. Construction and maintenance access to this
reach shall be via the 6m wide corridor between the north top of slope and the property
limit.
For the remainder of the drain, from STA: 0+270 to 0+668, the designated working area
along the south side of the drain is limited to 5m beyond the new top of slope, and to the
road right-of-way along the north side of the drain.
22.0 Clean-up
After the Contractor has completed his work, he shall clean-up the site, removing all
debris or any other waste materials in a neat and workmanlike manner, leaving the job in
a neat and tidy condition and subject to the approval of the Drainage Superintendent and
the Engineer.
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GC 1
GC 1.01

INTERPRETATION

Captions
The captions appearing in these general conditions have been inserted as
a matter of convenience and for ease of reference only and in no way
define, limit or enlarge the scope or meaning of the general conditions or
any provision hereof.

GC 1.02

Gender and Singular References
References to the masculine or singular throughout the Contract
Documents shall be considered to include the feminine and the plural and
vice versa as the context requires.

GC 1.03

Definitions
In the Contract (as hereinafter defined) the following words and
expressions shall have the meanings hereby assigned to them except
where the context requires otherwise:

General Conditions

“ENGINEER”

the City Engineer or his/her representative
placed in responsible charge of the work by the
City of Windsor.

“SITE REPRESENTATIVE”

Authorized assistants of the Engineer such as
construction
inspector,
quality
control
inspectors, maintenance supervisors, who are
assigned to inspect the materials and
workmanship in whole or in part, entering in the
work.

“PLANS”

the official plan, profiles, cross-section and
other drawings, or reproductions of the same
which show the location, dimensions and
details of the work to be done.

“SPECIFICATIONS”

the directions, requirements, etc., pertaining to
the method or manner of performing the work
and to the qualities of the materials to be
furnished for the work.

“PROPOSAL”

the offer of the bidder, filed with the Purchasing
Manager.

“CONTRACT”

the agreement entered into between the
Contractor and the Corporation of the City of

3
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Windsor for the work described therein in
accordance with these specifications.

“CONTRACT

consists of the Agreement, Form of Tender,
Form of Bond, General Conditions, the
Drawings and the Specifications, together with
the Schedule of Unit Prices, Instructions to
Tenderers, and any modifications thereof,
incorporated in the documents before their
execution.

“CITY” OR
“CORPORATION”

the Corporation of the City of Windsor.

“TENDERER”

a person, firm, or company who submits a
tender for these works, which tender is
subsequently accepted.

“CONSTRUCTOR”

means, for the purpose of, and within the
meaning of the Occupational Health & Safety
Act, R.S.O. 1980, C.321 and amendments
thereto, the contractor who executes the
contract.

“CONTRACTOR”

a person, firm, or company who submits a
tender for these works, which tender is
subsequently accepted.

“WORKS

the works described in these tender documents
for either or both supply, and installation or
construction.

“BASE”

means a layer of material of specified type and
thickness placed immediately below the
pavement, driving surface, finished grade, curb
and gutter or sidewalk.

“CONTRACT TIME”

means the time stipulated in the Contract
Documents for Substantial Performance of the
Work, including any extension of Contract Time
made pursuant to the Contract Documents.

“DAILY WORK RECORDS

mean daily records kept detailing the number and
categories of workers and hours worked or on
standby; types and quantities of equipment and
number of hours in use or on standby; and
description and quantities of material utilized.

“EARTH GRADE”

means the earth surface, whether in cut or fill, as
prepared for the Base or Sub-base.

DOCUMENTS”

General Conditions
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General Conditions

“EQUIPMENT”

means all machinery and equipment used for
preparing, fabricating, conveying or erecting the
work and normally referred to as construction
machinery and equipment.

“EXTRA WORK”

means work not provided for in the Contract as
awarded but considered by the Engineer
essential to the satisfactory completion of the
Contract within its intended scope.

“ADDITIONAL WORK”

means work not provided for in the Contract and
not considered by the Engineer to be essential to
the satisfactory completion of the Contract within
its intended scope.

“HAND TOOLS”

means tools that are commonly called tools or
implements of the trade and include small power
tools. Individually, a tool will be considered as a
Hand Tool where the maximum cost is $250.00.

“HAUL ROAD”

means any public road excluding the road under
contract, which forms part of a materials haul
route.

“MAJOR ITEM”

means any tender item that has a value,
calculated on the basis of its actual or estimated
tender quantity whichever is the larger, multiplied
by its tender unit price, which is equal to or
greater than the lesser of:
a)

$100,000. Or

b)

5% of the total tender value
calculated on the basis of the total of
all the estimated tender quantities
and the tender unit prices.

“OWNER”

means the party to the Contract for whom the
Work is being performed, as identified in the
Agreement.

“PAVEMENT”

means a wearing course or courses placed on
the Roadway and consisting of asphaltic
concrete, portland cement concrete, or plant or
road mixed mulch.

“PROFILE GRADE”

means the required elevation of the surface of the
Base.

“ROAD ALLOWANCE”

means the lands acquired at any time for use as
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a Highway.

“ROADBED”

means that part of the Work which is designed to
support the wearing surface and shoulders of the
Roadway.

“ROADWAY”

means that part of the Highway designed or
intended for use by vehicular traffic and includes
the shoulders.

“SHOULDER”

means that portion of the Roadway between the
edge of the wearing surface and the top inside
edge of the ditch or fill slope.

“SPECIAL PROVISIONS”

means special directions containing requirements
peculiar to the Work.

“STANDARD

means a standard practice required and
stipulated by the Owner for performance of the
work.

“SUBBASE”

means a layer of material of specified type and
thickness between the Subgrade and the Base.

“SUBCONTRACTOR”

means a person, partnership or corporation
undertaking the execution of a part of the Work
by virtue of an agreement with the Contractor.

“SUPERINTENDENT”

means the Contractor’s authorized representative
in responsible charge of the Work.

“WORK”

means the total construction and related services
required by the Contract Documents.

“WORKING AREA”

means all the lands and easements owned or
acquired by the Owner for the construction of the
Work.

SPECIFICATION”

GC 2
GC 2.01

CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

GENERAL
The works shall be constructed as called for in the specifications and as
shown on the Contract Drawings.

General Conditions
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GC 2.02
ACCURACY OF DRAWINGS AS TO LOCATIONS OF STRUCTURES
AND UTILITIES
i.

The Corporation does not assume any responsibility for the correctness,
accuracy or completeness of the Drawings, with respect to the location of
existing structures, utilities, services, pipes, catchbasins, manholes,
chambers or other objects (man made or natural) above the ground, on
the surface and/or accessible from the surface and should the Drawings
be found to be incorrect or incomplete, the Contractor shall not have any
claim on this account.

ii.

The Corporation does not warrant the exact location of any utility or other
subsurface condition that is identified in the Drawings. The Contractor will
be responsible for all locates to identify exact locations of any utility or
other subsurface condition that is identified within the limits of
construction. The Contractor shall not be responsible for any utility or
other man-made obstruction that is not identified in the Drawings or
described in the specifications, if the presence and/or location of the
obstruction could not be identified by site inspection made by the
Contractor in accordance with these General Conditions.

GC 2.03
i.

SOUNDINGS, BORINGS & INSPECTION OF SITE
The Tenderer shall be required to carry out all the necessary site
investigation to arrive at his Total Tender Price for this Contract and under
no circumstances will he, as the Contractor, be entitled to receive any
extra payment because he may have neglected to investigate the site or
because he may encounter ground conditions which he might have
thought were not present. He shall satisfy himself; as to the nature of the
soil, the bearing capacity and other physical characteristics as well as the
location of various earth and rock strata, ground water level, etc. He shall
be entirely responsible for determining all of the necessary information
relevant to the construction of the Works and he shall not hold the
Corporation liable for any item in this regard. He shall verify all matters
concerning access to the work, power supplies, location of existing
services, utilities, etc., prior to submission of his Tender. Should the
Corporation, prior to asking for tenders, have made a soil investigation,
soil engineering report, and environmental audits, copies of the same shall
be kept on file at the office of the Engineer, and the Tenderer may at any
time between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. local time, visit the said
office of the Engineer on any working day and examine the said soil
report. The Tenderer shall note that the said soil report will have been
prepared for the purpose of designing the Works, and he shall in no way
hold the Corporation liable for any of the contents of the said report. The
report shall be intended to be a guide for the Contractor in ascertaining the

General Conditions
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best possible construction methods to be used by him in carrying out the
Contract.
ii.

GC 2.04

If any time during the execution of the works, the Engineer shall require
the Contractor to make bore holes or to carry out exploratory excavation,
such requirement shall be ordered in writing and shall be deemed to be an
addition ordered under the provisions of Clause 7.03 hereof, unless
provisional sum in respect of such anticipated work shall have been
included in the Schedule of Unit Prices.
DOCUMENTS MUTUALLY EXPLANATORY
The several documents forming the Contract are to be taken as mutually
explanatory of the one another, and in case of ambiguities or
discrepancies, the same shall be explained and adjusted by the Engineer,
who shall thereupon issue to the Contractor instructions directing in what
manner the work is to be carried out.

GC 2.05

CUSTODY OF DRAWINGS

i.

The Drawings shall remain in the sole custody of the Engineer but up to
six (6) copies thereof shall be furnished to the Contractor free of cost. The
Contractor shall provide and make at his own expense any further copies
required by him. At the completion of the Contract, the Contractor shall
return to the Engineer all drawings provided under the Contract.

ii.

The Contractor shall give adequate notice in writing to the Engineer of any
further drawing or specification that may be required for the execution of
the Works, or otherwise, under the Contract.

iii.

One copy of the Drawings furnished to the Contractor as aforesaid, shall
be kept by the Contractor on Site, and the same shall at all reasonable
times, be available for inspection and use by the Engineer, the Engineer’s
Representative, and by any other person authorized by the Engineer in
writing.

iv.

The Engineer shall have full power and authority to supply to the
Contractor, from time to time, during the progress of the Works, such
further drawings and instructions as shall be necessary for the purpose of
the proper and adequate execution and maintenance of the Works, and
the Contractor shall carry out and be bound by the same.

GC 2.06

ORDER OF PRECEDENCE

General Conditions
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i.

In the event of any inconsistency or conflict in the contents of the following
documents, such documents shall take precedence and govern in the
following order:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Agreement
Addenda
Special Provisions
Contract Drawings
Supplementary Specifications and Mandatory Procedures and
Practices
Standard Specifications
Form of Tender
Supplemental General Conditions
General Conditions
Working Drawings

Later dates shall govern within each of the above categories of
documents.
ii.

In the event of any conflict among or inconsistency in the information
shown on Drawings, the following rules shall apply:
a. Dimensions shown in figures on a Drawing shall govern where they
differ from dimensions scaled from the same Drawing;
b. Drawings of larger scale shall govern over those of smaller scales;
c. Detailed Drawings shall govern over general Drawings; and
d. Drawings of a later date shall govern over those of an earlier date in
the same series.

iii.

In the event of any conflict in the contents of Standard Specifications the
following order of precedence shall govern:
a. Specifications approved or modified by the Engineer
b. City of Windsor Standard Specifications

GC 3
GC 3.01
i.

ADMINISTRATION OF CONTRACT

ENGINEERS AUTHORITY
The Engineer will be the Corporation’s representative during the
construction and until the issuance of the Completion Certificate or the
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issuance of the final acceptance certificate whichever is later. All
instructions to the Contractor will be issued by the Engineer. The
Engineer will have the authority to act on behalf of the Corporation only to
the extent provided in the Contract Documents.
ii.

All claims, disputes and other matters in question relating to the
performance and the quality of the Work or the interpretation of the
Contract Documents shall be initially referred to the Engineer in writing by
the Contractor. The Engineer will give a decision in writing within a
reasonable time.

iii.

The Engineer will inspect the Work for its conformity with the plans and
specifications, and will record the necessary data to establish payment
quantities under the schedule of tender quantities and unit prices or to
make an assessment of the value of the Work completed in the case of a
lump sum price contract.

iv.

The Engineer will determine the amounts owing to the Contractor under
the Contract and will issue certificates for payment in such amounts as
provided for in Section 7. Measurement and Payment.

v.

The Engineer will, with reasonable promptness, review and take
appropriate action upon the Contractor’s submissions such as shop
drawings, product data, and samples in accordance with the Contract
Documents.

vi.

The Engineer will investigate all allegations of a change in the character of
the Work made by the Contractor and issue appropriate instructions.

vii.

The Engineer will prepare Change Orders for the Contractor’s signature
and the Commissioner’s approval.

viii.

Upon written application by the Contractor, the Engineer and the
Contractor will jointly conduct an inspection of the Work to establish the
date of Substantial Performance of the Work and/or the date of
Completion of the Work.

ix.

The Engineer will be, in the first instance, the interpreter of the Contract
Documents and the judge of the performance thereunder by both parties
to the Contract. Interpretations and decisions of the Engineer shall be
consistent with the intent of the Contract Documents.

x.

The Engineer will have the authority to reject work or material which does
not conform to the Contract Documents.
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xi.

Defective work, whether the result of poor workmanship, use of defective
material or damage through carelessness or other act or omission of the
Contractor and whether incorporated in the Work or not, which has been
rejected by the Engineer as failing to conform to the Contract Documents
shall be removed promptly from the Work by the Contractor and replaced
or re-executed promptly in accordance with the Contract Documents at no
additional cost to the Corporation.

xii.

Any part of the Works destroyed or damaged by such removals,
replacements or re-executions shall be made good, promptly, at no
additional cost to the Corporation.

xiii.

If, in the opinion of the Engineer, it is not expedient to correct defective
work or work not performed in accordance with the Contract Documents,
the Corporation may deduct from monies otherwise due to the Contractor
the difference in value between the work as performed and that called for
by the Contract Documents, the amount of which will be determined in the
first instance by the Engineer.

xiv.

In case of default on the part of the Contractor in carrying out the
corrections of defective work, the Corporation shall be entitled to employ
and pay other persons to carry out the same, and all expenses
consequent thereon, or incidental thereto, shall be borne by the
Contractor, and shall be recoverable from him by the Corporation, or may
be deducted by the Corporation from any monies due, or which may
become due, to the Contractor.

xv.

Notwithstanding any inspections made by the Engineer or the issuance of
any certificates or the making of any payment by the Corporation, the
failure of the Engineer to reject any defective work or Material shall not
constitute acceptance of defective work or Material.

xvi.

The Engineer will have the authority to temporarily suspend the Work for
such reasonable time as may be necessary to facilitate the checking of
any portion of the Contractor’s construction layout or the inspection of any
portion of the Work. There shall not be any extra compensation for this
suspension of work.

GC 3.02
i.

DUTIES AND POWERS OF ENGINEER’S REPRESENTATIVES
The duties of the Site Representative are to monitor and inspect the
Works and to test and examine any materials (GC 3.12 & GC 3.13) to be
used, or workmanship employed, in connection with the works. The Site
Representative shall have no authority to relieve the Contractor of any of
his duties or obligations under the Contract.
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ii.

The Site Representative will inspect the work for conformity with plans and
specifications, and will measure, tabulate and record quantities under the
schedule of tender quantities and unit prices.

iii.

In the case of extra work, the Site Representatives will keep records of
quantities, materials, labour and equipment as per section GC 7.09.

iv.

The Site Representative will investigate all allegations of a change in
character of the Work, made by the Contractor, and will report the details
to the Engineer.

v.

The Site Representative will have the authority to reject work or material
which does not conform to Contract Specifications.

vi.

The Site Representative will have the authority to temporarily suspend the
work for such reasonable time as it may be necessary to facilitate the
checking of any portion of Contractor’s construction layout or the
inspection on any portion of the work. There will be no compensation for
the suspension of work.

GC 3.03

WORKING DRAWINGS

i.

The Contractor shall arrange for the preparation of clearly identified and
dated Working Drawings as called for by the Contract Documents.

ii.

The Contractor shall submit Working Drawings to the Engineer with
reasonable promptness and in orderly sequence so as to not cause delay
in the Work. If either the Contractor or the Engineer so requests they shall
jointly prepare a schedule fixing the dates for submission and return of
Working Drawings. Working Drawings shall be submitted in the form of
prints. At the time of submission the Contractor shall notify the Engineer
in writing of any deviations from the Contract requirements that exist in the
Working Drawings.

iii.

The Engineer will review and return Working Drawings in accordance with
an agreed upon schedule, or otherwise, with reasonable promptness so
as not to cause delay.

iv.

The Engineer’s review will be to check for conformity to the design
concept and for general arrangement only and such review shall not
relieve the Contractor of responsibility for errors or omissions in the
Working Drawings or of responsibility for meeting all requirements of the
Contract Documents unless a deviation on the Working Drawings has
been approved in writing by the Engineer.
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v.

The Contractor shall make any changes in Working Drawings which the
Engineer may require consistent with the Contract Documents and
resubmit unless otherwise directed by the Engineer. When resubmitting,
the Contractor shall notify the Engineer in writing of any revisions other
than those requested by the Engineer.

vi.

Work related to the Working Drawings shall not proceed until the Working
Drawings have been reviewed by the Engineer.

vii.

The Contractor shall keep one set of the reviewed Working Drawings,
marked as above, at the site at all times.

GC 3.04

RIGHT OF THE ENGINEER TO MODIFY METHODS AND EQUIPMENT

i.

The Contractor shall, when requested in writing, make alterations in the
method, equipment or work force at any time the Engineer considers the
Contractor’s actions to be unsafe, or damaging to either the Work or
existing facilities or the environment.

ii.

The Contractor shall alter the sequence of operations on the Contract,
when requested in writing, so as to avoid interference with other work.

iii.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Contractor shall ensure that all
necessary safety precautions and protection are maintained throughout
the Work.

GC 3.05

ASSIGNMENT AND SUB-LETTING

i.

The Contractor shall not assign the Contract, or any part thereof, or any
benefit or interest therein, or thereunder, without the written consent of the
Corporation.

ii.

The Contractor shall, at the request of the Engineer, notify the Engineer in
writing of the names of the Sub-Contractors proposed for the principal
parts of the Work and for such others as the Engineer may direct and shall
not employ any to whom the Engineer may object.

iii.

If the Engineer should object or refuse to accept any Sub-Contractor or
manufacturer’s product for inclusion in the Work, he shall not be required
to give any reason whatsoever for such objection or refusal. Further,
neither the Contractor nor the Sub-Contractor nor any other person shall
pursue the matter in any way or at any time subsequently after the
Engineer’s decision in such matter has been given.
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iv.

The Contractor shall preserve and protect the rights of the parties under
the Contract with respect to the work to be performed under subcontract
and shall:
a. enter into agreements with the intended Subcontractors to require
them to perform their work in accordance with the Contract
Documents; and
b. be as fully responsible to the Corporation for acts and omissions of
the Contractor’s Subcontractors and of persons directly or indirectly
employed by them as for acts and omissions of persons directly
employed by the Contractor.

v.

GC 3.06

Neither a subcontracting, nor the Corporation’s consent to a
subcontracting by the Contractor, shall be construed to relieve the
Contractor from any obligation under the Contract or to impose any liability
upon the Corporation. Nothing contained in the Contract Documents shall
create a contractual relationship between a Subcontractor and the
Corporation.
WORKING AREA

i.

The Corporation will acquire all property rights which are deemed
necessary by the Corporation for the construction of the work including
temporary working easements and will indicate the full extent of the
working area on the Contract Drawings.

ii.

Should the Contractor require additional temporary right of ways or
easements, not shown on the contract drawings, the Contractor shall bear
all expenses and charges. The Contractor shall also provide at his own
cost, any additional accommodation outside the site required by him for
the purpose of the Works.

iii.

The Contractor’s sheds, site offices, toilets, other temporary structures
and storage areas for material and equipment shall be grouped in a
compact manner and maintained in a neat and orderly condition at all
times.

iv.

The Contractor shall not enter upon or occupy any private property for any
purpose, unless the Contractor has received prior written permission from
the property owner.

GC 3.07

REMOVAL OF WORKERS
The Contractor shall employ in and about the execution of the works, only
such persons as are careful, skilled and experienced in their several
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trades and callings, and the Engineer shall be at liberty to object to, and
require the Contractor to remove from the works, who in the opinion of the
Engineer misconducts himself, or is incompetent or negligent in the proper
performance of his duties; and such persons shall not be again employed
upon the works without the permission of the Engineer. This clause does
not apply to the provisions of the Occupational Health & Safety Act.
GC 3.08

SERVICE OF NOTICE ON CONTRACTOR

i.

Any notice to be given to the Contractor under the terms of the Contract,
shall be served by sending the same by post, or leaving the same at the
Contractor’s principal place of business, (or in the event of the Contractor
being a Company, to or at its registered office).

ii.

Any notice, given to the Corporation under the terms of the Contract, shall
be served by sending the same by registered mail to the Engineer of the
Corporation of the City of Windsor, P. O. Box 1607, City Hall, Windsor,
Ontario, N9A 6S1.

GC 3.09

LAYOUT

i.

The Engineer will provide base lines, monuments and bench marks only,
as shown on the drawings and as required by the Contractor for
establishing line and grade. The Corporation will be responsible only for
the correctness of the information provided by the Engineer.

ii.

The Contractor shall give the Engineer at least forty-eight (48) hours
notice before requiring any setting out of any base lines or bench marks
on any portion of the Works and shall state clearly in such notice the exact
locality or localities where setting out is required.

iii.

The Contractor shall supply, at his own expense, incidental labour and
material required by the Engineer for setting base lines and bench marks
and shall facilitate such work in every way.

iv.

The Contractor will be held responsible for the preservation in their proper
position of all bench marks, reference points, iron bars and stakes, and if
any of them are disturbed, lost or destroyed after once being given, he
shall at once notify the Engineer and the cost incurred in replacing them
be borne by the Contractor.

GC 3.10

ACCESS TO SITE
The Engineer, and any person authorized by him, shall at all times have
access to the Works and to the Site, and to all workshops and places
where work is being prepared, or when materials, manufactured articles
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and machinery are being obtained for the works; and the Contractor shall
afford every facility for, and every assistance in, or in obtaining, the right to
such access.
GC 3.11

EXAMINATION OF WORK BEFORE COVERING UP

i.

No work shall be covered up or put out of view without the approval of the
Engineer, and the Contractor shall afford full opportunity for the Engineer
to examine and measure any work which is about to be covered up, or put
out of view, and to examine foundations before permanent work is placed
thereon. The Contractor shall give due notice to the Engineer whenever
any such work or foundations is, or are ready, or about to be ready for
examination, and the Engineer shall without reasonable delay, unless he
considers it unnecessary and advises the Contractor accordingly, attend
for the purpose of examining and measuring such work, or of examining
such foundations.

ii.

The Contractor shall uncover any part or parts of the Works, or make
openings in or through the same as the Engineer may from time to time
direct, and shall reinstate and make good such part or parts to the
satisfaction of the Engineer. If any such part or parts have been covered
up, or put out of view, after compliance with the above requirements, and
are found to be executed in accordance with the Contract, the expense of
uncovering, making openings in, or through, reinstating and make good
the same, shall be borne by the Corporation; but in any other case, all
such expenses shall be borne by the Contractor and shall be recoverable
from him by the Corporation, or may be deducted by the Corporation from
any monies due, or which may become due to the Contractor.

GC 3.12

QUALITY OF MATERIALS, WORKMANSHIP AND TESTS

i.

All materials and workmanship shall be of the respective kinds described
in the Contract, and in accordance with the Engineer’s instructions, and
shall be subjected from time to time to such tests as the Engineer may
direct, at the place of manufacture or fabrication, or on the Site, or at all or
any of such places. The Contractor shall provide such assistance,
instruments, machines, labour and materials as are normally required for
examining, measuring and testing any work, and the quality, weight or
quantity of any material used; and shall supply samples of materials
before incorporation in the Works, for testing, as may be selected and
required by the Engineer. All samples shall be supplied by the Contractor
at his own cost.

ii.

The Contractor shall supply at his own expense, certified copies of all
tests upon all materials entering into the Contract. Such tests shall be
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made, as and when directed by the Engineer, and by an approved testing
laboratory.
GC 3.13
i.

PAYMENT FOR TESTING
The following tests, called for as required by the Engineer, will be paid for
by the Corporation:
Air entrainment tests during concrete work.
Slump tests during concrete work.
Casting and compression testing of concrete cylinders.
Compaction tests. Limit of one test per location. If the result of any
compaction test is below that specified, the Engineer may call for
retesting, and all costs associated with such retesting shall be paid
by the Contractor.
5. Analysis of granular materials and approval of sources. Limit of one
analysis per type of materials.
6. Asphalt extraction tests.
1.
2.
3.
4.

ii.

The above tests are for compliance purposes only. The test results shall
not be the basis for any mix designs and shall not bind the Corporation to
accept any material for use in the Contract.

iii.

The Contractor and suppliers are responsible for maintaining an adequate
quality control program and for conducting tests on all materials
incorporated into the Contract at their own expense. The results of the
quality control program and material tests shall be made available to the
Engineer promptly, upon request.

GC 3.14

URGENT REPAIRS
If by reason of any accident or failure or other event occurring to, in, or in
connection with, the Works or any part thereof, either during the execution
of the Works or during the Period of Maintenance, any remedial or other
work or repair shall in the opinion of the Engineer be urgently necessary
for security, and the Contractor is unable or unwilling at once to do such
work or repair, the Corporation may have its own or other workers to do
such work as the Engineer may consider necessary. If the work or repair,
so done by the Corporation is work, which in the opinion of the Engineer,
the Contractor was liable to do at his own expense under the Contract all
costs and charges properly incurred by the Corporation in so doing, shall
on demand, be paid by the Contractor to the Corporation from any monies
due, or which may become due to the Contractor. Provided always that
the Engineer shall as soon after the occurrence of any such emergency as
may be reasonably practicable, notify the Contractor thereof in writing.
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GC 3.15

SUSPENSION OF WORK
The Contractor shall, on the written order of the Engineer, suspend the
progress of the Works or any part thereof for such time or times and in
such manner as the Engineer may consider necessary and shall during
such suspension properly protect and secure the work so far as is
necessary in the opinion of the Engineer.

GC 3.16

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR COMPLETION

i.

Should the amount of extra or additional work of any kind, or other special
circumstances of any kind whatsoever which may occur, be such as fairly
to entitle to the Contractor to an extension of time for the completion of the
work, the Engineer shall determine the amount of such extension.
Provided that the Engineer is not bound to take into account any extra or
additional work or other special circumstances unless the Contractor has,
within fourteen (14) calendar days after such work has been commenced,
or such circumstances have arisen, or as soon thereafter as is practicable,
delivered to the Engineer full and detailed particulars of any claim to
extension of time to which he may consider himself entitled, in order that
such claim may be investigated at the time.

ii.

Circumstances suitable for consideration include the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.

iii.
GC 3.17

Delays GC 3.17
Variations GC 3.18
Extra Work GC 3.19
Additional Work GC 3.20

The terms and conditions of the contract shall continue for such extension
of Contract time.
DELAYS
If the Contractor is delayed in the performance of the Work by:
a. War, blockades, and civil commotions, errors in the Contract
Documents; an act of omission of the Corporation Engineer, other
contractors, or anyone employed or engaged by them directly or
indirectly, contrary to the provisions of the Contract Documents; or
b. A stop work order issued by a court or public authority, provided that
such order was not issued as the result of an act or omission of the
Contractor or anyone employed or engaged by the Contractor directly
or indirectly; or
c. The Engineer giving notice under subsection 3.15 Suspension of
Work; or
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d. Abnormal inclement weather;
then consideration may be given to reimburse the Contractor by the
Corporation for reasonable costs incurred by the Contractor as the result
of such delay. Extension of Contract Time will be granted in accordance
with subsection GC 3.16 Extension of Contract Time.
The Contractor shall not be entitled to payment for the cost of delays
incurred as a result of a dispute between the Contractor and Owner. The
Contractor shall execute the Work and may pursue resolution of the
dispute in accordance with subsection GC 3.21, Claims, Negotiations,
Mediation, Arbitration.
GC 3.18
i.

VARIATIONS
The Engineer will make any variations of the form, quality or quantity of
the Works, or any part thereof, that may in his opinion be necessary, and
for that purpose, or if for any other reason it shall in his opinion be
desirable, will have the power to order the Contractor to do, and the
Contractor shall do, any of the following:
a. increase or decrease the quantity of any work included in the
Contract,
b. omit any such work,
c. change the character or quality or kind of such work,
d. change the levels, lines, position and dimensions of any part of the
Works, and
e. execute additional work of any kind necessary for the completion of
the Works
and no such variations shall in any way vitiate, or invalidate, the Contract,
but the value (if any), of all such variations shall be taken into account in
ascertaining the amount of the Contract Price.

ii.

No such variation shall be made by the Contractor without an order in
writing of the Engineer. Provided that no order in writing shall be required
for increase or decrease in the quantity of any work, where such increase
or decrease is not the result of an order given under this Clause, but is the
result of the quantities exceeding or being less than those stated in the
Schedule of Prices. Provided also that if for any reason the Engineer shall
consider it desirable to give any such order verbally, the Contractor shall
comply with such order, and any confirmation in writing of such verbal
order given by the Engineer, whether before or after the carrying out of the
order, shall be deemed to be an order in writing within the meaning of this
Clause. Provided further that if the Contractor shall confirm in writing to
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the Engineer any verbal order of the Engineer, and such confirmation shall
not be contradicted in writing by the Engineer, it shall be deemed to be an
order in writing by the Engineer.
iii.

The Contract may apply for an extension of Contract Time.

iv.

If the Changes in the Work relate solely to quantities as in the pay items,
payment will be made according to the contract. If the Changes in the
Work do not solely relate to pay items, payment may be negotiated.

GC 3.19

EXTRA WORK

i.

The Corporation, or Engineer where so authorized, may instruct the
Contractor to perform Extra Work without invalidating the Contract. The
Contractor shall not be required to proceed with the Extra Work until
receipt of a Written Order. Upon receipt of the Written Order the Contract
shall proceed with the Work.

ii.

The Contractor may apply for an extension of Contract Time.

GC 3.20

ADDITIONAL WORK

i.

The Corporation, or Engineer where so authorized, may request the
Contractor to perform Additional Work without invalidating the Contract, if
the Contractor agrees to perform Additional Work, the Contractor shall
proceed with such work upon receipt of a Written Order.

ii.

The Contractor may apply for an extension of Contract Time.

GC 3.21

CLAIMS, NEGOTIATIONS, MEDIATION, ARBITRATION

GC 3.21.01 Continuance of the Work
i

Unless the Contract has been terminated or completed, the Contractor
shall in every case, after serving or receiving any notification of a claim or
dispute, verbal or written, continue to proceed with the Work with due
diligence and expedition. It is understood by the parties that such action
shall not jeopardize any claim it may have.

GC 3.21.02 Record Keeping
i

Immediately upon commencing work that may result in a claim, the
Contractor shall keep Daily Work Records during the course of the Work,
sufficient to substantiate the Contractor's claim, and the Engineer shall
keep Daily Work Records to be used in assessing the Contractor's claim.
The Contractor shall preserve all such original Records until 12 months
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after the Final Acceptance Certificate is issued or until all claims have
been settled, whichever is longer. The Contractor shall require that
Subcontractors employed by the Contractor preserve all original Records
pertaining to the Work, Changes in the Work, Extra Work, and claims
arising therefrom for a similar period of time.
ii

The Contractor and the Engineer shall attempt to reconcile their respective
Daily Work Records on a daily basis, to simplify review of the claim, when
submitted. If the Contractor and the Engineer fail to reconcile their
respective Daily Work Records, then the Contractor shall submit its Daily
Work Records as part of its claim, whereby the resolution of the dispute
about the Daily Work Records shall not be resolved until there is a
resolution of the claim.

iii

The keeping of Daily Work Records by the Engineer or the reconciling of
such Daily Work Records with those of the Contractor shall not be
construed to be acceptance of the claim.

GC 3.21.03 Claims Procedure
i

ii

iii

iv

v

The Contractor shall give verbal notice of any situation that may lead to a
claim for additional payment immediately upon becoming aware of the
situation.
The Contractor shall provide written notice within 7 calendar Days of the
commencement of any part of the Work that may be affected by the
situation.
The Contractor shall submit detailed claims as soon as reasonably
possible and in any event no later than 30 Days after completion of the
work affected by the situation. The detailed claim shall:
a identify the item or items in respect of which the claim arises;
b state the grounds, contractual or otherwise, upon which the claim is
made; and
c include the Records maintained by the Contractor supporting such
claim. In exceptional cases, the 30 Days may be increased to a
maximum of 90 Days with approval in writing from the Engineer.
Within 30 Days of the receipt of the Contractor's detailed claim, the
Engineer may request the Contractor to submit any further and other
particulars as the Engineer considers necessary to assess the claim. The
Contractor shall submit the requested information within 30 Days of
receipt of such request.
Within 90 Days of receipt of the detailed claim, the Engineer shall advise
the Contractor, in writing, of the Engineer's opinion with regard to the
validity of the claim.

GC 3.21.04 Negotiations
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i

ii

The parties shall make all reasonable efforts to resolve their dispute by
amicable negotiations and agree to provide, without prejudice, open and
timely disclosure of relevant facts, information, and documents to facilitate
these negotiations.
Should the Contractor disagree with the opinion given in paragraph GC
3.21.03 (v), with respect to any part of the claim, the Engineer shall enter
into negotiations with the Contractor to resolve the matters in dispute.
Where a negotiated settlement cannot be reached and it is agreed that
payment cannot be made on a Time and Material basis in accordance with
clause GC 7.10, Payment for Extra work, the parties shall proceed in
accordance with clause GC 3.21.05, Mediation, or subsection GC 3.21.08,
Arbitration.

GC 3.21.05 Mediation
i

ii
iii

iv
v

If a claim is not resolved satisfactorily through the negotiation stage noted
in clause GC 3.21.04, Negotiations, within a period of 30 Days following
the opinion given in paragraph GC 3.21.03 (v), and the Contractor wishes
to pursue the issue further, the parties may, upon mutual agreement,
utilize the services of an independent third party mediator.
The mediator shall be mutually agreed upon by the Owner and Contractor.
The mediator shall be knowledgeable regarding the area of the disputed
issue. The mediator shall meet with the parties together or separately, as
necessary, to review all aspects of the issue. In a final attempt to assist
the parties in resolving the issue themselves prior to proceeding to
arbitration the mediator shall provide, without prejudice, a non-binding
recommendation for settlement.
The review by the mediator shall be completed within 90 Days following
the opinion given in paragraph GC 3.21.03 (v).
Each party is responsible for its own costs related to the use of the third
party mediator process. The cost of the third party mediator shall be
equally shared by the Owner and Contractor.

GC 3.21.06 Payment
i

Payment of the claim shall be made no later than 30 Days after the date of
resolution of the claim or dispute.

GC 3.21.07 Rights of Both Parties
i

It is agreed that no action taken under subsection GC 3.21, Claims,
Negotiations, Mediation, by either party shall be construed as a
renunciation or waiver of any of the rights or recourse available to the
parties, provided that the requirements set out in this subsection are
fulfilled.
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GC 3.21.08 Arbitration
GC 3.21.08.01 Conditions of Arbitration
i

ii

iii
iv

If a claim is not resolved satisfactorily through the negotiation stage noted
in clause GC 3.21.04, Negotiations, or the mediation stage noted in clause
GC 3.21.05, Mediation, either party may invoke the provisions of
subsection GC 3.21.08, Arbitration, by giving written notice to the other
party.
Notification that arbitration shall be implemented to resolve the issue shall
be communicated in writing as soon as possible and no later than 60 Days
following the opinion given in paragraph GC 3.21.03 (v). Where the use of
a third party mediator was implemented, notification shall be within 120
Days of the opinion given in paragraph GC 3.21.03 (v).
The parties shall be bound by the decision of the arbitrator.
The rules and procedures of the Arbitration Act, 1991, S.O. 1991, c.17, as
amended, shall apply to any arbitration conducted hereunder except to the
extent that they are modified by the express provisions of subsection GC
3.21.08, Arbitration.

GC 3.21.08.02 Arbitration Procedure
i

The following provisions are to be included in the agreement to arbitrate
and are subject only to such right of appeal as exist where the arbitrator
has exceeded his or her jurisdiction or have otherwise disqualified him or
herself:
a All existing actions in respect of the matters under arbitration shall be
stayed pending arbitration;
b All outstanding claims and matters to be settled are to be set out in a
schedule to the agreement. Only such claims and matters as are in the
schedule shall be arbitrated; and
c Before proceeding with the arbitration, the Contractor shall confirm that
all matters in dispute are set out in the schedule.

GC 3.21.08.03 Appointment of Arbitrator
i
ii

iii

The arbitrator shall be mutually agreed upon by the Owner and Contractor
to adjudicate the dispute.
Where the Owner and Contractor cannot agree on a sole arbitrator within
30 Days of the notification of arbitration noted in paragraph GC 3.21.08.01
(ii), the Owner and the Contractor shall each choose an appointee within
37 Days of the notice of arbitration.
The appointees shall mutually agree upon an arbitrator to adjudicate the
dispute within 15 Days after the last appointee was chosen or they shall
refer the matter to the Arbitration and Mediation Institute of Ontario Inc.,
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iv
v
vi

vii

which may select an arbitrator to adjudicate the dispute within 7 Days of
being requested to do so.
The arbitrator shall not be interested financially in the Contract nor in
either party's business and shall not be employed by either party.
The arbitrator may appoint independent experts and any other persons to
assist him or her.
The arbitrator is not bound by the rules of evidence that govern the trial of
cases in court but may hear and consider any evidence that the arbitrator
considers relevant.
The hearing shall commence within 90 Days of the appointment of the
arbitrator.

GC 3.21.08.04 Costs
i
ii

iii

iv

The arbitrator's fee shall be equally shared by the Owner and the
Contractor.
The fees of any independent experts and any other persons appointed to
assist the arbitrator shall be shared equally by the Owner and the
Contractor.
The arbitration hearing shall be held in a place mutually agreed upon by
both parties or in the event the parties do not agree, a site shall be chosen
by the arbitrator. The cost of obtaining appropriate facilities shall be
shared equally by the Owner and the Contractor.
The arbitrator may, in his or her discretion, award reasonable costs,
related to the arbitration.

GC 3.21.08.05 The Decision
i

GC 3.22

The reasoned decision shall be made in writing within 90 Days of the
conclusion of the hearing. An extension of time to make a decision may be
granted with consent of both parties. Payment of any award shall be made
in accordance with clause GC 3.21.06, Payment.
NOTICES

i.

Any notice permitted or required to be given to the Engineer or the
Superintendent in respect of the Work shall be deemed to have been
given to and received by the addressee on the date of delivery if delivered
by hand or by facsimile transmission and on the fifth day after the date of
mailing if sent by mail.

ii.

The Contractor shall provide the mailing addresses, telephone numbers,
e-mail addresses, after working hours telephone numbers, and facsimile
terminal numbers for the Superintendent at the commencement of the
Work.
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iii.

In the event of an emergency situation or other urgent matter the Engineer
or the Superintendent may give a verbal notice, provided that such notice
is confirmed in writing.

iv.

Any notice permitted or required to be given to the Corporation or the
Contractor shall be given in accordance with the notice provision of the
Agreement.

GC 3.23

NOTICE OF COMPLETION OF WORKS

i.

As soon as in the opinion of the Engineer the Works shall have been
“Substantially Performed” or “Deemed Completed” as defined under the
Construction Lien Act, have passed any test that may be prescribed by the
Contract, and have been accepted in writing by the Engineer as completed
and to his satisfaction; the Engineer shall, on receiving an undertaking by
the Contractor to finish any outstanding work during the Period of
Maintenance, issue the appropriate certificate as provided for under the
Construction Lien Act in respect of the Works, and the Period of
Maintenance of the Works shall commence from the date of such
certificate. Provided that the Engineer may give such a certificate with
respect to any part of the Works before the completion of the whole of the
Works; subject to such part of the Works having been accepted in writing
by the Engineer as completed and to his satisfaction. When any such
certificate is given in respect of a part of the Works, such part shall be
considered as completed; and the Period of Maintenance of such part
shall commence from the date of such Notice.

ii.

Following the issuance of the appropriate certificate as provided for under
the Construction Lien Act, the Engineer will provide the Contractor with a
Letter of Acceptance for Maintenance for the Works confirming the Period
of Maintenance and any special conditions related thereto.

GC 3.24

END OF MAINTENANCE PERIOD

i.

Only written notice shall be deemed to constitute approval of any work, or
other matter in respect of which it is issued, or shall be taken as an
admission of the due performance of the Contract, or any part thereof, or
of the accuracy of any claim or demand made by the Contractor, or of
additional or varied work having been ordered by the Engineer, and no
other certificate conclude or prejudice any of the powers of the Engineer.

ii.

The Contract shall not be considered as completed, until a Letter
Assuming the works shall have been signed by the Engineer stating that
the Works have been completed and maintained to the satisfaction of the
Engineer. The Letter Assuming the Works shall be given by the Engineer
upon the expiration of the Period of Maintenance, or as soon thereafter as
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any works ordered during such period, pursuant to Clauses 4.21 and
4.01.xvii hereof, shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Engineer and full effect shall be given to the Clause, notwithstanding any
previous entry on the Works, or the taking possession working or using
thereof, or any part thereof, by the Corporation.
GC 3.25

ASSUMPTION OF WORKS

i

The Corporation shall not be liable to the Contractor for any matter or
thing arising out of, or in connection with the Contract or the execution of
the Works, unless the Contractor shall have made a claim in writing in
respect thereof, before the giving of the Letter Assuming the Works under
this Clause.

ii.

Notwithstanding the issue of the Letter Assuming the Works, the
Contractor shall remain liable for the fulfillment of any obligation incurred
under the provisions of the Contract prior to the issue of the Letter
Assuming the Works, which remains unperformed at the time such letter is
issued; and for the purposes of determining the nature and extent of any
such obligation, the Contract shall be deemed to remain in force between
the parties hereto.

GC 3.26

SITE MEETINGS
Site meetings shall be held at regular intervals as directed by the
Engineer. The Contractor shall provide a responsible representative for
such meetings.

GC 3.27

DEFAULT BY CONTRACTOR

i.

If the Contractor becomes bankrupt or has a receiving order made against
him, or presents his petition in bankruptcy, or makes an arrangement with,
or assignment in favour of his creditors, or agrees to carry out the contract
under a committee of inspection of his creditors, or (being a corporation),
goes into liquidation (other than a voluntary liquidation for the purposes of
amalgamation or reconstruction), or if the Contractor assigns the contract
without the consent in writing of the Corporation first obtained, or has an
execution levied on his goods, then the Corporation may, without
prejudice to any other right or remedy it may have, by giving the
Contractor or Receiver or Trustee in bankruptcy five (5) day written notice
terminate this contract.

ii.

If the Contractor:
a. has abandoned the contract, or
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b. has without reasonable excuse has failed to commence the works, or
has suspended the progress of the works for 14 days after receiving
from the Engineer written notice to proceed, or
c. has failed to proceed with due diligence, or
d. has failed to remove materials from the site, or to pull down and
replace work for 14 days after receiving from the Engineer written
notice that the said materials or work have been condemned, and
rejected by the Engineer under these conditions, or
e. is not executing the works in accordance with the contract, or is
persistently or flagrantly neglecting to carry out his obligations under
the contract, or
f. has to the detriment of good workmanship, or in defiance of the
Engineer’s instructions to the contrary, sub-let any part of the
contract.
then the Corporation may notify the Contractor in writing that he is in
default of his contractual obligations and instruct him to correct the default
within five (5) working days of receiving the notice.
iii.

1.

The Contractor shall have the right within the given five (5) full
working days following the receipt of a notice of default to correct
the default and provide the owner with satisfactory proof that
appropriate corrective measures have been taken.

2.

If the correction of the default cannot be completed within the five
(5) full working days following receipt of the notice, the Contractor
shall not be in default if the Contractor:
a. commences the correction of the default within the five (5) full
working days following receipt of the notice;
b. provides the Corporation with an acceptable schedule for the
progress of such correction; and
c. completes the correction in accordance with such schedule.

iv.

If the Contractor is in default of the contract and the contractor has
provided a Performance Bond, the provisions of this section shall be
exercised in accordance with the conditions of the Performance Bond.

v.

If the contractor fails to comply with the provisions of 3(1) or 3(2) the
Corporation may without prejudice to any other right or remedy it may
have:
a. correct such default and deduct the cost thereof from the payment
then or thereafter due the contractor; or
b. terminate the Contractor’s rights to continue with the work in whole or
in part or terminate the contact.
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vi.

If the Corporation terminates the Contractor’s right to continue with the
work in whole or in part, the Corporation will be entitled to:
a. take possession of the working area or that portion of the working
area devoted to that part of the work terminated;
b. utilize the Contractor’s equipment and any material within the working
area which is intended to be incorporated into the work, the whole
subject to the right of third parties;
c. withhold further payments to the Contractor with respect to the work
or the portion of the work withdrawn from the contractor until the work
or portion thereof withdrawn is completed;
d. charge the Contractor the additional cost over the contract price of
completing the work or portion thereof withdrawn from the Contractor,
as certified by the Engineer and any additional compensation paid to
the Corporation for such additional service arising from the correction
of the default;
e. charge the Contractor a reasonable allowance, as determined by the
Engineer, to cover correction to the work performed by the Contractor
that may be required;
f. charge the Contractor for any damages the Corporation may have
sustained as a result of the default; and
g. charge the Contractor the amount by which the cost of corrections to
the work exceeds the allowance provided for such corrections.

vii.

If the Corporation’s cost to correct and complete the work in whole or in
part is less than the amount withheld from the Contractor the Corporation
will pay the balance to the Contractor as soon as the final accounting for
the contract is complete.

viii.

The Contractor’s obligation under the contract as to quality, correction and
warranty of the work performed prior to the time of termination of the
contract or termination of the Contractor’s right to continue with the work in
whole or in part shall continue to be in force after such termination.

GC 4
GC 4.01
i.

CONTRACTOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES AND CONTROL OF
THE WORK
GENERAL
The Contractor shall have complete control of the work and shall
effectively direct and supervise the work, to the satisfaction of the
Engineer, so as to ensure conformity with the contract documents. The
Contractor shall be responsible for construction means, methods,
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techniques, sequences and procedures and for coordinating various parts
of the work.
ii.

The Contractor shall comply with and adhere strictly to, the Engineer’s
instructions and directions on any matter (whether mentioned in the
contract or not). The Contractor shall take instructions and directions from
the Engineer.

iii.

The Contractor shall have the sole responsibility for the design, erection,
operation, maintenance and removal of temporary structures and other
temporary facilities and the design and execution of construction methods
required in their use.

iv.

Notwithstanding paragraph iii of subsection 4.01, where the Contract
Documents include designs for temporary structures and other temporary
facilities or specify a method of construction in whole or part, such facilities
and methods shall be considered to be part of the design or the specified
method of construction. The Contractor shall, however, be responsible for
the execution of such design or specified method of construction in the
same manner that the Contractor is responsible for the execution of the
Work.

v.

The Contractor shall be responsible for construction health and safety
within the working areas and for compliance with the current Occupational
Health and Safety Act and Regulations and the current Workers
Compensation Act. So as to avoid any misunderstanding as to the extent
of the Contractor’s responsibility, the Contractor, by executing the
Contract unequivocally acknowledges that the Contractor is the
Constructor within the meaning of the Act.

vi.

The Contractor shall be required to submit a progress schedule to the
Engineer for approval prior to commencement of the work. Such schedule
shall be in a form acceptable to the Engineer, and shall indicate clearly the
allowance for the various phases of the work, in sufficient detail to show
weekly progress.

vii.

The Contractor shall submit to the Engineer an updated construction
schedule each month immediately following the cut-off date and before
preparation of the Monthly Payment Certificate. Failure to comply with this
Clause may delay the issuing of the Monthly Payment Certificate.

viii.

The approval of the progress schedule by the Engineer shall not cast any
responsibility upon the Engineer or the Corporation in seeing to it that the
progress schedule is adhered to since timely execution of the work is the
entire responsibility of the Contractor.
The Engineer may, in his
discretion, vary the progress schedule in whole or in part without relieving
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the Contractor from any of his responsibility to execute the contract in a
timely way, nor shall such variation cast any responsibility whatsoever,
upon either the Engineer or the Corporation.
ix.

The Contractor shall note that upon the commencement of any
construction item within any designated local area which is construed to
be a portion of the general area, it shall be agreed to by the parties to the
contract, that any period of more than six (6) consecutive “working days”
shall not be allowed to pass without further progress toward the
completion of any and all other tender items such as grading of the
boulevards, placement of topsoil, sodding, driveway and leadwalk
reconstruction.

x.

The Contractor shall cooperate at all times with all utility companies and
other contractors either working for a utility or the Corporation, while the
said utilities or contractors are maintaining, altering or installing new plant.
The Contractor shall coordinate the reconstruction work to allow a
reasonable length of time for the utility to carry out its work and shall allow
free access at all times. The Contractor shall not be entitled to any extra
remuneration nor any extension in the time of completion for such
cooperation. The Engineer will be the sole judge in the case of all
disputes in this regard. In addition, the Contractor shall notify Utility
companies for the purpose of adjusting all shut offs and other parts of their
plant.

xi.

The Contractor shall keep on the work site during its progress a
competent supervisor satisfactory to the Engineer for the duration of the
contract. The Contractor shall inform the Engineer in writing of the name
of such supervisor prior to the commencement of the Contract and if at
any time the Engineer shall require such supervisor to be replaced, then
the Contractor is to arrange for him to vacate his position and be removed
from the site within forty-eight (48) hours after receiving formal notice in
writing to replace him with another supervisor. The Engineer shall not be
required to give any reason for such removal of supervisor or other worker
he may from time to time require.

xii.

The supervisor shall not be changed except with the consent of the
Engineer unless the supervisor proves to be unsatisfactory to the
Contractor and ceases to be in his employ. The supervisor shall represent
the Contractor in his absence and directions on matters given to him shall
be held to be given to the Contractor. The Contractor shall give efficient
supervision to the work using his best skill and attention at all times.

xiii.

During the construction of work which the Engineer considers it
necessary, the Contractor shall employ on the work a responsible
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experienced Professional Engineer to generally supervise any supervisor
or worker.
xiv.

The Contractor shall, at no additional cost to the Corporation, furnish all
reasonable aid, facilities and assistance required by the Engineer for the
proper inspection and examination of the Work or the taking of
measurements for the purpose of payment.

xv.

Where the Contractor finds any errors, inconsistency or omission relating
to the Contract, the Contractor shall promptly report it to the Engineer and
shall not proceed with the activity affected until receiving direction from the
Engineer.

xvi.

The Contractor shall promptly notify the Engineer in writing, if the
subsurface conditions observed in the Working Area differ materially from
those indicated in the Contract Documents.

xvii.

The Contractor shall, if required by the Engineer in writing, search for the
cause of any defect, imperfection, or fault under the directions of the
Engineer, and the cost of the work carried out in searching as aforesaid
shall be borne by the Contractor, and he shall repair, rectify, and make
good such defects, imperfections, or defaults at his own expense.

xviii.

The Contractor shall arrange with the appropriate utility authorities for the
stake out of all underground utilities and service connections which may
be affected by the Work. The Contractor shall be responsible for any
damage done to the underground utilities by the Contractor’s forces during
construction. The Contractor shall be responsible for any damage done to
the private service connections.

GC 4.02

LAYOUT

i.

Prior to commencement of construction, the Engineer and the Contractor
will locate on site those property bars, baselines and benchmarks which
are necessary to delineate the Working Area and to lay out the Work, all
as shown on the Contract Drawings.

ii.

The Contractor shall be responsible for the preservation of all property
bars while the Work is in progress, except those property bars which must
be removed to facilitate the Work. Any property bars disturbed, damaged
or removed by the Contractor’s operations shall be replaced under the
supervision of an Ontario Land Surveyor, at no extra cost to the
Corporation.

iii.

The Contractor shall provide qualified personnel to lay out and establish
all lines and grades necessary for construction. The Contractor shall
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notify the Engineer of any layout work carried out, so that the same may
be checked by the Engineer.
iv.

The Contractor shall install and maintain substantial alignment markers
and secondary benchmarks as may be required for the proper execution
of the Work. The Contractor shall supply one copy of alignment and grade
sheets to the Engineer.

v.

The Contractor shall assume full responsibility for alignment, elevations
and dimensions of each of all parts of the Work, regardless of whether the
Contractor’s layout work has been checked by the Engineer.

vi.

All stakes, marks and reference points provided by the Engineer shall be
carefully preserved by the Contractor. In the case of their destruction or
removal, such stakes, marks and reference points will be replaced by the
Contractor at no extra cost to the Corporation.

GC 4.03

TRAFFIC CONTROL REQUIREMENTS

i.

The Contractor shall provide a minimum of two lanes of traffic at all times
and shall not close the highway unless permitted by the Engineer. With
approval of the Engineer, the Contractor will be permitted to reduce the
two lanes to a single 14 foot lane in isolated areas or will be allowed total
closure of the highway. When single lane traffic is allowed, the Contractor
shall provide competent flagmen at each limit of the restriction. When
total closure and detouring is permitted the Contractor shall advise the
Traffic Engineering, Fire and Police Departments of the City of Windsor as
to the character, duration, etc. of the said detour and comply with their
requirements.

ii.

The Contractor shall at his own expense, provide, erect, maintain
adequate traffic protection signs, barricades, lights, delineators, trench
plating, flag persons, etc. in accordance with the requirements of the City
of Windsor, to ensure safety to the public and the smooth flow of traffic.
He shall designate an employee to be responsible for the traffic, the
maintenance of traffic protection devices at night, Sundays and holidays.
All barricades on obstructions shall be illuminated at night and all lights
shall be kept illuminated from sunset to sunrise. The Contractor shall be
responsible for all accidents or expense arising by reason of neglect or
failure to comply with this clause.

iii.

Traffic Control shall be in conformity with the procedure outlined in the
current “Occupational Health and Safety Act, and Regulations for
Construction Projects” and the current “Traffic Control Manual for
Roadway Work Operations”, Ministry of Transportation and
Communications, and as amended. Twenty-four (24) hours prior to
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commencing work, the proposed traffic control will be discussed and
reviewed by the Engineer’s representative.
iv.

GC 4.04

Should the Contractor fail to provide the above mentioned precautions, the
Engineer may direct that the work be suspended forthwith and such
suspension shall remain in effect until the Contractor has taken proper
remedies. Suspension of the work on this account shall not entitle the
Contractor to any extension of time of completion, nor any additional
remuneration.
MAINTAINING ROADWAYS AND DETOURS

i.

The Contractor shall not be required to maintain a road through the
working area until such time as the Contractor has commenced operations
or on any part of the Contract that has been accepted by the Corporation.

ii.

Where the Contract Document provides for or the Engineer requires
detours at specific locations, payment for the construction of the detours,
and if required, for the subsequent removal of the detours, will be made at
the Contract prices appropriate to such work.

iii.

Where the Contractor constructs a detour which is not specifically
provided for in the Contract Document, or required by the Engineer, the
construction of the detour and, if required, the subsequent removal shall
be performed at the Contractor’s expense.
The detour shall be
constructed and maintained to structural and geometric standard
approved by the Engineer. Removal shall be performed as directed by the
Engineer.

iv.

Compliance with the foregoing provisions shall in no way relieve the
Contractor of obligations under subsection 6.01, Protection of Work,
Persons and Property, dealing with the Contractor’s responsibility for
damage claims, except for claims arising on sections of Highway within
the Working Area that are being maintained by others.

GC 4.05
ACCESS TO PROPERTIES ADJOINING THE WORK AND
INTERRUPTION OF UTILITY SERVICES
i.

The Contractor shall provide at all times and at no extra cost to the
Corporation:
a.

b.
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c.

ii.

GC 4.06

access to fire hydrants, and water and gas valves located in the
working area.

Where any interruptions in the supply of utility services are required and
are authorized by the Engineer, the Contractor shall give notice to the
affected property owners.
APPROVALS AND PERMITS

i.

The Contractor shall give all notices and pay all fees, required to be given,
or paid, by any and all competent and constitutional legislation or any
regulation or by-law of any local or other authority in relation to the
execution of the Works, or any Temporary Works; and by the rules and
regulations of all public bodies and companies whose property or, rights,
are, or may be affected in any way by the Works or Temporary Works.
The Contractor shall conform in all respects with the provisions of any and
all competent and constitutional legislation, and the regulations or by-laws
of any local or other authority, which may be applicable to the Works, or
any Temporary Works and with such rules and regulations of public
bodies and companies as aforesaid, and shall keep the Corporation
indemnified against all penalties and liabilities of every kind for breach of
any such legislation, regulation, By-law or the Common law as applicable
to the Contractor’s Works and duties under this contract.

ii.

The Contractor shall pay and arrange for all necessary plumbing and
building permits and subsequent inspections.

GC 4.07

EXCESS MATERIALS AND DISPOSAL

i.

The Contractor shall remove from the worksite all excess materials
including earth and rock excavation, broken concrete, rubble, broken
asphalt, tree stumps, etc.

ii.

All materials such as metal, wood, asphalt, etc. which are not considered
to be “inert fill” as defined in section 18 of regulation 309 under the
Environmental Protection Act must be disposed of at waste disposal sites
certified by the Ministry of Environment to accept and dispose of these
wastes or to sites certified to recycle the waste in question.

GC 4.08

TRAFFIC AND PARKING SIGNS
Prior to commencing work on any street the Contractor shall, with the
Engineer and a representative of the Traffic Engineering Department,
inspect all signs and ascertain which are to be removed or relocated so as
not to interfere with his operations. The Contractor shall then remove or
otherwise relocate these signs as directed by the Traffic Engineering
Department. Twenty-four (24) hours prior to the completion of any
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operation to a point that additional or permanent signs are required for the
general safety of pedestrians and/or the motoring public, the Contractor
shall notify the Traffic Engineering Department. Also, at any time during or
subsequent to construction, the Contractor shall immediately notify the
Corporation’s Site Representative of any signs removed or damaged due
to his operations, so that these signs may be repaired, replaced and
erected immediately. The cost of repair or replacement of any signs, etc.
damaged or removed by the Contractor shall be at the expense of the
Contractor. Any and all stop signs removed must be reinstalled by the
Contractor at the end of each working day should the road be opened for
evening traffic.
GC 4.09

SIDE CASTING
The Contractor shall not side cast excavated material unless specifically
authorized by the Engineer prior to construction. Excavated material shall
be removed from the site immediately or stockpiled at a site/location
approved by the Engineer.

GC 4.10

NOTICE TO OWNERS
The Contractor may be required to contact, in writing, the owners of
property abutting the area where the work is to be constructed. Notices
shall be delivered one week prior to the construction starting date in that
area. This notice shall include notification of any necessary removal of
rocks, trees, shrubs, etc. and the expected starting and completion date.

GC 4.11

ARTIFACTS
All fossils, artifacts and articles of value or antiquity and structures and
other remains or things of geological or archaeological interest discovered
on the Site, shall as between the Corporation and the Contractor, be
deemed to be the absolute property of the Corporation; and the Contractor
shall take reasonable precautions to prevent his workers, or any other
persons, from removing or damaging any such article or thing, and shall
immediately upon discovery thereof, and before removal, acquaint the
Engineer of such discovery, and carry out at the expense of the
Corporation, the Engineer’s orders as to the disposal of the same.

GC 4.12

PATENT RIGHTS AND ROYALTIES
The Contractor shall save harmless and indemnify the Corporation from
and against all claims and proceedings for, or on account of, infringements
of any patent right, design, trade-mark or name or material used for, or in
connection with, the Works or Temporary proceedings, damages, costs,
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charges and expenses whatsoever in respect thereof, or in relation
thereto.
GC 4.13

FACILITIES FOR OTHER CONTRACTORS
The Contractor shall in accordance with the requirements of the Engineer,
afford all reasonable facilities for any other contractors employed by the
Corporation and their workers; and the workers of the Corporation and of
any other properly authorized authorities or statutory bodies who may be
employed in the execution, on or near the Site, of any work not included in
the Contract; or of any Contract which the Corporation may enter into
connection with, or ancillary to, the Works.

GC 4.14

PRESERVATION OF TREES
The Contractor shall exercise the utmost caution to ensure that living
trees, not to be removed, are not damaged by his operations on this
Contract.

GC 4.15

SHRUBBERY
The property owners will be given the opportunity to remove shrubbery in
the contract area prior to commencement of the contract, but remaining
shrubbery will be removed by the Contractor. Payment for this work shall
be included in the price bid per cubic yard of excavation. No additional
payment shall be made for the removal of tree stumps unless an item is
provided in the Tender.

GC 4.16

LABOUR CLASSIFICATION AND RATES
The Contractor shall, if required by the Engineer, deliver to the Engineer,
or at his office; a schedule showing in detail the classification and rates of
labour employed by the Contractor on the site.

GC 4.17

DUST CONTROL
The Contractor will be solely responsible for controlling dust nuisance
resulting from his operations, both within the right-of-way and elsewhere.

GC 4.18

EMPLOYMENT
The Contractor and any sub-contractor of the Contractor will,
a. employ only persons legally entitled to work in Canada.
b. in employing persons, refrain from discriminating against any person
by reason of their race, religious views, political affiliations, or sex.
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GC 4.19

LIMITATIONS OF OPERATIONS
Except for such work as may be required by the Engineer to maintain the
Work in a safe and satisfactory condition, the Contractor shall not carry on
operations under the Contract on Sundays or holidays without permission
in writing from the Engineer.

GC 4.20

CLEARANCE OF SITE ON COMPLETION

i.

The Contractor shall remove surplus materials, tools, debris, construction
machinery and equipment not required for the performance of the
remaining Work.

ii.

The Work shall not be deemed to have reached Completion until the
Contractor has removed surplus materials, tools, construction machinery,
equipment and debris.

GC 4.21

PERIOD OF MAINTENANCE

i.

In these conditions, the expression “Period of Maintenance”, shall mean
the period of maintenance named in the Tender, calculated from the date
of the Notice of Completion of the Works issued by the Engineer in
accordance with Clause 3.24 hereof, or in the event of more than one
Notice having been issued by the Engineer under the said Clause, from
the respective dates so notified; and in relation to the Period of
Maintenance the expression “the Works” shall be construed accordingly.
Unless otherwise specified, the Period of Maintenance shall be one year.

ii.

To the intent that the Works shall, at or as soon as practicable after the
expiration of the Period of Maintenance, be delivered up to the
Corporation in as good and perfect condition, (fair wear and tear
excepted) to the satisfaction of the Engineer, as that in which they were at
the commencement of the Period of Maintenance, the Contractor shall
execute all such work of repair, amendment, reconstruction, rectification
and making good of defects, imperfections, shrinkages or other faults, as
may be required of the Contractor in writing by the Engineer during the
Period of Maintenance, or within fourteen (14) days after its expiration, as
a result of an inspection made by, or on behalf of, the Engineer, prior to its
expiration.

iii.

All such work shall be carried out by the Contractor at his own expense if
the necessity thereof shall, in the opinion of the Engineer, be due to the
use of materials or workmanship not in accordance with the Contract, or to
neglect or failure on the part of the Contractor to comply with any
obligations, expressed or implied on the Contractor’s part under the
Contract.
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iv.

If the Contractor shall fail to commence and proceed diligently to execute
any such work as aforesaid required by the Engineer within three (3) days
of receipt of notice to do so from the Engineer or the Corporation, the
Corporation shall be entitled to carry out such work by its own workers, or
by other Contractors, and if such work is work which the Contractor should
have carried out at the Contractor’s own cost, shall be entitled to recover
from the Contractor the cost thereof, or may deduct the same from any
monies due, or that may become due to the Contractor.

GC 5
GC 5.01

MATERIAL

SUPPLY OF MATERIAL
All material necessary for the proper completion of the Work, except that
listed as being supplied by the Corporation, shall be supplied by the
Contractor. The contract prices for the appropriate tender items shall be
deemed to include full compensation for the supply of such Material.

GC 5.02

QUALITY OF MATERIAL

i.

All Material provided by the Contractor shall be new.

ii.

Material supplied by the Contractor shall conform to the requirements of
the Contract.

iii.

As specified or as requested by the Engineer, the Contractor shall make
available for inspection or testing a sample of any Material to be provided
by the Contractor.

iv.

The Contractor shall obtain for the Engineer the right to enter upon the
premises of the Material manufacturer or supplier to carry out such
inspection, sampling and testing as specified or as requested by the
Engineer.

v.

The Contractor shall notify the Engineer of the sources of supply
sufficiently in advance of the Material shipping dates to enable the
Engineer to perform the required inspection, sampling and testing.

vi.

The Corporation will not be responsible for any delays to the Contractor’s
operations where the Contractor fails to give sufficient advance notice to
the Engineer to enable the Engineer to carry out the required inspection,
sampling and testing before the scheduled shipping dates.
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vii.

The Contractor shall not change the sources of supply of any Material
without the written authorization of the Engineer.

viii.

Material which is not specified shall be of a quality best suited to the
purpose required and the use of such Material shall be subject to the
approval of the Engineer.

GC 5.03

REJECTED MATERIAL
Rejected Material shall be removed from the work site expeditiously after
the notification to that effect from the Engineer. Where the Contractor fails
to comply with such notice the Engineer may cause the rejected Material
to be removed from the site and disposed of in what the Engineer
considers to be the most appropriate manner and the Contractor shall pay
the costs of disposal and the appropriate overhead charges.

GC 6
GC 6.01

INSURANCE, PROTECTION AND DAMAGE

PROTECTION OF WORK, PERSONS AND PROPERTY

i.

The Contractor, the Contractor’s agents and all workers employed by or
under the control of the Contractor, including sub-contractors shall protect
the work, structures, utilities, persons and property from damage or injury.
The Contractor shall indemnify, and keep indemnified, the Corporation
against all claims for injuries or damages to any such person, property,
structure, utilities, etc.; which may arise out of, or in consequence of, the
construction and maintenance of the Works, and against all claims,
demands, proceedings, damages, costs, charges and expenses
whatsoever, in respect of, or in relation thereto.

ii.

From the commencement to the completion of the Works, the Contractor
shall take full responsibility for the care thereof, and in case any damage,
loss or injury shall happen to the Works, or to any part thereof, from any
cause whatsoever, shall at his own cost, repair and make good the same,
so that at completion, the Works shall be in good order and condition, and
in conformity in every respect with the requirements of the Contract and
the Engineer’s instructions. The Contractor shall also be liable for any
damage to the work occasioned by him in the course of any operations
carried out by him for the purpose of complying with his obligations under
Clause 4.21 hereof.

iii.

The Contractor shall assume full responsibility for crossing or making use
of private property. Before the Contractor or any of his sub-contractors
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shall make use of any private property for any purpose, he shall first
submit to the Engineer a copy of a written agreement granting permission
by the owner.
iv.

The Contractor shall immediately inform the Engineer of all damage and
injuries which occur during the term of the Contract.

v.

The Contractor shall not be responsible for loss and damage that occurs
as a result of:
a.
b.
c.
d.

vi.

GC 6.02

war
blockades and civil commotions
errors in the Contract Documents
acts or omissions of the Corporation, the Engineer, their agents and
employees, or others not under the control of the Contractor, but
within the Working area with the Engineer’s permission.

The Contractor and his Surety or Sureties will not be released from any
term or provision of any responsibility, obligation or liability under the
Contract or waive or impair any of the rights of the Corporation except by
a release duly executed by the Corporation.
LIABILITY INSURANCE

i.

As stated in the General Information to Tenders and prior to any work
being commenced in accordance with the Contract, the Contractor shall
deliver to the Corporation proof that an insurance policy has been issued
by an insurance company satisfactory to the Corporation to insure the
Contract against any claims arising out of the construction or installation of
the Works or any operations of the Contractor in connection therewith until
the termination of the Contractor’s obligation respecting guarantee and
maintenance.

ii.

Such insurance shall carry limits of Liability in the amount not less than as
shown in the Form of Tender, for public liability and property damage.
The policy shall have no exclusion for blasting and must contain a
“Completed Operations” clause. The Contractor shall prove to the
satisfaction of the Corporation from time to time as the Engineer may
require, that all premiums on such policy or policies, of insurance have
been paid, and that the insurance is in full provisions of the Worker’s
Compensation Act.
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GC 7
GC 7.01

MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT

QUANTITIES

i.

The quantities set out in the Schedule of Unit Prices are the estimated
quantities of the Works, and they are not to be taken as the actual and
correct quantities of the Works to be executed by the Contractor in
fulfillment of his obligations under the Contract.

ii.

The Engineer shall, except as otherwise stated or agreed, determine by
measurement the value of the Work done all in accordance with the
Contract. He shall, when he requires any part or parts of the Works to be
measured, give notice to the Contractor who shall forthwith attend, or send
a qualified agent, to assist the Engineer in making such measurements;
and shall furnish all particulars. Should the Contractor not attend, or
neglect or omit to send such agent, then the measurement made by the
Engineer, or approved by him, shall be taken to be the correct
measurement of the work.

GC 7.02

WEIGHING GRANULAR MATERIALS
The scale location shall be as approved by the Engineer and the material
shall be hauled directly from the scale to the point of application. The
scale may be located at the source. Except that where there is a waste or
loss of material, the hauling operation shall terminate until the Contractor
shall provide, at his expense, scales licensed in accordance with the
Weights and Measurements Act.

GC 7.03
i.

VALUATION OF VARIATIONS
The Engineer shall determine the amount (if any), to be added to, or
deducted from, the sum named in the Tender in respect of any extra or
additional work done, or work omitted by his order. All such work shall be
valued at the rates set out in the Contract, if in the opinion of the Engineer,
the same shall be applicable. If the Contract shall not contain any rates
applicable to the extra or additional work, then reasonable prices shall be
fixed by the Engineer.
a. Provided that if the nature or amount of any omission, or addition
relative to the nature or amount of the whole of the contract work or
to any part thereof, shall be such, that in the opinion of the Engineer,
the rate or price contained in the Contract for any item of the Works
is, by reason of such omission of addition, rendered unreasonable, or
inapplicable, the Engineer shall fix such other rate or price as under
the circumstances, he shall think reasonable and proper.
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ii.

Provided also that no increase of the Contract Price or variation of rate or
price, shall be made, unless as soon after the date of the order as is
practicable, and in the case of extra or additional work, before the
commencement of the work, or as soon thereafter as is practicable, notice
shall have been given in writing:
a. by the Contractor to the Engineer of his intention to claim extra
payment, or a varied rate or,
b. by the Engineer to the Contractor of his intention to vary a rate or
price,
as the case may be,

iii.

The Engineer may, if in his opinion it is necessary or desirable, order in
writing that any additional substituted work shall be paid for by one or
more of the following ways:
a. By estimate and acceptance in a lump sum
b. By unit prices agreed upon
c. By cost and percentage or by cost and a fixed fee

iv.

Where extra or additional work is to be paid for by method ©, the value
shall be determined by the actual cost of:
a. Labour, including Workers’ Compensation and insurance. The labour
rates shall not exceed those paid by the Contractor on the contracted
part of the work.
b. Materials, which shall not exceed the costs paid by the Corporation
for similar materials.
To which labour and/or materials cost, shall be added fifteen per centum
(15%) to cover general expenses, superintendence, use of tools and profit.

v.

GC 7.04
i.

In the event that the Engineer directs that additional work is to be done, in
a location other than that which is shown in the contract drawings, the
Contractor shall be requested to submit a quotation for this work.
Payment shall then be made in the form of a Change Order.
VARIATIONS IN TENDER QUANTITIES
Where it appears that the quantity of work to be done and/or material to be
supplied by the Contractor under a unit price tender item will exceed or be
less than the tender quantity, the Contractor shall proceed to do the work
and/or supply the material required to complete the tender item and
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payment will be made for the actual amount of work done and/or materials
supplied at the unit prices stated in the tender except as provided below:
a. in the case of a major item where the amount of work performed
and/or material supplied by the Contractor exceeds the tender
quantity by more than 15%,either party to the Contract may make a
written request to the other party to negotiate a revised unit price for
that portion of the Work performed and/or material supplied which
exceeds 115% of the tender quantity. The negotiation shall be
carried out as soon as reasonably possible. Any revision of the unit
price shall be based on the actual cost of doing the work and/or
supplying the material under the tender item plus a reasonable
allowance for profit and applicable overhead.
b. In the case of a major item where the quantity of work performed
and/or materials supplied by the Contractor is less than 85% of the
tender quantity, either party to the Contract may make a written
request to the other party to negotiate a revised unit price for that
portion of the work performed and/or material supplied. The
negotiation shall be carried out as soon as reasonably possible. Any
revision of the unit price shall be based on the actual cost of
performing the work and/or supplying the material under the tender
item plus a reasonable allowance for profit and applicable overhead.
Alternatively, where both parties agree, an allowance equal to 10% of
the unit price on the amount of the underrun which is less than 85%
of the tender quantity will be paid.
GC 7.05

USE OF CONTINGENCY ITEMS
All sums set out in the Schedule of Prices which shall be stated to be used
for contingencies, shall be used only at the direction and discretion of the
Engineer; and if not used, either wholly or in part, shall as to the amount
not used, be deducted from the Contract Price.

GC 7.06
i.

CLAIMS
The Contractor’s attention is brought to the following provisions in the
General Conditions:
a. Clause 2.01, Accuracy of Drawings as to Locations of Structures and
Utilities.
b. Clause 2.02, Soundings, Boring and Inspection of Site.
c. Clause 3.18, Variations.
d. Clause 7.03, Valuations of Variations.
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ii.

When the Contractor considers that he has a claim for compensation for
costs which he has incurred or for loss he has suffered during the
performance of the contract, he should immediately advise the Engineer of
Intent to Claim on any specific portion of the Contract.

iii.

The Engineer shall record the circumstances of the claim in his “Daily
Work Records” and this shall not be construed as acceptance of the claim.

iv.

The Contractor shall further notify the Engineer in writing as soon as
possible of his intent to Claim but no later than seven (7) calendar days of
the commencement of work for which the claim is being made. Upon
receipt of such a written notice of claim, the Engineer shall immediately
arrange a meeting with the Contractor or arbitrate the claim in accordance
with subsection GC 3.21, Claims, Negotiations, Mediation, Arbitration.

GC 7.07

SUPPLY OF PLANT AND MATERIAL
Except where otherwise specified, the Contractor shall at his own
expense, supply and provide all the Plant, Temporary Works, materials
both for the temporary and for the permanent Works, equipment, labour,
(including the supervision thereof) transport to or from the site, and in and
about the Works; and other things of every kind required for the
construction, completion and maintenance of the Works.
The term “labour” and “equipment” shall include hand tools, supplies and
other incidentals.

GC 7.08

CERTIFICATES AND PAYMENTS

i.

A certificate will be given by the Engineer once a month certifying as to the
amount of work done and material furnished and of the value thereof
according to the terms of the Contract.

ii.

The first certificate shall be of the amount, quantity and value of the work
done since the Contractor commenced the performance of this Contract,
and every subsequent certificate, except the final one, shall be the amount
quantity and value of the work done since the last preceding certificate
was given. The Corporation will hold back 10% of the amount shown on
the payment certificate in accordance with the Construction Lien Act
provided always that the Contractor complies with the requirements of the
Construction Lien Act.

iii.

The Engineer may, by any certificate, make any correction or modification
in any previous certificate which shall have been issued by him and shall
have power to withhold any certificate if the Works or any part thereof are
not being carried out to his satisfaction.
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GC 7.09

EXTRA WORK
“Extra Work” means work not provided for in the Contract as awarded but
considered by the Engineer essential to the satisfactory completion of the
Contract within its intended scope.
“Additional Work” means work not provided for in the Contract and not
considered by the Engineer to be essential to the satisfactory completion
of the Contract within its intended scope.

i.

No work shall be regarded as extra work unless it is approved in writing by
the Engineer, and with the agreed price and method of payment for it
specified in the said approval, provided the said price is not otherwise
determined by this contract.

ii.

All notifications of claims for extra work shall be submitted to the Engineer
before the extra work is started.

GC 7.10

PAYMENT FOR EXTRA WORK

i.

Notwithstanding anything contained in the General Conditions when it is
necessary to perform work which is additional to the Tender items, unit
prices to cover the cost of the work shall be negotiated whenever possible.

ii.

Where it is impracticable, due to the nature of the work, to negotiate unit
prices for extra work not included in the Tender, the cost of this work may
be paid for by a force account, and authorized by an order issued prior to
carrying out the work, and for which payment is based on hourly rates for
labour and equipment and on material invoices.
a. Supervision and Control
1. Force account work will be generally overseen by the Engineer
who will keep a daily record of all work on the City’s standard
“Daily Work Record” Form. These records must be reconciled with
the Contractor’s representative EACH day. The Contractor, while
working on force account work, will remain the “Constructor” within
the meaning of the O.H.S.A.
b. Method of Billing by Contractor
1. In the case of extra work which has received prior approval with
unit prices, all information must be clearly described on the
“Change Order Form” complete with final monetary value.
2. In the case of extra work which is to be paid by actual labour,
material and equipment, the “Daily Work Record” must be
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summarized per work item and this information reported in total on
a “Change Order Form”. This information from the daily force
accounts summarized on the Change Order Form will become the
basis for payment on the progress draw.
3. Contractors will not submit invoices for extra or additional work on
projects. This will be paid for by progress draw as states in Item
(7.08) and the submission of invoices will only service to delay the
progress payment.
4. All change orders will be numerically numbered per contract.
5. No payment for extra work will be made until the change order has
been mutually approved by the Engineer and the contractor.

c. Labour
The charge for labour and supervision thereof shall be based on the
hourly recorded time of the labourers, mechanics and operators
actively and of necessity engaged on the extra work.
The
contractor’s designated representative shall be included and he must
be actively involved on a continuous basis in the operation unless
otherwise agreed to by the Engineer. In no case shall the time of
any employee of the contractor or other person be charged for on a
lump sum, percentage or estimated basis, and in no case shall any
charge be made for administration or management whether the time
therefore had or had not been recorded as having been spent on the
extra work. To the amount of labour and supervision agreed on may
be added to the proper percentages of the amount paid for
Workmen’s Compensation, Vacation Pay, Unemployment Insurance
and the Firm’s Contribution to Pension Plan. Payment will be made
on such itemized bills of cost to the contractor plus 15% of that bill.
d. Materials
The charge for materials will be based on itemized invoices of costs
of materials purchased by the Contractor for the extra work, plus
15%, or for the cost of material from the Contractor’s stock based on
the current price of the materials, plus 15% to cover administration,
overhead and profit. Material so charged becomes the property of
the Corporation.
e. Equipment
i. The charges for equipment used by the Contractor shall be based
on the O.P.S.S. 127 Rates. Rental rates include depreciation,
interest, taxes, insurance, repairs, maintenance, supplies, fuel,
lubricants, supervision, overhead and profit. No charge is to be
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made for office expense, office supplies or stationery, bookkeeping,
financing, or any other overhead accounts. Rental rates other than
O.P.S.S. rates must be approved by the Engineer.
ii. The charges for equipment used by the Contractor will be made
on the actual number of hours on which the equipment is actively
engaged in the extra work. If a unit of equipment is not performing
its normal function for a period of time exceeding one hour, it will be
on standby time from the time it ceased performing its normal
function, provided that the unit of equipment is fully operable and
cannot practically be used on other work but must remain on the
site in order to continue with its assigned task. This time, together
with actual working time will only be paid up to the period of time
which constitutes one working day. Payment, if any, for additional
gaps must be negotiated and approved by the Engineer. The City
will pay the operator or operating crew on an hourly rate for the
length of standby, plus 25% of the scheduled equipment rental rate
for the machine while standing by.
iii.

Equipment rented by the Contractor will be paid at the invoice rate plus
15% unless the invoice rate exceeds the O.P.S.S. rate or when the invoice
rate includes an operator exceeds the O.P.S.S. rate when the established
rate of the operator is deducted. Equipment exceeding the O.P.S.S. rate
will be paid at the invoice rate only, provided approval from the engineer
was given prior to commencement of work.

iv.

Floating charges will only be paid when the equipment is being
transported within the limits of the contract on and off the site of the force
account work and is not moving under its own power. When equipment is
moved under its own power, the full rental rate will be paid. Payment for
transporting equipment from sources outside the limits of the contract
must be negotiated through the Engineer.

v.

When the Contractor wishes to use oversize equipment, he may do so
upon written notice of the Engineer who will determine the rate to be paid.

vi.

When force account work is carried out by a sub-contractor, the allowance
to the prime contractor will be 5% of the invoice submitted by the subcontractor exclusive of the sub-contractor’s 15% allowance.

vii.

No payment will be made for or in respect to any tools, hand or otherwise
which are considered part of the trade.

viii.

No payment shall be made for any vehicle (pick up truck, etc.) unless it is
actively necessary for the work being carried out. (i.e. the force account
work is being carried out at more than one location, or the force account
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work is for one day or less and workers and small tools, supplies, etc.
must be transported to or from another site).
ix.

At the start of the force account work the Contractor shall provide the
applicable labour and equipment rates not already submitted to the
Engineer. Any subsequent invoices for rental equipment and material will
be submitted for the “daily work record”. (NOTE: The conditions for rental
equipment invoices.)
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